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Dear participant at the 3:rd ARTES Graduate Student Conference
in Lund, Sweden, March 8-9, 2001,
Starting as an idea in 1996, ARTES has now developed into an internationally well known
research network. Almost 100 graduate students, their advisors and industrial partners are included
in the network, and more than 40 of the students are currently funded by ARTES.
Last year ARTES was evaluated by its funding organisation, the Swedish Foundation for Strategic
Research (SSF). It was a great experience for us to gather all the material you supplied us with. An
impressive amount of studies have already been carried out, providing many impressive results.
The publications (printed double sided) that were sent to the evaluators completely filled a
standard size paper box for copying machine paper. What is really amazing is that this is only the
beginning, since in August last year when the evaluation took place the average ARTES student
had only carried out an equivalent of one year of studies. What is even more satisfying is that the
comments we received from SSF have been very positive, indicating that ARTES is the best
programme in the IT field, as well as the importance of the network for creating a critical mass.
This has given us courage to proceed with planning of the next stage, provisionally named
ARTES++.
The aim is to start ARTES++ already 2002, i.e. before the end of ARTES in the beginning of
2003. The intention is to continue with the networking activities in ARTES++, but to make the
research programme more focused by defining a number of sub-programmes (or clusters) with
specific research agendas and technical visions. The research groups and industrial networks are
currently being formed for these clusters.
Now, in March 2001 ARTES project support has reached its maximum, at a level of 1.6 MSEK
per month, corresponding to one PhD carried out every 6 weeks. This corresponds to about 40%
of the total Real-Time studies in Sweden. Adding the importance of the networking and mobility
activities, it is definitely fair to say that ARTES is the driving force for the real-time research in
Sweden. On the other hand, this research would never have been possible without the many
talented and dedicated graduate students that performs most of the actual work.
Your contributions are highly appreciated! As is your help to cover all relevant conferences in the
world with your presence and travel reports.
This Graduate Student Conference is the largest so far with 42 pre-registerd participants.
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AIDA II Progress Report
Towards a Co-simulation Environment for
Computer Control Systems
Jad El-khoury
KTH, Department of Machine design,
Mechatronics lab, 100 44 Stockholm
jad@md.kth.se

ABSTRACT
Modern machinery, such as automobiles, trains and aircraft, are equipped with embedded distributed computer control systems where the software implemented functionality is steadily increasing. The development of such systems, however, is still a relatively new and young
discipline. There is consequently a lack of tools, methods and models to support, in particular,
the early architectural design stages.
Closely associated with the design of a distributed control system are design decisions on the
overall system structure, function triggering and synchronization, policies for scheduling, communication and error handling. These parameters to a large extent determine the resulting system timing and dependability, and hence, impact the control application performance and
robustness.
The primary target for the research described here is the development of executable models to
support architectural design. The report describes earlier efforts in this direction including
case studies in the DICOSMOS and AIDA projects. Experiences from the studies are discussed
including aspects on modelling to support interdisciplinary design, modeling abstraction and
accuracy, and tool implementation.
A state of the art survey of related modelling efforts reveals that very little appears to have been
done in terms of modelling and simulation that involves simulation of the environment with the
computer control system. In addition, the treatment of distributed computer systems, redundant
systems, and error scenarios in this context appear to be scarce.
The possibilities for extending the simulation models to arrive at a ready to use library to support the design of distributed control systems are discussed. This work is already under way.
Remaining work includes to verify the developed simulation models, and to evaluate the models
and their usage in case studies. One related topic for further work includes integrating the simulation models with the AIDA modeling framework. A longer term aim is that the models and
simulation features should form part of a larger toolset supporting also earlier and later development stages, thus providing more comprehensive analysis and synthesis support.
1. INTRODUCTION
This report is a summary of an internal report developed at the mechatronics lab in order to identify the short and long-term research work to be done in the AIDA II project. Please refer to
(Törngren, 2001) for more detailed information.
1.1. Background: embedded control systems, trends and challenges
Machinery, such as automobiles, trains and aircraft, are increasingly being equipped with em-
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bedded control systems that are based on distributed computer systems. In these systems the
functionality is steadily increasing due to the possibilities enabled by software and networks for
information exchange. The computer system is typically composed of a number of networks
that connect the different nodes of the system. A node typically includes sensor and actuator interfaces, a microcontroller, and a communication interface to the broadcast bus. From a control
function perspective, such machines can be said to be controlled by a hierarchical system, where
subfunctions interact with each other and through the vehicle dynamics to provide the desired
control performance.
However, a number of challenges face the developers of such machinery in order to really be
able to benefit from the technology advances:
• The need to cope with the dramatic increase in system (software) complexity. Apart from the
sheer amount of new functionality, complexity also arises from different types of interference between functions partly arising from their usage of shared computer system resources.
• Managing and exploiting multidisciplinarity. The development of embedded control systems
requires knowledge in, and cooperation between, several different scientific and engineering
disciplines.
• Verification and validation of dependability requirements. The main challenge here is that
of developing mechatronic (software based) systems that are safer and more reliable than
their mechanical counterparts. Albeit the advantages, software easily becomes very complex
and is difficult to verify and validate. In addition, the distributed computer systems where the
software is implemented add “new” failure modes.
1.2. Modelling and simulation in the context of architectural design
The development of embedded computer control systems is still a relatively new and young discipline. Consequently, there is a lack of tools, methods and models to support, in particular, the
early so called architectural design stages. The primary target for the research described here is
the development of models to support architectural design. In the context of designing a distributed computer control system, architectural design is here used to refer to decisions on the:
• Overall system structure, including both functional, software and computer structure (These
issues include deciding on allocation and partitioning)
• Function triggering, synchronization, and policies for scheduling all resources
• Communication principles
• Policies for error handling, and the mechanisms used for error detection.
Choices of these “design parameters” to a large extent determine the resulting system reliability,
safety, and timing, and impact the control application performance and robustness.
The very basic idea is to develop models that can be used to analyse different architectural proposals, simulation is the analysis approach taken in this work. In a longer term perspective, the
aim is that the models and simulation features should form part of a larger toolset being developed at the mechatronics lab; a toolset that supports the design of embedded control systems in
order the meet the main identified challenges: complexity, multidisciplinarity and dependability.
Some of the requirements on the models are as follows (the reader is referred to Törngren (1995)
and Redell (1998) for more detail and background):
• The models should allow both functionality, to be implemented in a computer system, and
the computer systems to be represented.

• The models should allow co-simulation of functionality, as implemented in a computer system, together with the controlled continuous time processes and the behavior of the computer
system.
• The models should support interdisciplinary design, thus taking into account different supporting methods, modelling views, abstractions and accuracy, as required by control, system
and computer engineers.
• The models should be useful also for a descriptive framework, visualising different aspects
of the system, as well as being useful for other types of analysis such as scheduling analysis.
1.3. Why model based architectural design?
By model based design we primarily refer to models that are sufficiently formal to allow analysis to be carried out. Early architectural analysis allows the solution space to be explored, and
at the same time provides a better opportunity for the early detection of erroneous requirements
and design bugs. Clearly, such mistakes are very costly if detected late. Compared to traditional
testing, the approach allows different failure modes to be approached and analysed one at a time,
progressing the verification through the development in an iterative and incremental fashion.
A strong advantage of model based design used in the context of early analysis, is the ability to
evaluate alternative architectures with very few restrictions. Compared to traditional integration
testing, or hardware in-the-loop simulation where the complete environment of a node is simulated in real-time, model based design and analysis provides additional advantages including the
ability to easily and with low cost change the design, and the possibility to instrument and analyse the internals of the distributed computer system. This is not to say that model based design
can replace the others, but the tasks of for example the system integrator can be made much easier given that some aspects of the system, such as its timing behavior, have been analysed thoroughly earlier. A strong point of the modelling activity is that it is a very useful process that can
reveal a number of aspects, such as missing requirements and design bugs.
The investigation of computer system models, at different levels of abstraction with different
accuracy/complexity, is an educative process that we hope can provide additional understanding
to support interdisciplinary design. The model and tool prototypes are also very important as
part of the research because they enable different forms of feedback.
2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN MODELLING AND SIMULATION AT THE
MECHATRONICS LAB
2.1. Early work on modelling and simulation in the DICOSMOS project
An early investigation of “timing problems” was carried out in the DICOSMOS project, see
Wittenmark et al. (1995), Törngren (1995), Nilsson (1996). Here the effects of time-varying
feedback delays, sampling period jitter and data loss in feedback control systems were investigated. Inspired by earlier work along the lines of Ray (1988), cosimulation was one approach
taken in DICOSMOS towards analysing the timing problems. Special Simulink (www.mathworks.com) blocks were developed to model time-varying delays, sampling instant jitter, vacant
sampling and sample rejection (data-loss through over-writing of data), Törngren (1995). A
feedback control system, as modelled in Simulink, could then be instrumented with these blocks
to come one step towards modelling a distributed computer implementation. The approach
turned out to be useful for illustrating the effects of the timing problems and for analysing them,
e.g. for comparing the effects of sampling period jitter vs. a time varying delay, or for analysing
the sensitivity of a particular control design.

2.2. The AIDA modelling framework
The basis for developing the modelling framework was to determine the information needed in
the context of the early stages of design of distributed control systems. The models were targeted towards motion control applications implying the need to be able to model time- and eventtriggered, multirate, control systems with different modes of operation. These control systems
are to be implemented on distributed heterogeneous hardware with both serial and parallel communication links interconnecting the processing elements. There is a need for modelling the various system specific overheads, scheduling policies, error handling etc. The derived
requirements and the AIDA modelling framework are thoroughly described by Redell (1998),
Törngren and Redell (2000).
2.3. Modelling and simulation of the SMART satellite fault-tolerant computer system
During very early design stages of the development of the distributed computer control system
of the SMART satellite, to be launched in 2002 by the European Space Agency, the Swedish
Space Corporation needed to analyse and verify the use of the Controller Area Network (CAN)
in the on-board satellite computer control system. In particular the error handling of CAN in
conjunction with the chosen design for a fault tolerant network was of concern. This work was
partly carried out by the authors of this report, and included assessing the design by means of
modelling and simulation. The main aim of the simulation was to verify that the given rules for
redundancy are not conflicting, and that the system can recover from a single permanent fault.
For more information on the simulation models the reader is referred to Törngren and Fredriksson (1999).
2.4. Cosimulation within the DICOSMOS2 project
Sanfridson (1999 & 2000) describes a co-simulation of a truck and semi-trailer using a CAN
bus for the on-board distributed control system in order to investigate the performance of control applications and adjust control periods and message priorities on-line. The simulations have
been implemented in Matlab/Simulink. The model of the CAN bus is fairly detailed which gives
a realistic timely behaviour of the network communication. The major drawback is the amount
of processor time required to carry out the simulation at this detailed level.
3. THE STATE OF THE ART
Various simulation tools have been developed to tackle some of the issues discussed in this report. A small survey has been performed in order to evaluate these tools, with an earlier complementing survey given by Redell (1998). What was common between these tools is the fact
that they are developed with the aim of simulating real-time computer systems. However, each
tool is focused on particular aspects of such systems.
The following tools were evaluated: (See Törngren, 2001 for further details)
•
•
•
•

RT/CS Co-design: A Matlab Toolbox for Real-time and Control Systems Co-design
DRTSS: A Simulation Framework for Complex Real-time Systems
STRESS - A Simulator for Hard Real-time Systems
HaRTS: Design and Simulation of Hard Real-time Applications

4. SOME ESSENTIAL ISSUES IN MODELLING AND SIMULATION
4.1. Interdisciplinary design: modeling purpose, abstraction and accuracy
Good cooperation and interfaces between the involved engineers is essential to maintain con-

sistency between specifications, design and implementation. When developing a motion control
system for a machine, somehow the functions and elements thereof need to be allocated to the
nodes. This principally means that an implementation independent functional design needs to
be enhanced with new “system” functions that:
• Perform communication between parts of the control system.
• Perform scheduling of the computer system processors and networks.
• Perform additional error detection and handling.
This mapping will change the timing behavior of the functions due to effects such as delays and
jitter.
4.2. Issues related to system development and tool implementation
While developing distributed control systems, it would be advantageous to have a simulation
toolbox or library, in which the user can build the system based on prebuilt modules to define
things such as the network protocols and the scheduling algorithms. With such a tool, the user
can focus on the application details instead. Such a tool is possible since components like different types of schedulers and CAN network are well defined and standardised across applications. Such a tool will enforce a boundary between the application and the rest of the system.
This will speed up the development process, and gives the developers extra flexibility in developing the application.
Also, to be useful and cost-effective for system development, the usage of the models and the
simulation facilities need to be integrated into the development process.
5. FUTURE WORK
Investigating and extending the AIDA modeling framework. Some further ideas for developing the models are as follows:
• The developed simulation models should be integrated with the AIDA modelling framework. Ideally, the same basic models should be useful for static analysis and for simulation.
• The simulation models do describe both system structure and behavior but they are not always very descriptive since they sometimes lack graphical views. Some proposals in this direction have been made in the AIDA models (Redell, 1998).
• The semantics of pure simulation models (such as the ones in Simulink) inherently differ
from the timing behaviour of real-time execution, (Törngren et al., 1997). How can this semantic gap be bridged?
• The simulation models and the AIDA framework need to be extended both upwards, to models used in earlier design stages, and downwards, towards the implementation. Basically, the
motivation is given by the need for a holistic design framework that enables models (and
work accomplished) to be reused, and used efficiently. Thus it would be desirable to be able
to refine the models such that they can be used not just in early design. In addition, work carried out in configuring a computer node for example, should be reusable in later prototyping
and implementation stages.
• The use of the Unified Modelling Language (UML, 1997) and CODARTS models (Gomaa,
1993, a development of structured analysis models) in conjunction with the modeling framework will be investigated. Key aspects here include assessing when and why to use object
models vs. functional (structured analysis) models, and how they map to other entities such
as tasks.

Developing a toolset for architectural analysis. This topic builds upon the ideas of the AIDA
project. The idea is to develop a toolset that provides comprehensive analysis and modelling
support for embedded control systems.
The following are some ideas for the implementation of a prototype toolset for research purposes:
• The envisioned toolset concept is based on a number of well established engineering tools
that are complemented and extended with a number of functionalities. These functionalities
include additional models to enable important analysis and synthesis to be carried out. They
will also include necessary interfaces between tools. There are two strong reasons for this
structure; given limited research efforts, energy should not be spent on reinventing the wheel.
In addition, using available tools will make it easier to demonstrate and apply the toolset concept in a realistic setting. It will also facilitate the pinpointing of the opportunities provided
by the complementing tools. As an example, there are tools around that can deal with modelling and analysis of reliability, safety, control system design, finite state machines, timing
analysis, etc., but these tools are not integrated; and even if they were, can not provide the
functionality required for appropriately supporting the design of distributed real-time control
systems.
• The functionalities considered include support for overall system structuring in early design
stages (where reliability, safety, resource load and costs are evaluated), hazard and safety
analysis integrated with control system design, and control design complemented with support for distributed real-time system implementation where timing analysis is one important
part.
• Model reuse must be enabled by the envisioned toolset. Reuse can come in different forms.
One aspect of this is to be able to use a developed model throughout the life cycle of a product
in order to support product maintenance including upgrades. As discussed earlier, this requires models to be refined during the development. Having developed a simulatable model,
it would be valuable to reuse this information, for example the computer system configuration, in further prototyping and development work.
Many interesting issues exist and will arise in the development of this type of toolset.This includes how to manage the different types of models and how to use the toolset facilities in system development. The toolset should be complemented by an appropriate design methodology.
One important piece of this methodology should be a verification framework that promotes the
development of dependable embedded systems.
Extending the functionality of the toolset also requires the models to be extended (as partly discussed in the previous section). For example, the AIDA models currently do not include explicit
fault models and attributes such as criticality.
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Abstract
Design based on worst-case assumptions and hard deadlines can give low
resource utilization. In control systems, this corresponds to slow sampling and
low control performance. By allowing temporary overloads and overruns, we
can increase both the average CPU utilization and the control performance.
As a first step toward real-time control design that tolerates overruns, this
paper gives two examples which explore the impact of missed deadlines on control performance. In the first example, it is illustrated that control performance
and scheduling performance are totally different things. In the second example, it is shown that in some cases we can actually gain control performance by
setting tight deadlines which are then sometimes missed. The key parameters
that link the areas of scheduling analysis and control analysis are the sampling
interval, the input-output latency, and the jitter.

1. Background
Ever since the seminal paper on real-time scheduling theory, [Liu and Layland,
1973], computer-controlled systems have been used as the primary example of hard
real-time systems. In a hard real-time system, the computer responds to periodic
or non-periodic events by executing tasks that must finish within hard deadlines—
or else, the system will fail. This description has shaped much of the real-time
systems research during the past thirty years. It is questionable, however, whether
this description really fits the large majority of computer-controlled systems.
Typically, a controller is implemented as a task that should execute periodically
in the computer. In each period, the controller should sample the process output,
execute the control algorithm, and send the new control signal, to the process. The
controller is often designed using sampled-data control theory, see e.g. [Åström and
Wittenmark, 1997], which assumes that the samples are taken at equidistant points
in time.
The performance and stability of the closed-loop system depend not only on the
control algorithm, but also on the actual implementation and run-time behavior of
the controller in the computer system. The computing hardware, the execution-time
properties of the control algorithm, the real-time operating system, the scheduling
algorithm, and the possible network delays all introduce various amounts of delay and jitter in the control system. In the end, from a control perspective, it is
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the actual sampling period (including jitter) and the actual input-output latency
(including jitter) that influence the performance and stability of the closed-loop
system. For further discussion on the sources and effects of timing variations, see
[Törngren, 1998].

2. Where Do Deadlines Come From?
In the hard real-time scheduling literature, it is often unclear where the timing
constraints—including deadlines—actually come from [Ramamritham, 1996]. The
paper [Liu and Layland, 1973] is an exception to this, however: One of the assumptions clearly states that “Deadlines consist of run-ability constraints only—i.e. each
task must be completed before the next request occurs.” This implies that D = T
for all tasks. The connection to control theory is then made by mentioning that
“Any control loops closed within the computer must be designed to allow at least an
extra unit sample delay.” Later research has extended the schedulability analysis
to handle the cases D < T and D > T as well, see e.g. [Tindell et al., 1994] and
[Stankovic et al., 1998], but the origin of the deadlines and their relation to control
theory are rarely mentioned.
Sample

Control

0

D

T

Time

Latency
Response Time

Figure 1 Illustration of the relationship between deadline ( D ), response time, and inputoutput latency for a control task. The latency is bounded by the response time, which in turn
is bounded by the deadline. The task is assumed to be released at time zero.

From a control perspective, deadlines are primarily used to bound the inputoutput latency of the controllers. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between deadline, response time, and input-output latency for a control task. Here, it is assumed
that the A-D conversion takes place when the control task starts its execution,
and that the D-A conversion takes place when the task completes its execution.
A common alternative is to sample the process at the beginning of the period.
Furthermore, it is common practice to divide the control algorithm into two parts—
Calculate Output and Update State—and send out the control signal when the first
part has completed.
For controlled plants with unstable dynamics, bounded latency is absolutely necessary to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system. For all plants, bounded
latency is necessary to guarantee some minimum level of control performance. Also,
in general, the smaller the latency can be made, the better control performance
and robustness can be achieved. Thus, typical deadlines assigned to control tasks
( D ≤ T ) are often much tighter than what is dictated by pure stability considerations.
Deadlines may also be derived from other real-time constraints in the implementation. For instance, consider the case in Figure 2, where a dedicated, high-priority
output task τ DA is used to minimize the output jitter of control task τ 1 , see [Locke,
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τ1

τ DA
Buffer

Figure 2 In fixed-priority scheduling with offsets, a high-priority, dedicated output task τ DA
can be used to minimize the output jitter of control task τ 1 . This enforces a deadline on τ 1 .

1992]. The tasks have the same period, but τ DA is released with a fixed offset O
relative to the release of τ 1 . A deadline D < O must be assigned to τ 1 to ensure
that fresh output data will be available in the buffer when τ DA starts its execution.
See [Audsley et al., 1993] for further details on offset scheduling. Different control structures, such as synchronized loops, cascaded loops, etc., may also enforce
additional time constraints, see [Sandström, 1999].
Truly hard deadlines in real-time control systems are studied in [Shin et al.,
1985]. There, hard constraints on the controlled variables (e.g. physical constraints)
are used to derive maximum allowable control latencies in different regions of the
state-space. It is also noted that the hard deadline may be a random variable due
to stochastic disturbances acting on the process. The approach is extended in [Shin
and Kim, 1992], where the stability of the closed-loop system is also considered.
In the examples given, the hard deadlines are typically found to be several times
longer than the sampling interval. This may not be so surprising. As pointed out,
the sampling period of a controller is not only chosen to satisfy Shannon’s sampling
theorem, but also to achieve the desired performance. Thus, a controller always has
some degree of robustness against variations in the sampling interval due to, for
instance, missed deadlines.

3. Analysis—A Two-Step Procedure
Investigating the effects of missed deadlines in control systems is a two-step procedure, see Figure 3. Since control performance is a function of the sampling period,
the input-output delay, and the jitter, these, possibly stochastic, variables are first
obtained by scheduling analysis. The resulting control performance is then found
by control analysis. In the general case, both steps are very difficult to carry out,
and some approximations may be necessary.
Previous work [Eker and Cervin, 1999; Palopoli et al., 2000] has relied on cosimulations of the real-time kernel and the continuous dynamics to determine the
performance of the controllers in the real-time system. While this approach can
provide important insight, it is also very time-consuming, especially when the performance should be evaluated for a wide range of parameters. Also, simulations
cannot be used to prove stability or a minimum level of performance.

Task Set,
Scheduling
Policy

Analysis

Periods,
Delays,
Jitter

Analysis

Control
Performance

Figure 3 Analysis of the effects of missed deadlines on the control performance is a two-step
procedure: scheduling analysis followed by control analysis.
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3.1 Scheduling Analysis
The effect of missed deadlines depends not only on the scheduling policy used, but
also on the details in the real-time operating system. Often, deadlines are derived
and used in the scheduling design phase, but they are not necessarily enforced
during run-time. Hence, an overrun in one task may or may not disrupt the timing
of the other tasks.
Consider for instance a set of periodic control tasks that are described by the
following pseudo-code:

t = CurrentTime;
LOOP
AD-Conversion;
ControlAlgorithm;
DA-Conversion;
t = t + T;
WaitUntil(t);
END
Here, the only time constraint enforced during run-time is, that the task will never
be released prior to its nominal release time. If the control task does not meet its
design specifications during run-time, e.g. if the execution time of the control algorithm is larger than the predicted worst-case execution time, other task instances
will be delayed.
The scheduling analysis methods available today do not allow for derivation of
the distribution of the input-output delay and the jitter, except for in very simple
cases. One solution could be to rely on simulations to find the approximate distributions and on analysis to find the best-case and the worst-case values.
3.2 Deterministic Control Analysis
If the pattern of sampling periods and delays is deterministic, the control analysis
is straight-forward. A sampled plant, including a latency τ , where 0 < τ ≤ T, can
be written as (see e.g. [Åström and Wittenmark, 1997])
x( k + 1) = Φ x( k + 1) + Γ 0 u( k) + Γ 1 u( k − 1).
A controller can be written on general state-space form:
xr ( k + 1) = Φ r xr ( k) + Γ r y( k)
u( k) = Cr xr ( k) + Dr y( k)
Forming the closed-loop system, we get







Φ + Γ 0 Dr C Γ 1
 u( k)  = 
Dr C
0
x r ( k + 1)
ΓrC
0
|
{z
Φ cl
x ( k + 1)



Γ 0 Cr
x( k)
Cr   u( k − 1) 
Φr
xr ( k)
}

For a constant Φ cl matrix, the closed-loop system is stable if and only if σ̄ (Φ cl ) < 1,
i.e. iff the spectral radius of Φ cl is less than one. When Φ cl varies according a
repeating pattern, Φ cl1 , Φ cl2 , . . . , Φ cl n, the closed-loop system is stable if and only
if σ̄ (Φ cl1 Φ cl2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Φ cl n) < 1.
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3.3 Stochastic Control Analysis
When the actual sampling periods and delays are stochastic (as they are in the
general case, due to random execution times, etc.), the analysis is considerably
harder. One approach is to numerically evaluate a linear-quadratic cost function of
the form
(Z
)
T
1
T
T
J = lim
( x Q1 x + u Q2 u)dt ,
E
T →∞ T
0
where x is the state vector, u is the control signal, and Q1 and Q2 are weighting
matrices. The cost function measures the variance of different signals in the control
system. With proper choices of weighting matrices, stability can be concluded if
J < ∞. Furthermore, J is a measure of the performance of the controller.
Theory developed in [Nilsson, 1998; Lincoln and Bernhardsson, 2000] permits
evaluation of the cost J of any linear controller for stochastic, independent delays
from sampling to actuation. Aborted computations (modeled as infinite delays ) can
also be accounted for. Work in progress aims at evaluating the cost also in the
presence of sampling jitter.

4. Two Examples
Two examples are given that demonstrate the type of analysis that can be carried
out today. The first example assumes fixed execution times and investigates stability
under overload conditions under different scheduling policies. The second example
assumes a random execution time and demonstrates how a soft deadline can be
assigned to maximize the control performance.
4.1 Example 1: Overloaded System
Consider a set-up where two mechanical servos,
G1,2 (s) =

1000
,
s( s + 1)

should be controlled by two PD (proportional-derivative) controllers that execute as
two tasks in a computer. The controllers have been tuned to give good performance
in simulations, and suitable sampling periods have been found to be T1 = 6 ms and
T2 = 4 ms. It is assumed that D = T for both tasks. Unfortunately, the execution
time of the control algorithm is longer than anticipated, C = 3 ms. The requested
CPU utilization is
C
C
U=
+
= 1.25.
T1
T2
Since U > 1, the system is overloaded, and no scheduling algorithm can guarantee
that all deadlines will be met. This says very little about the performance of the
controllers, however.
We analyze stability of the controllers under rate-monotonic (RM) and earliestdeadline-first (EDF) scheduling. Assuming that the tasks are implemented according to the pseudo-code in the previous section, we first derive the actual sampling
periods and the actual input-output latency of the controllers. We then apply stability analysis to the controllers.
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Rate-Monotonic Scheduling The performance under rate-monotonic (RM)
scheduling is investigated first. Task 2 is given priority over Task 1 since T2 < T1 .
The first part of the resulting schedule, when both tasks are released at time zero,
is shown in Figure 4. Because of preemption, Task 1 misses all its deadlines. The

τ1
τ2
0

5
New period

Figure 4

10

15

Missed deadline

Sample

20
Time [ms]
Control

The first part of the schedule under RM scheduling. Task 1 misses all its deadlines.

regularity of the schedule makes it easy to determine the actual sampling period,
T , and the actual input-output latency, L, of the controllers. By inspection, they are
found to be constant (jitter-free) and equal to T 1 = 12 ms, L1 = 9 ms, T 2 = 4 ms,
and L2 = 3 ms.
Applying the deterministic stability analysis to Controller 1, we find that σ̄ (Φ cl ) >
1, so the controller is unstable. For Controller 2, we have σ̄ (Φ cl ) < 1, so the controller is stable.
A simulation of the complete set-up is shown in Figure 5. The performance
of Controller 2 is good, as expected. Controller 1, however, loses stability due to
the long sampling period and the long latency, which the controller has not been
designed for.

Servo position y1 (full), reference r1 (dashed)

Servo position y2 (full), reference r2 (dashed)
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Figure 5 Step responses under RM scheduling for Controller 1 (left) and Controller 2
(right). Controller 1 loses stability due to the long actual sampling period and the long actual
input-output latency.
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Earliest-Deadline-First Scheduling
Next, the performance under earliestdeadline-first (EDF) scheduling is investigated. The tasks execute in the order of
their absolute deadlines. Ties can be broken arbitrarily—assume that Task 1 gets
to execute before Task 2 in those cases. The first part of the resulting schedule,
when both tasks are released at time zero, is shown in Figure 6. After an initial

τ1
τ2
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10

15

20
Time [ms]

Figure 6 The first part of the schedule under EDF scheduling. After an initial transient,
all deadlines are missed.

transient, all deadlines are missed. This is due to the well-known domino effect.
There is no preemption in the resulting schedule so the actual input-output latency
is always equal to L = 3 ms for both controllers. The actual sampling periods are
no longer constant, but they exhibit periodic behavior. By inspection, T 1 is found
to exhibit the cycle {6, 9} ms while T 2 exhibits the cycle {6, 6, 3} ms.
In this case, we are switching between different sampling intervals, which
gives different Φ cl matrices. Applying the stability analysis, we find that for Controller 1, σ̄ (Φ cl 1 Φ cl 2 ) < 1, so this controller is stable. For Controller 2, we have
σ̄ (Φ cl1 Φ cl1 Φ cl2 ) < 1. so this controller is also stable.
A simulation of the set-up is shown in Figure 7. The systems are stable and the
performance is satisfactory for both controllers, despite the missed deadlines. The
jitter due to the varying sampling periods is clearly visible in the control signals.
The example shows that control performance and scheduling performance are
completely different things. It also displays that EDF scheduling distributes the
available computing resources more evenly in overload situations than RM scheduling does.
4.2 Example 2: Optimal Deadline Assignment
Consider a set-up where an inverted pendulum,
G ( s) =

s2

1
,
−1

should be controlled by a linear-quadratic controller. The sampling period is chosen
as T = 0.2 s. The execution-time of the control task is described by the probability
distribution function shown in Figure 8. The long tail of the distribution could for
instance be the result of hardware interrupts, data dependencies, or cache misses.
An output buffer (a high-priority task) is used to minimize output jitter, see
Figure 2. The output task executes with a fixed offset L compared to the controller.
This enforces the deadline D = L on the control task. If the output value is put in
the buffer after the deadline has expired, the control signal will be lost.
The controller is designed taking into account a fixed delay L and minimizing
the cost function
(Z
)
T
1
J = lim
(1)
( y2 (t) + u2 (t))dt .
E
T →∞ T
0
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Servo position y1 (full), reference r1 (dashed)

Servo position y2 (full), reference r2 (dashed)
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Figure 7 Step responses under EDF scheduling for Controller 1 (left) and Controller 2
(right). Both systems are stable despite the fact that, after an initial transient, all deadlines
are missed. The sampling interval jitter is clearly visible in the control signals.
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The probability distribution of the execution time of the pendulum controller.

The problem is to find the optimal value of L. If we choose L = T, all computations
will finish in time, but we will also have a long delay, which is bad from a control
performance perspective. If we choose a value L < T, the delay may be shorter on
average, but some computations will also be aborted. If we choose L = 0, the task
will never finish before its deadline and, without any control signals, the system
will of course be unstable.
The optimal deadline assignment can be found by computing the cost J for
different values of the deadline L. The plot is shown in Figure 9. In this case
the optimal deadline assignment turns out to be L = 0.08, in which case about
10% of the deadlines are missed. The result depends strongly on the execution-time
distribution, however. The penalty for aborted computations is quite high, so a more
uniform execution-time distribution would push the deadline towards L = T. Still,
the example shows that, even in the case of aborted computations, we can gain
control performance by allowing some percentage of the deadlines to be missed.
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Figure 9 The cost J as a function of the deadline L for the inverted pendulum controller.
The optimal deadline assignment is L = 0.08.

5. Conclusions
Relaxing the nominal requirements on hard deadlines in real-time control systems
is motivated from a resource utilization viewpoint. Modern computing hardware
tends to be optimized for high average-case performance rather than guaranteed
worst-case performance. Also, many control algorithms display considerable variations in their execution-time demands. Taken together, scheduling based on worstcase execution times and hard deadlines may be infeasible for a large set of control
applications.
Exploring the consequences of overruns is necessary in order to make the correct
co-design trade-offs. For instance, it may be beneficial to decrease the average period
of a controller, and allow it to miss a few deadlines, as long as the worst-case latency
does not exceed a certain bound.
In the suggested analysis, the first step is to determine what the actual sampling
period and the actual input-output latency will be for the different control tasks.
These quantities will be random variables in the general case, depending on the task
execution-time distributions, the scheduling algorithm, the mechanisms in the realtime operating system, the controller structure, etc. The next step is to determine
what the impact on the control performance will be. Future work will extend the
stochastic control performance analysis to handle sampling jitter.
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Abstract

missed.
The temporal debugger is demonstrated with a debugging session of an MPEG video decoder running
in a Linux system. We show how the debugger can be
used to detect that the decoder fails to render some
frames in time, and how the causes for deadline violations are found by correlating rendering time with
runtime statistics.
Keywords: Complete System Simulation,

We present a temporal debugger, capable of examining time ow of soft real-time applications. The debugger is attached to a simulator modelling an entire
workstation in suÆcient detail to run commodity operating systems and workloads. Whereas traditional
debuggers need to interfere with program execution,
thereby changing the temporal behaviour, a debugger
operating on a simulated system does not disturb the
timing of the target program. The temporal debugger
therefore allows non-intrusive and reproducible debugging of real-time applications in general-purpose
operating systems.
We have implemented the temporal debugger by
modifying the GNU debugger to operate on applications running in a simulated machine. Debugger
implementation is diÆcult because the debugger expects application-related data, whereas the simulator
provides low-level data. We introduce a technique,
virtual machine translation, for mapping simulator
data to the debugger by parsing operating system
data structures in the simulated system.
The debugger environment allows execution time
measurement and collection of statistics from multiple levels of the system: hardware, operating system, and application. We show how this pro ling
data can help a programmer explain missed deadlines; the statistics are correlated to deadline violations, thereby exposing di erences between executions when deadlines are met and when they are

GDB, Linux, Operating Systems, Real-Time
Profiling, Simics, Soft Real Time Systems,
Temporal Debugging

1 Introduction
Applications demanding short response times and
throughput guarantees are increasingly common in
general purpose computing environments. These so
called soft real-time applications include video decoders, games, and online trading systems. They
need to provide both high throughput performance
and service requests in predictable time. Unfortunately, it is diÆcult to program applications to meet
these requirements. The diÆculty of the task is compounded by the fact that there are few tools available
to aid the programmer.
Conventional tools in mainstream systems have no
support for analysing real-time requirements and generally ignore the fact that application correctness
depends on execution time. Tools speci cally tar1
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are executed in an arti cial environment, they can
be suspended and probed without a ecting the execution. Thus, the debugger allows non-intrusive and
reproducible application debugging. The debugger is
also able to present the time ow of the simulated system using the simulator's time model. Figure 1 shows
the debugger user interface. The window in the background is the simulated console, showing output from
UltraSPARC Linux during boot.

geting soft real-time applications are needed in order to help the programmer minimise the number of
missed deadlines occurring during execution. Such
tools should locate missed deadlines, explain why the
program did not meet performance expectations and
provide guidelines for correcting the problem. As
the perceived quality of soft real-time applications
depends on temporal correctness, they are sensitive
to time variations during execution. The tools must
therefore keep time distortion low and should be able
to display time ow in detail.
The debugger is one of the most important tools
for computer programming. Traditional debuggers,
however, are inadequate for real-time applications, as
they lack a notion of temporal correctness and interfere with program execution. In embedded real-time
system design, these problems have been addressed
by simulator-based debuggers [2, 22]. Historically,
embedded systems have been so much slower than engineering workstations that temporally accurate simulation has been feasible. Until recently, it has not
been practical to use simulators to study commodity
desktop and server computer systems, as the simulators have been too slow.
Advances in simulation technology have resulted in
simulators providing an approximate, but reasonably
accurate timing model while executing roughly 50200 times slower than native execution [8, 11]. These
simulators, referred to as complete system simulators, model an entire workstation at the instruction
set level, and run unmodi ed operating systems and
workloads. A complete system simulator that is deterministic addresses the two major problems in realtime analysis: lack of reproducibility and time distortion resulting from intrusion. The characteristics of
complete system simulators make them excellent candidates for building a temporally correct debugger
for real-time systems. Furthermore, as the simulators execute both application and operating system,
they provide an authentic model of performance and
timing factors caused by the operating system.
In this paper, we present a temporal debugger for
soft real-time applications. The debugger is based
on the GNU debugger [6], modi ed to debug Linux
applications running on a complete system simulator. As the target program and operating system

Figure 1:

Temporal debugger user interface.

We have earlier studied temporal debugging of operating systems [1]. An operating system executes
directly on the physical machine, which corresponds
to the model provided by the simulator. It is therefore straightforward to debug operating systems by
using services provided by the simulator. Debugging
user level applications, however, is non-trivial. Unix
programs execute inside protected environments, provided by the operating system. These environments
are referred to as virtual machines. As a debugger expects information related to a process, it is necessary
to map physical data, as presented by the simulator,
2

i ed operating system and application software. This
limits the sources of errors to those introduced by the
hardware model, and by models of simulation input
feed.

to process-related data. The information necessary
to perform this mapping in a robust manner exists
only in the operating system running in the simulated machine. We have therefore invented a technique, virtual machine translation (VMT), for reading memory and register contents of Linux processes
by parsing kernel data structures.
We also describe how the services of the temporal debugger can be used to pro le real-time applications. The debugger facilitates the explanation of
deadline misses by providing measurements of system
metrics, for example counts of hardware and operating system events, application variables, and execution time of functions. This allows a programmer
to compare measurements and nd di erences in execution between successful iterations and iterations
where a deadline was missed.
Section 2 provides some background on complete
system simulation and the bene ts of using it for
real-time analysis. A description of the design and
implementation of the temporal debugger, including
the virtual machine translation, is presented in Section 3. It also contains an example debugging session of an MPEG video decoder running in a Linux
system. In Section 4, we describe how the debugger allows measurement of system metrics and how
the results are used for pro ling the video decoder.
Section 5 contains a short survey of related work in
real-time debugging and simulation. Conclusions and
future work are presented in Section 6.

2.1 Simulation model
The model provided by a simulator can be thought of
as having two components, functional and temporal.
The simulator must provide an almost exact functional model to be able to run unmodi ed software.
In contrast, the accuracy of the temporal model can
be compromised without breaking the operating system and applications. It is therefore possible to trade
accuracy for speed by using approximative models.
The appropriate degree of approximation depends on
the size of the workload and the time scale of its deadlines. For large workloads, a reasonably accurate time
model is usually suÆcient to obtain a coarse understanding of the timing behaviour in the system.

2.2 Reproducibility
A simulated computer is purely arti cial and deterministic. Thus, a simulated system starting execution in a known state will always execute along the
same path. This property is essential, both for experiments and debugging, as it is possible to reproduce
a state reached in execution. A user of a temporal
debugger may detect that excessive time has passed
at one point in execution, and restart the simulation
to examine recently executed routines more carefully.
This technique is similar to the methodology used
for debugging logical correctness of conventional programs. As time is part of the state the user wishes
to verify, it is crucial that temporal behaviour is preserved between debugging sessions.
Execution is reproducible only if all input to the
simulator is deterministic. As the physical world
is inherently unpredictable, the simulator must not
communicate with real, unpredictable input sources.
Instead, all input sources must be modelled, with
traces, synthetic models, or other simulators. In order to obtain a realistic input feed, the simulator may
be connected to the real world once, with recording enabled. Further experiments can then use the

2 Complete system simulation
Many design and research areas bene t from simulation of computer systems. Thus, the level of detail provided by simulators range from models of microprocessor chip logic to coarse models of an execution environment including operating system and
libraries. The simulator used in this paper is a complete system simulator. It provides a model of a machine at the instruction set level, which represents the
well-de ned border between hardware and software.
It models all the hardware in a system, and only the
hardware. As the simulation model is functionally
identical to a real system, the simulator runs unmod3

components most important for performance modelling: cache hierarchies, synchronisation in multiprocessor machines, and I/O devices.
Simics's programming interface allows the user to
add more detailed timing models. If an application is
constrained by a particular bottleneck in the system,
the user can program a detailed model of that part
and trade some simulation performance for a better
model. The performance impact can be signi cant if
the user adds an ineÆcient timing model for a central
component, such as the CPU pipeline. In this case,
performance can be improved by switching models at
runtime. Examples of simulation model tradeo s and
dynamic switching of models have been presented by
Herrod [8].

recorded trace.

2.3 Probe immunity

In physical systems, measurement of the system generally a ects its behaviour. This is referred to as
probe e ect. Although measurements change time
ow in the system, soft real-time applications tend
to have deadlines separated by long intervals, and
are therefore not very sensitive to these changes. The
probe e ect does, however, put a limit on the amount
of measurement. Nevertheless, a temporal debugger requires non-intrusive probing to achieve reproducible execution. Even a minimal change in execution time ow could a ect decisions in the applications and the operating system, resulting in a completely di erent execution path.
In a simulated system, the time scale of the sys- 3 Debugging real-time applicatem under study is decoupled from the time scale of
tions
the system running the simulator. When the user
stops execution, simulation is suspended, and simulated time is frozen. Time distortion due to the probe A debugger allows a programmer to inspect program
state. In order for the debugger to be useful, it
e ect is thereby eliminated.
must not a ect correctness by changing program behaviour. Also, as debugging is a repetitive task, the
2.4 Simics
user must be able to repeat sessions, and observe
The simulator used for this work is Virtutech identical execution each time. For programs whose
Simics [21]. Simics simulates the SPARC V9 instruc- correctness depend only on predictable input, meettion set and models single or multiprocessor systems ing these requirements is straightforward. A debugcorresponding to the sun4u architecture from Sun Mi- ger for real-time programs, however, must be able to
capture and replay program time ow without changcrosystems, for example the Enterprise 3500.
Simics consists of a core interpreter that o ers ba- ing it. In this section we describe how a debugger
sic services such as an instruction set interpreter, a based on complete system simulation allows correct
general event model, and a module for simulating and debugging of real-time applications.
pro ling memory activity. A programming interface
allows the addition of device models, which may be 3.1 Simulation-based debugging
connected to the \real world" or models thereof.
Simics supports a simple time model in its default A complete debugger setup consists of the debugger
con guration. This model approximates time by program and a target machine running the debugged
de ning a cycle as either an executed instruction or a program. Figure 2 shows the di erent parts of a depart of a memory or device stall. In this mode, Simics bugger setup. We refer to the debugger program itself
has a rather simple view of the timing of a modern as front-end and to the target machine/program tusystem, and assumes a linear penalty for events such ple as back-end. Examples of such tuples are: Unix
as translation look-aside bu er (TLB) misses, data programs running in the virtual machine provided by
cache misses, and instruction cache misses. Simics the operating system, or an embedded operating syssupports eÆcient programming of models for the tem on a separate target board.
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debugger
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As a simulation-based debugger runs in a di erent
operating system than the target process, it cannot
use operating system services to probe the target,
and is restricted to simulator services. The simulator provides primitives for probing hardware state,
such as register, memory, and disk contents. This
information is useful for probing the operating system itself, which is the program running directly on
the hardware. Without post-processing, however, the
information is not useful for analysing user space processes.
In order to support debugging of processes in the
simulated system, we introduce an intermediate lter
between the debugger and the simulator, the virtual
machine translator (VMT). The VMT answers a debugger's queries for virtual machine state. Queries
for memory content refer to virtual addresses, and
must be translated to physical addresses. The VMT
performs this translation, which is normally provided
by the operating system. It starts by looking up the
head of the process list, which is a global variable
whose address is found in the kernel symbol table.
It nds the appropriate process entry by following
pointers referring to data structures in the simulated
memory. It proceeds in the same way in the process's
page table until the mapping for the virtual address
is found. If the page resides in physical memory, the
VMT queries the simulator for the contents and responds to the debugger. If the sought page is paged
out to disk, the VMT needs to walk the kernel data
structures further to nd which disk block it was written to and query the simulator for disk contents.
The debuggers are separate programs, communi-

A debugger requires a certain set of primitives for
probing and controlling the target machine. Such
primitives include reading memory, reading registers,
single stepping, and setting breakpoints. Adapting a
simulator to the primitives required by a speci c debugger enables symbolic debugging of the simulator
workload.
In addition to primitives required by a debugger
front-end, the simulator provides services not normally available in a debugger. The service most relevant for real-time analysis is the ability to present
current time with cycle count granularity. It enables
the user to step through a portion of code, checking
for both functional and temporal errors.

3.2 User process debugging
In time sharing operating systems, such as Linux,
each program runs in a protected environment, with
private registers, memory, and operating system resources. This is referred to as a virtual machine. In
order for a debugger to debug a program, it needs to
control execution and probe state of the corresponding virtual machine. A traditional debugger does not
implement this controlling mechanism. Instead, it
uses an interface provided by the operating system,
illustrated in Figure 3. The operating system performs necessary administrative tasks, such as virtual
memory translation and virtual register lookups. It
thereby exports an image of a consistent virtual machine to the debugger.
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de nitions from the kernel source code can be reused
with little or no modi cation. The dependencies between VMT modules are illustrated in Figure 5.

applications

Linux

virtual
machine
translator

debugger
broker

gdb
gdb
gdb

Simics

Figure 4:

Virtual machine translator
Linux kernel

Simulation-based debugger. Arrows represent
directions of data queries.

Simics

cating with the VMT via a proxy, a debugger broker, which supports concurrent debugging of multiple
processes in the simulated system. The broker keeps
state for each debugger connected and maps debugger queries to the corresponding virtual machine. It
controls simulator execution, stepping forward only
when all connected debuggers are ready to execute.
The setup is shown in Figure 4. The debugger broker also makes sure all debugger breakpoints refer to
physical memory. It maintains a list of breakpoints
in use and inserts (removes) simulation breakpoints
when code pages are mapped (unmapped) to physical
memory.

Figure 5:

kernel probe

probe
generator

Linux kernel
data parser

kernel symbols

Implementation of the virtual machine translator.

Solid arrows represent data queries.

The dashed arrow represents code generation.

The Linux-speci c module for parsing kernel structures uses the generated code whenever it needs to
probe kernel memory. It is therefore independent of
the exact code layout, and needs to query the simulator directly only occasionally. This independence
provides some portability and robustness when porting to new architectures or kernel versions.

3.4 Real-time debugging example

3.3 Virtual machine translator implementation

As a demonstration of debugging soft real-time applications, we present examples from a debugging session of the MPEG video decoder mpeg play [13]. The
decoder displays a video clip with a frame rate of 30
frames per second. In this example, Simics is used to
model an UltraSPARC workstation. The simulated
machine boots from a disk image containing an installation of UltraPenguin Linux 1.1. The system is congured to run the MPEG decoder at boot. The system also runs standard Unix daemons and, in order
to make the workload more complex, a CPU-bound
background task with low priority. The startup sequence is shown in Figure 1.
We have executed simulation forward until the
video decoder is started, and attached GDB to the
mpeg play process. In order to present simulated
time ow, the modi ed GDB provides a magic variable, sim time. Whenever the variable is referenced,
GDB queries the simulator for the number of cycles
executed since boot. As the variable is integrated into

Writing code for parsing data structures of a simulated system is a tedious and error-prone process. In
order to simplify and automate the task, a few engineering tricks have been employed.
The symbol table for the operating system kernel
contains information on the size and memory layout
of all types de ned in the kernel source code. We
have implemented a meta-tool that uses a symbolic
debugger to parse a symbol table, and then generates a C++ class for each type found in the table.
The code generated includes routines for constructing objects by probing simulated memory. This code
generator provides a programming environment with
strong typing, enabling compile time checking for
simple mistakes. It also facilitates performance optimisations, for example cached variable lookups or
lazy memory probing. Moreover, the Linux kernel is
written in C, which is a subset of C++. Therefore,
6

GDB, it can be used as any other program variable, 4 Pro ling real-time applicafor example in GDB scripting or conditional breaktions
points. Other types of simulator information, such
as hardware or operating system statistics, can be A pro ling tool assists a programmer in deciding
presented in a similar fashion.
where in a program to make optimisations. The most
Listing 1 shows how we set a breakpoint at the common type of pro ling tool is the performance proroutine ExecuteDisplay, which is called at the end ler. It measures execution time spent in di erent
of the rendering loop. We use the sim time variable code sections, and shows the programmer where the
to check whether the deadline was met for each frame. majority of execution time is spent. This gives the
The machine runs at 225 simulated megahertz, and programmer a hint on where to concentrate his e orts
must therefore render a frame in less than 7.5 million to improve program performance. Certain advanced
cycles to meet the deadline. A short GDB command pro lers also collect statistics on how well hardware
or operating systems resources are used. Such statissequence locates the rst missed deadline for us.
tics may explain why a program fails to meet performance expectations, and are used to suggest to the
programmer how to modify the program.
Listing 1 Example of locating a missed deadline.
When optimising soft real-time applications, the
(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
programmer aims to minimise the number of missed
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.
deadlines. Traditional pro ling tools are inadequate
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
for this purpose, as they present total time spent in
a code block, measured over the whole execution. InBreakpoint 1, ExecuteDisplay (vid_stream=0x11a160,
frame_increment=1, xinfo=0x116654) at gdith.c:942
stead, a real-time pro ler should present di erences
942
if (xinfo!=NULL) display=xinfo->display;
in
execution times between iterations when the dead(gdb-sim) display $sim_time
$1 = 979949561
line was missed and iterations when the deadline was
(gdb-sim) set $start = $sim_time
met. This presentation gives the programmer a hint
(gdb-sim) commands 1
Type commands for when breakpoint 1 is hit, one per line.
as to which routines he should modify to eliminate
End with a line saying just "end".
deadline misses.
>silent
>printf "Frame completed at %d, in %d cycles\n", $sim_time,
$sim_time - $start
>if $sim_time - $start > 7500000
>printf "Deadline missed\n"
>else
>set $start = $sim_time
>continue
>end
>end
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Frame completed at 980856912, in 907351 cycles
Frame completed at 981744876, in 887964 cycles
Frame completed at 989462277, in 7717401 cycles
Deadline missed
(gdb-sim)

4.1 Source code pro ling example

In order to explain why the video decoder missed
some deadlines in the example in Section 3.4, we will
measure and compare time spent in a subroutine.
By running mpeg play in a conventional performance
pro ler, we observe that most of the execution time
is spent in the function OrderedDitherImage. We
set breakpoints at the start and end of this function
and measure execution time for each iteration with
a simple script (similar to that in Listing 1). The
results are shown in Figure 6. The axes correspond
to execution time spent in OrderedDitherImage and
When a missed deadline is found, the user can rendering time for the whole frame. Surprisingly,
restart the session and investigate the unsatisfactory OrderedDitherImage executes in constant time |
behaviour in detail. As the simulated machine is de- except for a few odd values, caused by interrupts and
terministic, an identical execution will be observed. page faults | and there is no correlation between a
7

translator is able to collect three types of statistics.

deadline miss and execution time spent in this function.

{ Event count.
Some operating system
events, such as page faults and context
switches, have great impact on performance. These are counted by inserting a
breakpoint in a corresponding kernel routine, for example the scheduler. Whenever the breakpoint is triggered, the event
counter is incremented.
{ Kernel variable values. Kernel variables
may be sampled by reading simulated memory, and the addresses are found in the kernel symbol table. The process id of the current task is an example of a useful kernel
variable.
{ Computed kernel variables. Variable values
that are not available immediately in memory are calculated using a speci c routine
for each variable. A traditional debugger
would execute code in the target machine to
perform such computations. This method
is unacceptable for a simulation-based debugger, as it would modify the simulation
and make it non-deterministic. Instead, the
user must implement a lookup routine for
each computed variable. The length of the
run queue is an example of a computed kernel variable.
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Correlation to OrderedDitherImage execution
time.

We could continue searching for causes of missed
deadlines by measuring execution time spent in other
functions, hoping they would show better correlation.
Instead, we will present how to perform instrumented
pro ling by correlating deadline violations with other
metrics.

4.2 Instrumented pro ling
Execution time for a code section may di er between
iterations, even though the program executes along
identical paths. In a general purpose operating system, the stochastic behaviour of the memory hierarchy, I/O devices, and competing processes a ects
execution time in unpredictable ways.
Variations in execution time between iterations
may be explained by counting system events, and
comparing event statistics for each iteration with execution time. We collect statistics from di erent levels
in the system using di erent methods.

 Application level. The user may choose to in-

clude statistics from application events and variables in the same way as for the operating system. Routines for collecting application statistics are best implemented on top of the debugger interface, as the debugger services are necessary. The code generation techniques used for
implementing the virtual machine translator (described in Section 3.3) are applicable also for programming application level probing.

 Hardware level. The simulator counts perfor-

mance related hardware events occurring in the
The ability to collect execution statistics from mulsimulated machine. Events counted include
tiple
levels in a computer system is very useful. It
cache misses, TLB misses, and I/O transactions.
allows eÆcient problem solving without requiring
 Operating system level. The virtual machine knowledge about the nature of the problem. Most
8

performance tools collect data from a single level, and
therefore require that the programmer knows which
tool to use and where to look.
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4.3 Instrumented pro ling example
We can now proceed to try to explain the missed
deadlines in the MPEG video decoder by correlating
statistics from the application and operating system
level.

deadline

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Listing 2 Reading application variables.

I

(gdb-sim) list video.h:100
97
/* Macros for picture code type. */
98
99
#define I_TYPE 1
100
#define P_TYPE 2
101
#define B_TYPE 3
(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.

Figure 7:

P
Frame type

B

Correlation to MPEG frame type.

in Listing 2.
The results, shown in Figure 7, indicate that most
deadline violations occur while decoding I and P
frames. This implies that the programmer of mpeg play should concentrate optimisation e orts on the
code executed during I and P frame decoding. Optimising code performance is often diÆcult, however,
and the programmer may want to tune other system
parameters to improve application quality. Figure 7
shows that rendering time varies, even for frames
of the same type. We suspect that this variance is
caused by the background load. In order to measure the amount of CPU resources consumed by the
competing program, we instruct the simulator to insert a breakpoint at the point where Linux returns
from kernel to user space, and inform us whenever a
new process is scheduled. This procedure is shown in
Listing 3. A comparison of rendering time and time
spent in other processes is shown in Figure 8, indicating a clear correlation. Therefore, limiting CPU
usage of other processes, for example by using a realtime scheduling policy, may improve application performance in the scenario presented. The correlation
may also be a side-e ect, if the application spends a
large amount of time waiting for I/O. By measuring
time spent on blocking system calls, the programmer
can nd out whether the application misses deadlines
because of I/O wait. He can continue validating his
theories this way, through further measurements and
correlations, until he has obtained suÆcient under-

(gdb-sim) set $start = $sim_time
(gdb-sim) commands 1
Type commands for when breakpoint 1 is hit, one per line.
End with a line saying just "end".
>silent
>printf "Frame number %d", TotalFrameCount
>printf ", type %d", vid_stream->picture.code_type
>printf ", %d cycles\n", $sim_time - $start
>set $start = $sim_time
>continue
>end
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Frame number 9, type 1, 7933769 cycles
Frame number 10, type 3, 7179460 cycles
Frame number 11, type 3, 6730860 cycles
Frame number 12, type 2, 7364510 cycles
Frame number 13, type 3, 6062254 cycles
Frame number 14, type 3, 6742310 cycles
Frame number 15, type 1, 7897064 cycles

An MPEG stream contains a compressed representation of video frames. For some frames, the whole
frame is encoded as a JPEG picture. These are referred to as I frames. Other frames are represented
only by the di erence to past or future frames (P
and B frames). The decoder handles each frame type
in a di erent way. Thus, decoding time is probably
dependent on the frame type. In order to nd out
whether most deadline violations occur for a particular frame type, we instruct the debugger to break at
each iteration and print the variable containing the
frame type code. The debugger commands are shown
9

is necessary to avoid intrusion and to reproduce sessions. Some vendors, for example Motorola [2] and
Wind River [22], provide simulators with models of
caches and CPU pipeline, resulting in good execution
time modelling. The tools generally available are either too incomplete to run general-purpose operating
systems or too slow to run desktop applications.

standing of the causes of deadline violations.
Listing 3 Measuring context switches.
(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.
(gdb-sim) set sim os-context-switches on
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Context switch from 105 to 106 at 981749467.
Context switch from 106 to 105 at 987309788.

Support for non-interactive debugging of real-time
programs may be provided by logging execution to a
trace, which is sent over a network to a separate system. The trace may be generated by dedicated hardware [7, 16, 20] or additional program code [4, 15].
Both approaches are inconvenient, and the amount
of monitoring is limited. Furthermore, data exploration is limited to the data subset collected.

Breakpoint 1, ExecuteDisplay (vid_stream=0x11a160,
frame_increment=1, xinfo=0x116654) at gdith.c:942
q942
if (xinfo!=NULL) display=xinfo->display;
(gdb-sim)
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The R2D2 debugger [17] is based on monitoring
of software generated traces. It has been extended
with a low priority task in the target system to answer queries from the debugger in case the system is
idle. This provides some support for interactive debugging. Sessions cannot be authentically repeated,
however, and the target system may be unable to
provide information when it is under stress.
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Mueller and Whalley [14] propose debugging of
real-time applications using execution time prediction. The application is executed in a conventional
debugger, supported by a cache simulator. Time
elapsed is predicted by the simulator and reported
during debugging. This prediction does not take operating system e ects into account and works best for
small programs.

7

Correlation to time spent in other processes.

5 Related work
In many existing real-time operating systems and environments, only conventional, non-real-time debugging tools are available. These systems may only
be used for validating and debugging functional, not
temporal, correctness. There are however vendors
providing support for alternative debugging methods.
Some of these methods are discussed below.
Developers of programs for small embedded systems commonly use an emulator (tool for executing programs in foreign environments) as debugging
back-end. Emulators generally focus on the functional model and do not provide a time model, which

The work in this paper is made possible by many
di erent advances in simulator implementation technology [3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 19]. A few simulator research
groups have managed to model a complete hardware system with suÆcient detail and eÆciency to
run commodity operating systems with large workloads [5, 11]. The SimOS project [8] has made similar
achievements, although the simulator presented does
not model a complete binary interface and requires
operating system modi cations. Due to the accurate
timing model provided, complete system simulators
have proven to be e ective tools for performance proling [8, 12, 18].
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6 Conclusions
The primary contribution of this paper is the temporal debugger, an important tool for development
of soft real-time applications. The temporal debugger implementation is based on the GNU debugger,
modi ed to connect to a simulator modelling a complete workstation. The simulator runs unmodi ed
operating system and application software and allows
reproducible analysis of system time ow.
The major diÆculty in debugger implementation is the mapping of low-level simulation data to
application-related data useful to the debugger. We
address this problem using a new technique, virtual
machine translation, which operates by traversing
data structures in the operating system kernel. This
technique has been implemented for UltraSPARC
Linux systems.
We demonstrate how the temporal debugger can be
used to detect missed deadlines in an MPEG video
decoder, running in Linux. We also show how the
debugger makes application and operating system
internals visible during simulation, enabling collection of runtime statistics from di erent system levels. The statistics are correlated to deadline misses
in the video decoder, thereby explaining the causes
of deadline violations.
Currently, the temporal debugger environment
supports manual examination, or simple automated
operations using GDB scripts. A programmer would
bene t more from an automated pro ler, visualising
correlations between missed deadlines and many different types of statistics, for example cache misses,
function call arguments, page faults, and branch decisions. As the debugger environment allows nonintrusive probing, an automated tool can measure
large amounts of data eagerly, without compromising accuracy.
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Methods for Increasing Software Testability
Extended abstract
Birgitta Lindstr
om, Jonas Mellin, and Sten Andler

Testing is the act of executing a system
or application, in order to show the presence of faults. The con dence in the system can thereby increase as faults are removed. It can, however, never be used to
prove that the system is correct. The reason for this is that it is generally infeasible to conduct exhaustive testing, since the
number of test cases to test all possible outcomes is too high. It is a well-known fact in
software engineering that the cost for testing of software often is 50% or more of the
development costs. Hence, methods to improve testability, i.e., to reduce the e ort
required for testing, have a very large potential to decrease development costs.
In this paper, controllability and observability, (Schutz 1993), are considered necessary prerequisites for testability. Without the ability to control test execution,
and the ability to observe important outcomes such as state transitions, it is not feasible to reach a high level of testability. A
system, which lacks controllability and observability, is always diÆcult to test. However, testability also depends on the number of possible execution orders (i.e., interleavings of threads). An often neglected circumstance which is especially important for
distributed or real-time systems. The rea-

son for this dependency is that observability
and controllability only apply to test cases
that are actually executed. Given a certain amount of test e ort, the test coverage decreases with an increase in the number of distinct execution orders and hence,
test cases. Achieving higher test coverage
(i.e., executing a higher ratio of all possible
test cases) increases the required test e ort,
since it requires designing, executing, and
analyzing more test cases (Birgisson, Mellin
and Andler 1999).
As we have shown that testability is dependent of the number of distinct execution
orders, it is a natural step to investigate the
execution environment and its impact on
the number of execution orders. Which execution orders are allowed depends to a large
degree on processor scheduling and concurrency control policies. In a survey and analysis of current methods for improving testability (Lindstrom 2000), several such methods are investigated and their properties
with respect to processor scheduling and
concurrency control analyzed. Especially,
their impact on the number of distinct execution orders is discussed. The survey reveals that (i) there are few methods which
explicitly address software testability, and
(ii) methods that concern the execution en-
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The scheduling properties that are investigated by Lindstrom (2000) are preemption
policy, task priority policy, and observation
policy. It is shown that there is a signi cant
in uence on testability from the choice of
scheduling properties. One example is the
priority policy, which has two dimensions of
complexity that do have an impact on the
test e ort:

vironment for real-time systems require or
favor a time-triggered design.
Kopetz (1991) points out that testability depends on the architecture and must
be considered during the design phase.
The rst comparison of time-triggered
and event-triggered systems with respect
to testability is made by Schutz (1993).
Schutz shows that the e ort to test an
event-triggered real-time system is inherently higher than that of a time-triggered
real-time system. This is due to the dynamic nature of event-triggered systems,
which makes the number of distinct execution orders high in comparision to timetriggered systems.
A time-triggered design is, however, not
always suitable. The reasons to choose an
event-triggered design include the need for
a exible system in unpredictable environments. Usually there is a need for graceful
degradation. Therefore, it is an interesting
issue to investigate which properties of the
execution environment in event-triggered
systems that lead to high or low levels of
testability. Some of these properties are
identi ed by Lindstrom (2000) and others
remain as open problems. These properties
are used to de ne categories, which form a
basis of taxonomy for testability.
It is important to note here that we
have no intention to discriminate between
good and bad solutions based on testability
alone. We are, however, interested in the
impact on testability from di erent properties of the execution environment, as design is always a matter of trade-o decisions. The important thing is that these decisions should be based on as much information about the consequences of the choices
as possible.

1. Whether the task priority is unique
during the execution of the task,
2. Whether the priority ordering between
two tasks can switch during task execution (e.g., priority ceiling protocol)
A priority policy that guarantees unique
priorities during execution does not increase
the test e ort, since for each given set of
tasks we will have exactly one distinct execution order. However, if the priorities are
non-unique, the number of potential execution orders for a set of k tasks equals k!
given a non-preemptive scheduling policy.
The proof is trivial, consider the case when
all k tasks are assigned the same priority.
In this worst case, the execution order is
totally arbitrary which means that all permutations of k are possible. In a more average case, we might have a distribution of
the tasks over levels of priorities. Suppose
we have three levels of priorities, then for
each set of tasks we will have x!*y!*z! distinct execution orders, where x, y, and z are
the number of tasks in the set with priority
level 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The question of whether priorities are guaranteed to
be unique is of signi cant importance for
the system testability. It separates the systems into two di erent degrees of testability
where the number of test cases either grows
2

Real-Time Computing Systems and
with combinations of the number of tasks
Applications (RTCSA'99).
or permutations of the number of tasks.
A priority policy that allows the priority
order between tasks to be changed arbitrar- Kopetz, H. (1991). The Design of RealTime Systems, Software Enginering
ily during the execution has a negative inJournal 6(3): 72{82.
uence on testability. The change can be
regarded as an event that changes the ex- Lindstrom, B. (2000). Methods for increasecution order for the set of current tasks.
ing software testability, Master's theIf these changes are arbitrary, all execution
sis, HS-IDA-MD-00-017, University of
orders are possible for a given set of tasks.
Skovde.
Hence, this is also a property that separates
systems into two di erent levels of testabil- Schutz, W. (1993). The Testability of Disity.
tributed Real-Time Systems, Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
Similar results have been shown for several other execution environment properties. The conclusion is that there is an obvious impact on testability from the execution environment. Further investigations
are necessary to identify other properties
that are important for testability. It is also
of central importance to determine the magnitude of in uence from the di erent properties on testability and any interrelationships between them that might a ect their
in uence. Of course, some combinations of
properties may not be meaningful.
The completion of the initiated research
into properties that a ect testability will
lead to a taxonomy of testability. The bene t of such a taxonomy is that it enables designers of event-triggered systems to regard
testability when making informed trade-o
decisions.
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Abstract

In complex distributed real-time systems the temporal correctness is imperative for dependability. Industrial practice has few methods for testing of temporal correctness and the
methods that exist are often ad-hoc. A problem associated with testing real-time is that their
timeliness depends on the execution order of tasks. This is particularly problematic for eventtriggered real-time systems where the system continuously is noti ed of events that in uence
the execution order. Further, real-time systems may behave di erently depending not only
on time dependencies in program logic but also on di erences in execution times. This paper
investigates how existing test-case generation methods take these factors into consideration
and explains the opportunity to construct better methods and metrics for their evaluation.
An analysis of current methods for generating test cases for testing temporal properties of
real-time systems is presented. The methods are classi ed according to their characteristics
and analyzed in relation to the requirements of an event-triggered system model. The aim
of the classi cation is to detect similarities between di erent test-case generation methods so
that the characteristics that have an impact on the applicability of the method when testing
timeliness can be determined. We conclude that existing work only consider a subset of the
factors that in uence timeliness, and therefore propose research activities that take these
factors into consideration during test-case generation.
1

Introduction

Modern real-time systems tend to be increasingly complex. This is particularly true for
distributed real-time systems, where the complexity of both distribution and real-time issues
need to be considered. Moreover, real-time systems generally must be dependable and therefore temporal correctness of the software is imperative. These characteristics imply that there
is a need for rigorous veri cation methods to
detect temporal faults that could lead to critical failures. Industrial practice has few methods for verifying temporal correctness of complex systems such as distributed real-time applications, and the methods that exist are often
case-speci c or ad-hoc [Sch94, BJ00].
Testing is a method to dynamically verify
software by execution in order to detect errors
and failures [Lap94]. Test-case generation is the
process of selectively generating test cases that
exercise system behaviors likely to reveal errors.

This paper focuses on selective generation
of test cases for distributed real-time systems.
There exist generally accepted methods for generation of test cases for sequential software,
based on, for example, speci cations or code
structure [Bei90]. Real-time systems are often
concurrent; this complicates generation and selection of suitable test cases because system behavior is dependent on the non-deterministic order in which tasks execute (cf. [TH99]). Further, real-time systems may behave di erently
depending on time dependencies in program
logic and di erences in execution times. In
particular, we investigate how existing test-case
generation methods to a varying degree take
these factors into consideration for testing timeliness, which is the ability of the system to ful ll
its time constraints.
The investigated test-case generation methods have been classi ed according to their characteristics and analyzed in relation to the requirements of an event-triggered system model.
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More speci cally, our model of the target system adopts the event-triggered design paradigm
as presented by Kopetz et al. [KZF+ 91], and
constrains the execution environment to increase testability, as described by Birgisson et
al. [BMA99]. The aim of our classi cation
is to reveal similarities between di erent testcase generation methods and allow determination whether a certain type of characteristics has
an impact on the applicability of the method to
testing of timeliness. Furthermore, the result of
the classi cation is analyzed against the requirement of our model of the target system in order
to highlight issues that have not been covered
in existing research.
2

servable so that the desired test scenario can be
enforced and executed. The term observability
denotes how well the system provides facilities
for monitoring or observing the execution of application programs during testing [Sch93]. Controllability is associated with how well a tester
can control the behavior of the system under
test [Sch93].
Test evaluation is the process of comparing
the result of test-case execution with the expected result. Test evaluation also incorporates
evaluation against the test coverage criterion to
determine if suÆcient test coverage has been attained.
3

Generating Test Cases
for Testing of Timeliness

Test-Case Generation

This section presents the state-of-the-art in
test-case generation for testing of time
constraints in real-time systems. We argue a
study of this area is interesting and what
problems are solved by the analysis. The
methods that are relevant, from a timeliness
perspective, are classi ed according to a set of
attributes in section 4. These attributes and
the criteria for classi cation are explained in
section 3.2.

Model

Test-case generation is based on application
knowledge such as speci cation, code structure,
and system design (see gure 1). This information is used to selectively generate a set of test
cases, sometimes referred to as a test suite, that
has high probability of revealing a speci c class
of errors or deviations from the expected behavior [Lap94].
An execution environment, in this context, is
the architecture in which the tested applications
run. This includes real-time operating system
services, communication primitives, and properties of underlying hardware. The execution
environment gives certain constraints on applicability of di erent test methods, e.g. required
contents of the test cases. Hence, we suggest
that properties of the execution environment
should be considered in the test-case generation
process.
Test cases are generated in accordance with
the test-case selection criterion, which depend
on the speci c test method that is being used.
In this paper a test coverage criterion denote
the level of ambition for a test method, i.e., test
coverage criterion sets a goal of when an application has been tested suÆciently. A test-case
selection criterion is related to this { a criterion
for selecting test cases that eventually will ful ll
the test coverage criterion.
When a test suite has been prepared, it is
executed on the system under test. The testcase execution phase requires that the execution
environment is suÆciently controllable and ob-

3.1 The need for Testing of
Timeliness

There is a plethora of articles describing different methods for generating or selecting tests
for various target systems and frameworks. As a
developer in the domain of complex distributed
real-time systems, it is hard to know what testcase generation methods are meaningful for the
properties that one wants to test in this domain.
Timeliness is one of the most important properties of real-time systems. Few articles consider
testing of timeliness, but refer to formal proofs,
static analysis and scheduling theory to guarantee timeliness. Such analysis often requires
exact estimations of worst-case execution times,
known load patterns, and o -line scheduling.
However, event-triggered real-time systems often allow a task load with mixed criticality and
dynamic scheduling policies to be more exible.
This complicate analysis and proofs while testing becomes necessary in order to achieve condence in the temporal correctness. By investigating and classifying methods for generating
test cases from the timeliness perspective it is
possible to determine what aspects already have
2
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Figure 1: High-level testing model
been addressed and what aspects needs further 3.2.2 Test-Case Contents
consideration and research when generating test
cases for dependable real-time systems (see also Di erent methods supply various degree of testcase detail. Some methods supply only "test[Nil00]).
data" and rely on some other mechanism to
3.2 Classi cation Attributes
verify the implementation against a temporal
speci cation. These methods are not speci The methods that have been encountered in lit- cally aimed at testing temporal correctness; thus
erature are classi ed in relation to each other, when the execution time of a task depends on
forming a taxonomy over test-case generation the input data, appropriate input data for such
methods for testing of temporal properties. The testing must be speci ed.
attributes have been selected so that they should
Other methods aim at generating complete
apply to all test generation methods that con- execution sequences with series of input events
sider time constraints.
and expected output events. This class of test
data is denoted as "event sequences" in this
work. A special version of event-sequence representation is executable "test processes", which
3.2.1 Speci cation Type
are run in parallel with the application, supplyThis attribute classi es the methods by the type ing inputs at certain points in the execution and
of speci cation from which test cases are de- responses to outputs from the system. A test
rived. A speci cation in this context is any process can potentially incorporate timed input
model that incorporates the expected temporal events, input data, and expected results.
behavior of a real-time system. Four main cateAnother category is test cases that include
gories of speci cation type have been identi ed; a speci cation of the initial internal state of the
process algebra, nite state machines, tempo- system from which the event sequence should
ral logic, and Petri-net speci cation. The aim be applied as discussed by Birgisson et al.
for this classi cation is to identify if a test-case [BMA99].
generation method requires a speci cation type
that has inherent advantages or problems when
3.2.3 Time Base
used for testing of timeliness.
Some test-case generation methods, used for From the timeliness perspective, the time base
testing temporal properties, are independent of used in test-case generation is interesting. A
the speci cation. These methods often rely on continuous time base makes it possible to specsome other, possibly manual, method for veri- ify time constraints in a more precise way than
fying temporal correctness. Examples of such in its discrete counterpart. However, this ability
methods are included in this article for com- makes the number of test cases in nite.
pleteness but will not be classi ed by this atSome methods assume a discrete time base,
tribute.
where there is a constant period between time
3

instants, which simpli es testing. This may be a
valid assumption, since all currently used computer systems operate with a discrete time base
at the lowest level, i.e., at the level of hardware
clock cycles.

the system under test to supply timed inputs to
the system and intercept outputs. The article
provides a taxonomy of timing-constraint faults
and a set of coverage criteria for detecting various types of implementation faults. The recommended test case generation method focuses on
deriving test cases close to the end-points of the
intervals at which events are speci ed to occur.
The target system for the presented is realtime systems and protocols. The generated
test cases are primarily aimed at testing of
ASCR speci cations, but the authors conjecture that test cases can be reused for testing of
actual software implementations. This method
is interesting from the perspective of our target model since input occurs continuously and
time constraints are speci ed in a well-formed
way. However, the focus of this test-case generation method is to test "behavioral constraints"
{ time constraints on the input to the system.
No method for generation of test cases for testing of time constraints on the output values is
presented.
Cleveland and Zwarico [CZ91] propose a
method that incorporates a framework for
generating \behavioral preorders", which is a
speci cation in process algebra that is suitable
for reasoning about real-time characteristics of
reactive systems. They are mainly concerned
with the problems arising when describing
timed systems in a process algebraic notation.
No concrete method for test-case generation
for real-time software systems is provided.

3.2.4 Degree of Automation
From a timeliness testing perspective a high degree of automation is desirable to reduce the
test e ort, and thus, to be able to execute more
system-level tests in a limited time. Most methods for test-case generation recognize the need
for automation and tool support for generating
test-suites. In some cases, the methods support
fully automated test-case generation. In other
methods a tool allows the tester to specify aspects that needs to be tested, and the generation of test cases is then performed in semiautomated interaction with this tool. Some
methods do not consider automation explicitly
but do have the required properties needed to
support an automated solution. Hence, four
possible categories have been identi ed; "Automated", "Semi-Automated", "Potentially Automated", and "Not Automated".
4

Test-Case Generation
Methods

This section presents the most signi cant
test-case generation methods from the
timeliness perspective. The layout of this
section follows the categories of the
"speci cation type" attribute.

4.2 Methods Based on State
Machine Speci cations
A nite state machine is a well-known abstraction of computer systems. An interesting
property of real-time systems is that a point in
time can be viewed as an event that may cause
a transition in a nite state model. When testing systems for non-temporal properties, methods based on nite-state-machine representations have already been exploited for test-case
generation, e.g., [FBK+ 91]. In this section,
methods for testing temporal properties based
on three di erent avors of state machine models are presented.
A common problem in nite-state-machine
representations is the state explosion problem.
This problem often occurs when the number of
states in the actual implementation is greater
than the number of states in the nite state

4.1 Methods Based on Process
Algebra Speci cations
An example of a method based on process algebra is presented by Clarke and Lee [CL97]. In
this paper they introduce a framework for testing time constraints of real-time systems. The
time constraints are speci ed in a constraint
graph that speci es intervals in which events can
occur and dependencies between events. The
graph is translated to processes in the algebra of
communicating shared resources (ACSR). Test
processes produced from the process algebraic
speci cations can be used to verify the speci cation model of the system as well as be converted
to test cases for the actual software implementation. The test processes are run in parallel with
4

model. Another problem with these models are tems. The paper starts from a formal-methods
events that could lead to more than one state, perspective, where software speci cations is iti.e., non-determinism [FBK+ 91].
eratively re ned and formally veri ed at each
step. The authors note that the last step from
4.2.1 Timed I/O Automaton
symbol manipulation to an actual hardware and
Petitjean and Fochal [PF99a] propose a test ar- software implementation requires testing since
chitecture for testing of timed systems. A timed the implementation no longer is a provable desystem is described as a timed automaton that scription.
can be expressed as a region graph. This work is
built on the timed- I/O automaton theory proAccording to Cardell-Oliver and Glover, a
posed by Alur and Dill [AD94]. In their model formal test method has four stages; checking
every automaton has a set of states and a set of of the test hypothesis, generating test cases,
clocks. The clocks are represented by real num- running the tests, and evaluating the test rebers that proceed at the same rate and can be sults. The test hypothesis de nes the assumpreset by any transition in the system. The re- tions about the property under test so that cornement of this model by Petitjean and Fochal rect conclusions from the test results can be
are clock regions that allow time constraints to drawn. This method requires that the system
be represented by a region graph where the num- under test can be viewed, at some level of abber of clock regions becomes smaller than in the straction, as a deterministic nite state automaoriginal model by Alur and Dill.
ton. According to the paper, a test method is
The Petitjean and Fochal paper further de- complete if \its test generation algorithm describes how test cases are exercised in the system termines a nite set of test cases suÆcient to
under test. The architecture takes the manage- demonstrate that the formal model of the implement of clocks away from the implementation mentation under test is equivalent to its speci and lifts it to the level of the tester, because cation". The speci cation language used in this
it must use timers that correspond to the real- method is Timed Transition Systems (TTS), but
valued clocks in the speci cation. Thus, real- the authors claim that the method is adaptable
value clocks are kept within a read-only module to other formal languages such as timed CSP.
of the test-driver, equivalent with the clock representation in the system. When the system unThe basic idea of the method is to generate
der test generates output events, the test driver test cases that exercise all transitions between
veri es these against the clock zones. However, states and compares observable variables with
it is inconclusive how eÆcient this test case gen- their speci cation counterparts. Each transition
eration method is
in the TTS speci cation has an associated clock
In order to get suÆcient test coverage, test guard in discrete time units that is used for excases are selected from each vertex that makes pressing time constraints. The required input
up a clock region in the region graph. This pol- for this method is a speci cation of the system
icy guarantees that at least one test case has as a TTS process as well as a speci cation of
been exercised for each combination of time con- its environment. From these models, a timed
straints. We believe this approach to be promis- action automaton is derived by symbolic execuing for generating test suits for testing tim- tion. The test-case generation algorithm takes
ing constraints. However, the method abstract the timed action automaton associated with a
away from properties in the execution environ- TTS speci cation and constructs a nite set of
ment and it is inconclusive if the generated test test cases that will test each timed action edge of
cases can be used in our target model, this issue the automata. Each test is a sequence of timed
needs investigation.
actions.
The authors note that their method results
in a large number of test cases, but suggest that
other methods should be applied to eliminate
redundancy. They also claim that if a unique sequence of output events can identify each state,
the number of required test cases for conformance testing can be decreased.

4.2.2 Timed Transition Systems
Another method which takes a nite-statemachine approach is Cardell-Oliver and Glover
[COG98]. The purpose of their article is to
present a practical and complete method for
generating conformance tests for real-time sys5

4.2.3 Extended Timed Input-Output that later can be recombined to form test cases
State Machines
consisting of combinations of timed inputs and

corresponding outputs. A test generation tool
helps a test engineer to device test cases and
includes history generator/checker components.
The history generator is used for deriving all elementary test cases satisfying a TRIO formula
at a given time instant. The elemental test cases
are timed input-output pairs. These pairs can
be combined and shifted in time to create a large
number of partial test cases. In order to get a
manageable test suite, a heuristic function combined with human guidance is used for selecting which elemental test cases should be combined in order to satisfy some test coverage criterion. The authors claim that most coverage
criteria can be used with this method. A problem with this method, however, is how to relate
actual output events instances to multiple speci ed output events of the same type. This problem is partly solved by a history checker that analyzes the generated history from the system under test. Further, this method assumes that all
system behavior can be speci ed with logic speci cations; for system level testing the number
and complexity of logic formulas will increase
and it is inconclusive how the method scales.
In a more recent work, SanPietro et al.
[SMM00] expand the work by Mandriolli et
al. to incorporate high-level, structured speci cations that can be combined with the lowlevel speci cations proposed in the earlier work.
The main di erence in this work is that the
language allows modularization and presents
a graphical notation of modules and components. The structured model is translated to a
graph which is traversed by an algorithm to construct execution sequences for the overall system
(cf. [MMM95]). The test-case generation semiautomatically constructs execution sequences in
accordance with some coverage criterion. In our
opinion, this extension increases the applicability of the method presented by Mandrioli et al.
It would be interesting to further evaluate this
method in the context of testing of timeliness
and for example the e ect of constraining the
observation granularity.

Kone [Kon95] introduces a method for designing
tests for time constraints. However, the main
contributions of his work are a formal approach
to modeling and a theory for testing of time dependencies in system behavior. The approach
will not be described in detail here since it is
similar to the methods described above and does
not handle test-case generation for software explicitly. However the article is mentioned in this
context since it is one of the seminal works in
the area.
Laurencot and Castanet [LC97] show di erent existing methods to integrate time in existing formal modeling languages so that it is
possible to test time constraints. The article
also aims to show how the notion of time can
be integrated in test cases for distributed systems and protocols. The importance of time in
test cases for time-dependent systems is highlighted. Three formal speci cations from other
authors are presented in their overview and the
notion of time in each of them is discussed. The
di erent speci cations are the automata of Alur
and Dill [AD94], Timed Transition Models (e.g.,
[COG98]), and Extended Time Input Output
State Machine (ETIOSM) [Kon95]. Based on
the latter notation, a canonical "tester" that
handles time is presented. The method decomposes timed formal models, in this case
ETIOSM, into sub-models for each real-valued
timer. These are then analyzed according to a
set of rules and used for building the tester that
incorporates time. According to the paper, test
cases given by this method can be formulated
in TTCN test language. An interesting issue
is it that the authors claim that their tester is
very well suited for testing distributed systems
or protocols, because of the use of a transition
for each transmission and reception. In addition, propagation delay is part of the models.

4.3 Methods Based on Temporal
Logic Speci cations

Mandrioli et al. [MMM95] suggest a method
for functional testing of real-time systems based 4.4 Methods Based on Timed
on speci cations of system behavior in TRIO.
Petri-Net Speci cations
TRIO is an extension of a temporal-logic language de ned to deal explicitly with strict time Braberman et al. [BFM97] introduces a method
requirements. A speci cation of behaviors is for generating test cases for real-time systems
decomposed into elemental test-case fragments based on timed Petri-nets. The method aims at
6

extracting knowledge not only from the speci cation or code, but from all steps during development, e.g. design. The article suggests the
use of a design notation SA/SD-RT for specifying the behavior of a real-time system. For
test purposes, this design speci cation is translated to a high level, timed Petri-net notation
from which a timed reachability tree (TRT) can
be derived. Each path from root to leaf in this
tree represent a "situation" that in itself represent a potentially unlimited number of test
cases due to a continuous time base. These "situations" are the base for generating test cases.
The authors present di erent reduction schemes
that can be applied to reduce the number of test
cases resulting from each situation. The higherlevel adequacy criteria presented in the paper
are based on "situation" coverage, e.g. "one is
enough" is satis ed if one test execution from
each situation is executed. Listed future work is
to create a tool which helps to manage and automate the method, an extension for applying the
method on isolated components, and also to investigate how architectural information, such as
scheduling policies, can be taken into account
during test-case generation. An identi ed but
unsolved problem with this method is that there
is no way for deriving actual input test data,
only temporal information about sequences of
events can be produced, e.g. what timed input
sequences are needed to test all situations. We
believe that the method by Braberman et al. is
one of the most promising methods in this survey. We share the opinion with the authors that
it is of great importance to take advantage of
the additional architectural design information
during test-case generation.
In an earlier paper, Morasca and Pezze
[MP90] propose a method for testing concurrent and real-time systems that uses high-level
Petri-nets for speci cation and implementation.
The Petri-nets proposed in their article are Ernets, which can handle concurrency, where time
is modeled as a special property associated with
the transitions in the model. Problems with
testing of concurrent and real-time systems are
presented, high-lighting the problems with nondeterminism and combinations of test-scenarios.
Also, this paper presents a number of test criteria for selecting test cases for this kind of systems. This article takes problems with concurrency into consideration, but testing of the time
constraints is not explicitly considered. Further,
it is hard to determine how applicable it is for

implementations that do not use Er-nets.

4.5 Methods for Enforcing Temporal Behaviors
Methods that are not based on a speci cation
are generally not applicable for test-case generation aimed at testing temporal properties. The
reason for this is that in order to determine if
some transaction violates a time constraint, e.g.
misses its deadline, the constraint must be speci ed in some way.
From our perspective, such test-case generation methods can still be helpful in nding test
data that in uence the temporal behavior of a
transaction in a speci c way. There exist other
methods than test-case generation for nding
data that cause the maximum execution time
of a task, for example static analysis of code
[PS91] and measurement [PF99b]. However, in
static analysis, the value of the estimated maximum execution time is often pessimistic [MW98]
and assumes that components such as caches
and pipelines are turned of.
Wegener et al.[WSJE97] propose a method
that uses genetic algorithms to generate test
data for testing temporal properties of real-time
systems. The heuristic method aims to nd the
longest and shortest execution paths of real-time
programs. The paper shows that the genetic algorithm method easily outperforms a random
method in nding the longest and shortest execution paths, measured in the number of clock
cycles of program execution. The tness function is supplied by a simulation tool, which
counts the number of executed machine level instructions and summarizes the associated cycle
times. This is only an approximation of the real
execution time and the article states that temporal testing must be repeated for each platform
where the software will run; this further emphasize the importance of automation. One problem is that there is no guarantee that a heuristic
approach can nd the extremes, the decision on
when to stop the search for them is arbitrary.

4.6 Analysis and Classi cations
Papers describing methods for test-case generation aimed for testing temporal properties are
listed above. The result of our classi cation of
these methods is shown in table 1.
Assuming that these papers represent all or
most current methods aimed at testing time
7

Authors [Reference]
Clarke and Lee [CL97]
Cleaveland and Zwarico
[CZ91]
Mandrioli et al.
[MMM95]
SanPietro et al.
[SMM00]
Braberman et al.
[BFM97]
Morasca and Pezze
[MP90]
Laurencot and Castanet
[LC97]
Petitjean and Fochal
[PF99a]
Cardell-Oliver and
Glover [COG98]
Kone [Kon95]
Wegener et al. [WSJE97]

Speci cation
Process Algebra
Process Algebra

Test Cases
Test Process
Test Process

Time Base
Discrete
Discrete

Automation
Automated
Not Automated

Temporal logic

Event Sequence

Discrete

Semi-Automated

Temporal logic

Event Sequence

Discrete

Semi-Automated

Petri-nets

Event Sequence

Continuous

Semi-Automated

Petri-nets

Event Sequence

Continuous

ETIOSM

Test Process

Continuous

Potentially Automated
Semi-Automated

Timed Input Output
Automata
Timed
Transition
Systems
ETIOSM
N/A

Test Process

Continuous

Test Process

Discrete

Potentially Automated
Automated

Test Process
Test Data

Continuous
Discrete

Not Automated
Automated

Table 1: Classi cation of Test-case Generation Methods
constraints, an observation is that the type of
speci cation has in uence on the contents of
produced test cases. For example, temporal
logic and Petri-net speci cations generally generates test cases that consist of event sequences
whereas test cases generated from some nite
state machine or process algebra often are speci ed as test processes. None of the methods include information about internal states of the
execution environment in the test cases and,
thus, it is impossible to get full test coverage
of non-deterministic internal behaviors.
Another observation from the table is that
the time base used in these methods appears to
be unrelated to the speci cation language or test
case-type. A note to this classi cation is that in
the method that use genetic algorithms for deriving input data [WSJE97], we have assumed
that they use a discrete time base, e.g., clock cycles for measuring execution times. However, it
is not relevant to these methods, since they rely
on some other mechanism to verify time constraints and are only concerned with forcing a
task to a speci c temporal behavior.
One mayor conclusion that can be drawn
from the presented methods is that very few
consider internal states of the system when generating test cases. The only approaches that
consider any form of such states at all are methods based on nite-state machines or Petri-nets.
However, in these representations it is diÆcult

to maintain a relationship between the states
of the automata and the internal states of the
computer system because the approach with
these modeling methods often abstract too far
away from mechanisms in the execution environment. Further, if non-determinism is allowed,
nite-state-machine methods seldom apply due
to state explosion problems.
Other methods consider the system as a
black-box and only verify that the time from
when input events are supplied to the time
where output is signaled corresponds to the constraints in the speci cation. This is indeed an
applicable method in some systems, but for dependable systems with non-deterministic execution times and execution orders, it is generally
not suÆcient to supply di erent sets of timed
inputs to guarantee timeliness. Parameters and
internal states are bound to have an impact on
timeliness, i.e. di erent paths in the code are
executed for di erent classes of input data, and
thus, must be tested.
A related, important, observation is that
very few of the speci cation based testing methods supply input parameters. The only input
that is assumed is events and timing between
events. This may be suÆcient in some control
applications, but in general, a real-time system
has to read data values from sensors in its environment and may act di erently upon di erent
data values.
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An interesting observation is that most
methods assume an event-triggered paradigm;
none of the test-case generation methods assume that input events are constrained in any
way. The only constraint on system behavior
in this context is that some of the works assume a discrete time base. A disadvantage with
this is that it is hard to determine the impact
of a constrained execution environment in existing methods. Hence, it would be interesting
to investigate if constraints, such as the ones
presented in [Mel98] could be used with these
test-case generation methods to reduce the size
of the test suite. For example, a lot of input sequences may be considered equivalent in a more
sparsely observed environment.
The only method that considers distributed
systems explicitly is Laurencot and Castanet
[LC97]. Their approach is nite state machine
based. It is inconclusive how well this method
scales to large real-time systems and how the
states in the speci cation can be mapped to internal states of the system. Nevertheless, it is in
our opinion a promising research direction. The
fact that this is the only test-case generation
method found in the survey that considers distribution explicitly is surprising, since distribution is an inherent aspect of real-time systems.

simpler way to verify overall correctness. Unfortunately, testing cannot provide absolute guarantees of correctness; the number of test cases
needed to completely verify even a mediumsized real-time system is too large to even consider. However, if we take testing in consideration when designing systems by avoiding mechanisms that result in unnecessary test complexity, we believe that it is possible to construct
test-case generation methods that exploit this
to give con dence in any given degree of correctness while not loosing the desired properties
of exible real-time systems.
One may ask if testing is a useful technique
for verifying the correctness of real-time systems
in safety-critical environments. In such environments, it can be argued that functional and
temporal correctness is so important that wellknown, time-triggered systems with static o line scheduling and formal proofs should always
be used to guarantee timeliness. It is true that
static architectures are more suitable for safetycritical environments. However, we believe there
are many application areas of dependable systems where timeliness is important, but where
exibility and performance requirements call for
a exible, event-triggered architecture.

5

This article presents an analysis of approaches
for generating test cases for testing of time
constraints. All encountered methods for testing of time constraints seems to be based on
some structured or formal speci cation. Di erent speci cation notations give di erent advantages but also limitations and problems. Methods based on di erent notations are analyzed
and their properties evaluated from the perspective of testing timeliness in distributed eventtriggered real-time systems.
A classi cation of test-case generation methods relating to testing of temporal properties
has been presented, complementing the classication of test methods presented by Laprie et
al. [Lap94]. The classi cation is general enough
so that all methods that aim to test time constraints should be easy to add as they arise.
The characteristics and contents of di erent test-cases produced by the di erent methods are described and evaluated against the requirement of our target model. The conclusion is that none of the methods consider internal states of the execution environment in the

5.2 Contributions

Conclusions

This section summarizes the material presented
in this article. First, the state-of-the-art and
general impressions of the area are brie y discussed. Second, the contributions from the classi cation and analysis are highlighted. Third,
some future research directions are suggested
that would remedy a few of the identi ed problems.

5.1 Discussion
The area of testing of real-time properties
is slowly beginning to get more attention in
academia and industry; the reasons for this we
believe is that real-time systems are becoming increasingly complex. The static analysis
methods and formal veri cation methods have
trouble keeping up with the required exibility,
diversity of applications, immense parallelism,
and distribution of the next generation of embedded systems. Hence, practitioners and researchers turn to testing in hope of nding a
9

test-cases, and hence, they allow temporal nondeterminism. That is, the same test case may
result in very di erent response-times in consecutive executions.
A related contribution is the identi cation
of a need for special test criteria for selecting
test cases for testing of real-time systems. None
of the encountered selection criteria take advantage of constraints in the execution environment. Instead selection criteria are often based
on the properties in the speci cation notation,
e.g., transition coverage.
Furthermore, the methods has been classied according to their degree of automation and
time-base, these attributes indicate which of the
methods that are most probable of producing
test suites with a realistic associated test-e ort.

5.3 Future Research Directions

On a lower level the input parameters and data
from shared resources must cause the worst-case
execution time of transactions.
Our analysis has concluded that existing
methods for test-case generation produce either
event sequences or test data, but there exist
very few methods that can supply both. An
interesting problem for research is to combine
a speci cation-based testing technique, where
event sequences and their time constraints are
generated from a formal speci cation, with a
temporal behavior enforcing testing technique,
such as described in section 4.5.
Furthermore, the test cases produced by
the method should support test execution
under speci c internal conditions, e.g., by
providing the internal state from where test
execution begins (cf. [Nil99]).

5.3.2 A Test Coverage Criterion for
Testing of Timeliness

This section summarizes, in our opinion, the
most important of the identi ed problems and
proposes future research directions in this area
that aim to solve these problems.

5.3.1 A Selective Test-Case Generation
Method for Real-Time Systems
A test generation method for real-time systems
must take time constraints into consideration,
both for testing that input events are handled
in a correct way and that the output of a system
always is within a speci ed interval, i.e., timeliness. To verify the latter property, we believe
that testing must be conducted on two levels.
On a higher level, the tested event scenario must
cause the worst-case internal behavior in blocking, synchronization, and arrival time of events.

No work encountered in the survey takes advantage of constraints in the execution environment for limiting the number of test cases. We
believe that it is possible to eliminate many redundant test cases by taking such constraints
into consideration. Hence, a future work is to
further re ne these ideas into more formal coverage criteria for testing timeliness in real-time
systems.
Preferably, this should result in a hierarchy
of coverage criteria attaining increasing degrees
of test coverage. Such criteria must be evaluated against other approaches on real-life applications in order to determine it the criteria
ensures high quality applications.
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Abstract
Traditional multiprocessor real-time scheduling partitions a task set and applies uniprocessor scheduling on each
processor. By allowing a task to resume on another processor than the task was preempted on, some task sets can be
scheduled where the partitioned method fails.
We address fixed-priority preemptive scheduling of periodically arriving tasks on m equally powerful processors.
We compare the performance of the best algorithms of the
partitioned and non-partitioned method, from two different
aspects. First, an average-case comparison, using an idealized architecture, shows that, if a system has a small number of processors, then the non-partitioned method offers
higher performance than the partitioned method. Second,
an average-case comparison, using a realistic architecture,
shows that, for several combinations of preemption and migration costs, the non-partitioned method offers higher performance.

1

Introduction

Shared-memory multiprocessor systems have recently
made the transition from being resources dedicated
for computing-intensive calculations to common-place
general-purpose computing facilities. The main reason for
this is the increasing commercial availability of such systems. The significant advances in design methods for parallel architectures have resulted in very competitive cost–
performance ratios for off-the-shelf multiprocessor systems. Another important factor that has increased the availability of these systems is that they have become relatively
easy to program.
Based on current trends [1] one can foresee an increasing demand for computing power in modern real-time applications such as multimedia and virtual-reality servers.
Shared-memory multiprocessors constitute a viable remedy
for meeting this demand, and their availability thus paves
the way for cost-effective, high-performance real-time sys-

tems. Naturally, this new application domain introduces a
new intriguing research problem of how to take advantage
of the available processing power in a multiprocessor system while at the same time account for the real-time constraints of the application.
Fixed-priority scheduling of tasks on such systems is
typically solved using one of two different methods based
on how tasks are assigned to the processors at run-time.
In the partitioned method, all instances of a task are executed on the same processor. The processor used for
the execution of a task is determined before run-time by
a partitioning algorithm. In the non-partitioned method, a
task is allowed to execute on any processor, even when resuming after having been preempted. For the partitioned
method, a plethora of mature algorithms and analyses have
been proposed, something that has contributed to the widespread use of the method in multiprocessor-based real-time
systems. In contrast, the non-partitioned method has received much less attention, mainly because it is believed to
suffer from scheduling- and implementation-related shortcomings, but also because it lacks support for more advanced system models, such as the management of shared
resources.
Many operating systems for shared-memory multiprocessors support fixed-priority scheduling with both the partitioned and the non-partitioned method. In order to know
which of the methods should be used in practice, it is important to know their ability to schedule an arbitrary task
set on a fixed number of processors. So far, the only previous evaluation of fixed-priority preemptive multiprocessor scheduling claims that the average-case performance
of the non-partitioned method is lower than the averagecase performance of the partitioned method [2]. It has
also been shown that the worst-case performance of the
non-partitioned method using the rate-monotonic priority
scheme is poor [3]. We believe that these comparisons
are not complete, because (i) recently a novel priority as-
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signment for the non-partitioned method [4] was proposed
which alleviates the scheduling-related shortcoming, and
(ii) the previous evaluation considered the cost of preemption and migration to be zero. It is not clear how preemption and migration costs will affect performance of the partitioned and non-partitioned methods.
In this paper, we compare the novel non-partitioned
priority-assignment scheme against the best partitioning algorithms. We demonstrate that the partitioned method is
not necessarily the best approach. To this end, we make
two main research contributions.
C1. We show that, on an idealized architecture, the nonpartitioned method offers higher average-case performance than the partitioned method. We also show that,
even if a necessary and sufficient schedulability test is
used for the partitioning algorithms, then the best partitioned method performs only slightly better than the
non-partitioned method.
C2. We show that, on a realistic architecture, the nonpartitioned method can provide higher performance
than the partitioned method when both an improved
dispatcher is used and the additional cost of a migration is no greater than the cost of a preemption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous work in fixed-priority preemptive
multiprocessor scheduling and define concepts and system
models used. Section 3 shows the average-case behavior
of the partitioned and non-partitioned method, and in Section 4, we discuss and show the architectural impact on the
average-case performance. We discuss other aspects of the
scheduling problem in Section 5, and summarize our results
in Section 6.

2

Background

Recall that there are two methods that are used to solve
the multiprocessor scheduling problem, namely the partitioned and the non-partitioned method1 . In this section, we
first discuss in more detail the capabilities and problems of
these methods, and then define concepts and system models
used in this paper.

2.1 Previous work
For fixed-priority preemptive scheduling of periodicallyarriving tasks on a multiprocessor system, both the partitioned and the non-partitioned method have been addressed
in previous research. Important properties were presented
in a seminal paper by Leung and Whitehead [5]. In particular, they showed that the problem of deciding whether a
task set is schedulable (that is, all tasks will meet their deadlines at run-time) is NP-hard for both the partitioned method
1 Some authors refer to the non-partitioned method as “dynamic binding” or “global scheduling”.

and the non-partitioned method. They also observed that no
method dominates the other in the sense that there are task
sets which are schedulable with an optimal priority assignment with the non-partitioned method, but are unschedulable with an optimal partitioning algorithm and conversely.
Among the two methods, the partitioned method has received the most attention in the research literature. The
main reason for this is that the partitioned method can easily be used to guarantee run-time performance (in terms of
schedulability). By using a uniprocessor schedulability test
as the admission condition when adding a new task to a processor, all tasks will meet their deadlines at run-time. Now,
recall that the partitioned method requires that the task set
has been divided into partitions, each having its own dedicated processor. Since an optimal solution to the problem
of partitioning the tasks is believed to be computationally
intractable, many heuristics for partitioning have been proposed (see for example [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). All of these
bin-packing-based partitioning algorithms provide performance guarantees, they all exhibit fairly good average-case
performance, and they can all be applied in polynomial time
(using sufficient schedulability tests).
The non-partitioned method has received considerably
less attention, mainly because of the following limitations.
First, no efficient schedulability tests currently exist for the
non-partitioned method. The only known necessary and
sufficient schedulability test for the non-partitioned method
has an exponential time-complexity [11]. The complexity
can be reduced with sufficient schedulability tests to a polynomial [12, 2, 13, 14] or pseudo-polynomial [13] time complexity. However, the test in [14] becomes pessimistic when
the number of tasks increases, and the tests in [12, 2, 13] become pessimistic when the number of processors increases.
Second, no efficient optimal priority-assignment scheme
has been found for the non-partitioned method. The ratemonotonic priority assignment (RM) [15], which is optimal
on a uniprocessor, is not optimal for multiprocessors using
the non-partitioned method [3, 5]. Even worse, task sets
with a very low utilization can be unschedulable with RM
[3]. We refer to the latter as Dhall’s effect.
In a recent comparison of the partitioned and nonpartitioned method, it was claimed that, even if one is willing to use a necessary and sufficient schedulability test
for the non-partitioned method, the non-partitioned ratemonotonic is inferior to the partitioning algorithms [2, Section 3.5]. We believe that this comparison is not complete for two reasons. First, the previous evaluation did not
consider a recently-proposed priority assignment scheme,
adaptiveTkC [4], in which the highest priority is assigned
which has the least Ti − k ∗ Ci , where
to the task τi √
m2 −6 m+1
(m is the number of procesk = 12 · m−1+ 5m
sors). As shown in [4], the value of k is selected to counter
two effects that occur at k = 0 and k → ∞. The case

where k = 0 is equivalent to RM, which is known to suffer
from Dhall’s effect. The other case, k → ∞, gives highest
priority to the task with the longest execution time, which
can make task sets unschedulable at arbitrary low utilization. The second reason why the previous evaluation is not
complete is that it considered the cost of preemption and
migration to be zero. It is not clear how preemption and
migration costs will affect performance of the partitioned
and non-partitioned methods. Because of these shortcomings, we believe that it is necessary to take a new look at the
question of whether to partition or not to partition.

2.2 Concepts and System model
We consider the problem of scheduling a task set τ =
{τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn } of n independent2 , periodically-arriving
real-time tasks on m identical processors. A task arrives
periodically with a period of Ti . Each time a task arrives,
a new instance of the task is created. Each instance has a
constant execution time of Ci . Each task has a prescribed
deadline, which is the time of the next arrival of the task.
The meta period of the task set is the least common multiple of T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn .
For the partitioned method the system behaves as follows. Each task is assigned to a processor, and then assigned a local (for the processor), unique and fixed priority.
With no loss of generality, we assume that the tasks on each
processor are numbered in the order of decreasing priority,
that is, τ1 has the highest priority. On each processor, the
task with the highest priority of those tasks which has arrived, but not completed, is executed.
For the non-partitioned method the system behaves as
follows. Each task is assigned a global, unique and fixed
priority. With no loss of generality, we assume that the tasks
in τ are numbered in the order of decreasing priority, that is,
τ1 has the highest priority. Of all tasks that have arrived, but
not completed, the m highest-priority tasks are executed3 in
parallel on the m processors.
The utilization ui of a task τi is ui = Ci /Ti , that is,
the ratio of the task’s execution time to its period. The utilization U of a task set is the sum of the utilizations
Pn of the
tasks belonging to that task set, that is, U = i=1 Ci /Ti .
A task is schedulable if all its instances completes no later
than their deadlines. A task set is schedulable if all its tasks
are schedulable.
To understand the basic performance characteristics, we
initially assume the following simple system model.
A1. Tasks are independent, arrive periodically, and can always be preempted. Hence, at every moment, a dispatcher determines which task to execute. In prac2 That is, there are no precedence constraints on the arrival time of the
tasks.
3 At each instant, the processor chosen for each of the m tasks is arbitrary. If less than m tasks should be executed simultaneously, some processors will be idle.

tice, some operating systems use tick driven scheduling, where the ready queue is only inspected at certain
times.
A2. Tasks do not require exclusive access to any other resource than a processor.
A3. The cost of preemption is zero. We will use this assumption even if a task is resumed on another processor than the task was originally preempted on (that is,
the cost of migration is also assumed to be zero).
A4. The cost when a task arrives is zero because we consider cache misses that occur when a task arrives to be
included in the execution time. We will use this assumption even if a task executes after arrival on a processor on which it has never executed. These assumptions should be reasonable since worst-case execution
time analysis tools typically consider uninterrupted execution of a task that starts in an “empty state” (e.g., all
cache lines are empty).
To investigate more realistic characteristics of the system, we will relax A3 later in this paper (in Section 4).

3

Average-Case Behavior

In this section, we will conduct an average-case performance evaluation of the non-partitioned and partitioned
methods, assuming an idealized architecture with no overhead of task preemption or migration. Our evaluation
methodology, which will be described in Section 3.1, is
based on simulation experiments using randomly-generated
task sets. The rationale for using simulation of synthetic
task sets is that it more easily reveals the average-case performance and robustness of a scheduling algorithm than can
be achieved by scheduling a single application benchmark.
Section 3.2 presents the results from the simulations.

3.1 Experimental setup
Unless otherwise stated, we conduct the performance
evaluation using the following experimental setup.
Task sets are randomly generated and their scheduling is
simulated with the respective method on m = 4 processors.
The number of tasks, n, follows a uniform distribution with
an expected value of E[n] = 8, a minimum of 0.5 E[n],
and a maximum of 1.5 E[n]. The period, Ti , of a task τi is
taken from a set {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, . . . , 1600}, each
number having an equal probability of being selected. The
utilization, ui , of a task τi follows a normal distribution with
an expected value of E[ui ] = 0.5 and a standard deviation
of stddev [ui ] = 0.4. If ui < 0 or ui > 1, then a new ui is
generated. The execution time, Ci , of a task τi is computed
from the generated utilization of the task, and the execution
time is rounded down to the next lower integer. If the execution time becomes zero, then the task is generated again.

The priorities of tasks are assigned with the respective
priority-assignment scheme, and, if applicable, tasks are
partitioned and assigned to processors. All tasks arrive at
time 0 and scheduling is simulated during one meta period4 .
Scheduling decisions are only taken when a task arrives or
completes.
We use success ratio as the performance measure for
average-case performance. The success ratio is the fraction of all generated task sets that are successfully scheduled
with respect to an algorithm. The success ratio is computed
for each point in a plot as an average of 2,000,000 task sets5 .
In the evaluation of the partitioned method, we consider a
task set as successfully scheduled if and only if the number
of processors required according to the bin-packing algorithm is no greater than m. In the evaluation of the nonpartitioned method, we consider a task set as successfully
scheduled if the task set is schedulable, that is all task instances in the task set simulated during a meta period completed no later than their deadlines.
Two non-partitioned priority-assignment schemes are
evaluated, namely RM [15] and adaptiveTkC [4]. Two binpacking-based partitioning algorithms are studied, namely
RM-FFDU [8], and R-BOUND-MP [9]. The reason for selecting these two latter algorithms is that we have found that
they are the partitioning algorithms which provide the best
performance in our experimental environment (other algorithms, such as RRM-BF [7] and RMGT [6] offer lower
performance). For all partitioning algorithms, we use the
corresponding sufficient schedulability test.
We have also evaluated a hybrid partitioned/nonpartitioned algorithm, which we will call RMFFDU+adaptiveTkC. The reason for considering a
hybrid solution is that we may be able to increase processor
utilization with the use of non-partitioned tasks, without
jeopardizing the guarantees given to partitioned tasks. The
RM-FFDU+adaptiveTkC scheme operates in the following
manner. First, as many tasks as possible are partitioned
with RM-FFDU on the given number of processors, and
are given local priorities. Then, the remaining tasks (if any)
are assigned global priorities according to the adaptiveTkC
priority-assignment scheme. Each processor has a local
ready queue for the partitioned tasks and there is a global
ready queue for the non-partitioned tasks. A processor
executes a task from its local ready queue, if the local ready
queue of that processor is non-empty. A processor executes
4 The reason for scheduling during a meta period is because for the nonpartitioned method, the response time of a task is not necessarily maximized when a task arrives at the same time as its higher priority tasks [4].
We therefor select small values of E[n] to avoid that the meta period grows
too large, causing simulations to take too long time. We also select small
values of m since m must be less than n to make the scheduling problem
non-trivial.
5 With 95% confidence, we obtain an error of the success ratio that is
less than 0.1%.

a task from the global ready queue, if the local ready queue
of that processor is empty.

3.2 Performance comparison
Figure 1 shows the results of the simulation experiment.
We make three observations.
First, RM offers the worst performance. However, it is
not as bad as suggested by previous studies [3]. The reason
for this is of course that Dhall’s effect, although it exists,
does not occur frequently. This observation also corroborates a recent study [2].
Second, adaptiveTkC offers the best performance, no
matter how we vary the parameters (the number of processors, the expected value of the number of tasks, the expected value of task utilization and the standard deviation
of the task utilization). The reason for this is that adaptiveTkC takes advantage of the salient property of the nonpartitioned method, namely the ability to schedule tasks in
slots of unused time on different processors (as RM does).
Third, the hybrid partitioned/non-partitioned algorithm
consistently outperforms the corresponding partitioning algorithms. This indicates that such a hybrid scheme is
a viable alternative to use in multiprocessor systems that
mixes real-time tasks of different criticality. The reason
for the good performance is that the hybrid partitioned/nonpartitioned algorithm can schedule all task sets that the corresponding partitioned method can schedule, but the hybrid partitioned/non-partitioned algorithm can also schedule some tasks in slots of unused time on different processors.
For all partitioning algorithms, sufficient schedulability
tests were originally proposed to be used. Now, if we instead use a necessary and sufficient schedulability test based
on response-time analysis [16] for the partitioning algorithms, the success ratio can be expected to increase, albeit at the expense of a significant increase in computational
complexity. Recall that response-time analysis has pseudopolynomial time complexity, while sufficient schedulability tests typically have polynomial time complexity. Figure 2 shows the simulation results when the partitioning algorithms use response-time analysis. Here, we make the
following observation. RM-FFDU with response-time analysis only provides a slightly higher success ratio than adaptiveTkC while other partitioning algorithms still have a
lower success ratio than adaptiveTkC. Note that this means
that, even if the best partitioning algorithm (R-BOUNDMP) use response-time analysis, it still performs worse than
adaptiveTkC. This should not come as a surprise, since for
R-BOUND-MP, the performance bottleneck is the partitioning and not the schedulability test [9].

4

Architectural Impact

From the results in Section 3, we observed that adaptiveTkC performed well under the assumption of an ideal-
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Figure 1: Success ratio for different scheduling algorithms when the partitioning algorithms use a sufficient schedulability
test (polynomial time complexity).
ized architecture. Now, in order to evaluate the performance
of a realistic system we must incorporate some architectural
costs. In this section, we will study the impact of two architectural costs, namely preemption and migration.
It is tempting to believe that the non-partitioned method
causes a larger amount of (and more costly) preemptions6
than the partitioned method, and that this makes more task
sets schedulable with the partitioned method than with the
6 A task is preempted if it has remaining execution time but does not
immediately continue to execute on the same processor.

non-partitioned method. We will now show that such statements cannot easily be made. First, we will propose a
dispatcher for the non-partitioned method that reduces the
number of preemptions by analyzing the current state of
the schedule. We will then show that the average number of preemptions generated by the best non-partitioned
method using the new dispatcher is significantly less than
that of the best partitioning algorithm. Finally, we will
evaluate the schedulability of the non-partitioned and partitioned method when the costs of preemption and migration
are accounted for.
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Figure 2: Success ratio for different scheduling algorithms when the partitioning algorithms use a necessary and sufficient
schedulability test (pseudo-polynomial time complexity).

4.1 Improved Dispatcher
Recall that the non-partitioned method using fixedpriority preemptive scheduling only requires that, at each
instant, the m tasks with the highest priorities are executed;
it does not require a task to run on a specific processor.
As long as the cost of a preemption is zero, the task-toprocessor assignment at each instant does not affect schedulability. However, on real computers the time required for
a preemption is non-negligible. If the task-to-processor
assignment is selected arbitrarily, it could happen that all
m highest-priority tasks execute on another processor than

they did the last time they were dispatched, even if these m
tasks were the same ones that executed last. With the original dispatcher, this would have serious consequences for
the schedulability of the system. Hence, to reduce the risk
of unnecessary preemptions, we need a dispatcher that not
only selects the m highest-priority tasks, but also selects a
task-to-processor assignment such that the number of preemptions is minimized.
We now propose a heuristic for the task-to-processor assignment that will reduce the number of preemptions for
the non-partitioned method. The basic idea of the task-toprocessor assignment algorithm is to determine which of the

Algorithm 1 Task-to-processor assignment algorithm for
the non-partitioned method.
Input: Let τbef ore be the set of tasks that just executed on the
m processors. On each processor pi , a (possibly non-existing)
task τij,bef ore executed. Let τhighest be the set of tasks that are
selected for execution.
Output: On each processor pi , a (possibly non-existing) task
τij,af ter should execute.
1: E = {pi : (τij,bef ore 6= non − existing) ∧ (τij,bef ore ∈
τhighest )}
2: for each pi ∈ E
3:
remove τij,bef ore from τhighest
4:
τij,af ter ← τij,bef ore
5: for each pi ∈
/E
6: if τhighest 6= ∅
7:
select an arbitrary τj from τhighest
8:
remove τj from τhighest
9:
τij,af ter ← τj
10: else
11:
τij,af ter ← non − existing

tasks that must execute now (that is, have the highest priority) have recently executed, and then try to execute those
tasks on the same processor as in their previous execution.
The algorithm for this is described in Algorithm 1. In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to this dispatcher as the
preemption-aware dispatcher. We let adaptiveTkCunaware
denote adaptiveTkC together with a dispatcher where the
task with the highest priority is assigned to the processor
with the least index, unaware of the preemptions it will
generate. Correspondingly, we let adaptiveTkCaware denote adaptiveTkC together with the preemption-aware dispatcher. In the remainder of this section, we will assume
that, whenever the non-partitioned method is used, adaptiveTkCaware is used. AdaptiveTkCunaware will only be
used as a baseline algorithm.

4.2 Number of Preemptions
To demonstrate that the preemption-aware dispatcher is
effective, we will start by showing its performance in terms
of the number of preemptions generated. To this end, it
would be natural to simulate scheduling and count the total
number of preemptions generated during a meta period and
use that number as a measure of the number of preemptions.
However, if many task sets are simulated, and we take the
sum of the preemptions in all task sets, then task sets with a
large meta period would be biased in that they would have a
higher impact on the total number of preemptions. To make
each task set equally important, we have therefore chosen
to use preemption density as the measure of the number of
preemptions. Preemption density of a scheduled task set is
defined as the number of preemptions generated during a
meta period divided by the length of the meta period.
To reveal which of the two methods (partitioned or nonpartitioned) that generates the highest number of preemp-

tions, we have simulated scheduling of randomly-generated
task sets and computed the preemption density for each of
these task sets. Since, in this subsection, we are only interested in the number of preemptions — not their impact
on schedulability — we assume that the cost of preemption and the cost of migration is zero. We simulate scheduling using adaptiveTkCaware, adaptiveTkCunaware and RBOUND-MP because they are the best (as demonstrated in
Section 3.2) schemes for the non-partitioned method and
the partitioned method, respectively. We use the same experimental setup as described in Section 3.1. We varied the
number of tasks and simulated 5,000 task sets for each point
in a plot. We then computed the preemption density only
for those task sets for which both adaptiveTkCaware, adaptiveTkCunaware and R-BOUND-MP were schedulable.
The results from the simulations are shown in Figure 3.
We observe that, on average, the preemption density of the
best non-partitioned method (adaptiveTkCaware) is lower
than the preemption density of the best partitioned method
(R-BOUND-MP). The reason for this is that, for the partitioned method, an arriving higher-priority task must always
preempt an executing lower-priority task on the same processor. With the non-partitioned method, a higher priority task can sometimes execute on another idle processor,
thereby avoiding a preemption. Figure 4 illustrates a situation where the non-partitioned method with the preemptionaware dispatcher causes the number of preemptions to
be less than the number of preemptions of a partitioned
method.
Note that, in Figure 3(a), increasing the number of processors gives a different effect on the preemption density for
adaptiveTkCaware than for adaptiveTkCunaware. It can be
explained as follows. When the number of processors increases, there will be more tasks executing in parallel and it
is more likely that, during a time interval, a task completes
its execution. Consider which processor a low-priority task
executes on when a higher-priority task completes it execution. For adaptiveTkCaware, the lower-priority task will
continue to execute on the same processor as it did before
the higher priority task completed. Hence no preemption
occurs. However, for adaptiveTkCunaware (as defined in
Section 4.1), the lower priority task will continue its execution on another processor with a lower index. That is, with
our definition, a preemption.

4.3 Average-Case Behavior
With the new dispatcher at hand, we are now in position
to assess the schedulability of a system with non-negligible
preemption and migration cost. We will model the preemption cost and migration cost of a uniform-memory access
shared-memory multiprocessor with caches.
For the assumed system, the cost of a preemption includes the following terms: time to acquire the ready queue,
time to save and restore a task’s environment (e.g., registers,
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Figure 3: Preemption density of different scheduling algorithms.
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Figure 4: Preemptions for the non-partitioned method and partitioned method when scheduling the task set {(T1 = 3, C1 =
2), (T2 = 4, C2 = 2), (T3 = 12, C3 = 6)} on m = 2 processors. The non-partitioned method, with adaptiveTkCaware,
generates the least number of preemptions.

memory mapping) and the cost of cache misses due to cache
reloading when the task resumes. In the evaluation in this
section, we will assume that the time to acquire the ready
queue and time to save and restore a task’s state is zero.
We do this for three reasons, namely (i) these costs depend
heavily on the implementation (hardware/software) and
mechanism to protect the ready queue (fine-grained/coursegrained locking/wait-free/lock-free), (ii) it has been found
that the time to execute kernel code constitute only a fraction of the total cost of a context switch [17], and (iii) the
trend of faster processors and (relatively) slower memories
will make the cache reload effect an even more dominant
term in the cost of preemption.
Our simulated system model is now changed as follows.
When a task is resumed, we add a cost of preempt.ratio ·
E[u] · E[T ] to its remaining execution time because of
cache reloading. If a task is resumed on another processor than it was preempted on we add yet another cost of
mig.ratio · E[u] · E[T ] to its remaining execution time because of cache reloading due to the migration. We use the
same experimental setup as described in Section 3.1, but
simulated 5,000 task sets for each possible combination of
preemption ratio, migration ratio, and the number of processors.
The results from our simulations are shown in Figure 5.
We observe that, when the migration and preemption costs
are high, adaptiveTkCaware has higher success ratio than
adaptiveTkCunaware. This indicates that the preemptionaware dispatcher is effective. We can also see that the partitioned method becomes more favorable when the migration ratio is large, because no migrations can occur for that
method. On the other hand, the non-partitioned method becomes more favorable when the preemption ratio increases,
because the preemption-aware dispatcher can reduce the
number of preemptions. However, when there are only
two processors available (see Figure 5(a)), the preemptionaware dispatcher becomes less effective, because it has only
one alternative processor to try to schedule a task on to reduce the number of preemptions.

5

Discussion

From the previous sections, we have learned that the
relative performance of the partitioned and non-partitioned
method varies depending on the system models and performance measures used. However, the decision whether to
partition or not to partition may also need to consider other
aspects than comparing success ratio. Below we list some
interesting aspects.
The non-partitioned method is the best way of maximizing the resource utilization when a task’s actual execution
time is much lower than its stated worst-case execution time
[2]. This situation can occur when the execution time of a
task depends highly on user input or sensor values. Since
the partitioned method is guided by the worst-case execu-

tion time during the partitioning decisions, there is a risk
that the actual resource usage will be lower than anticipated,
and thus wasted if no dynamic exploitation of the spare capacity is made. Our suggested hybrid approach hence offers
one solution for exploiting processors efficiently, while at
the same time providing guarantees for those tasks that require so. The hybrid solution proposed in this paper applies
the partitioned method to the task set until all processors
have been filled. The remaining tasks are then scheduled using the non-partitioned approach. An alternative approach
would be to partition only the tasks that have hard real-time
constraints, and then let the tasks with soft constraints be
scheduled by the non-partitioned method.
The partitioned method has the advantage of having a
low computational complexity of the schedulability test,
something that is important for, e.g., online admission tests
and QoS negotiation [18]. There is also a complexity associated with the algorithm that reschedules a task set that
has changed. The non-partitioned method has lower computational complexity for rescheduling than the partitioned
method if the partitioned method use the response-time
analysis. However, even if sufficient schedulability tests
are used for the partitioned method, the non-partitioned
method has a slightly lower computational complexity of
rescheduling (O(n log n) for adaptiveTkC) than the partitioned method (O(nm + n log n) for R-BOUND-MP and
O(nm+n log n) for RM-FFDU). For systems that reschedule frequently, but do not rely on schedulability tests,
e.g., feedback control scheduling [19], the non-partitioned
method, with its slightly higher success ratio and its slightly
lower computational complexity of rescheduling, becomes
a viable alternative. Also, since these systems are likely to
be used when the execution time varies, the advantage of
reclaiming resources in the non-partitioned method gives a
further performance increase.

6

Conclusions

It has been believed that the non-partitioned method is
inferior to the partitioned method. In this paper, we have
shown through two evaluations that by using a better priority assignment scheme and an improved dispatcher, such a
belief is not necessarily true. First, an average-case comparison using an idealized architecture, showed that, if a
system has a small number of processors, then the nonpartitioned method offers higher performance than the partitioned method. Second, an average-case comparison using
a realistic architecture, showed that, for several combinations of preemption and migration costs, the non-partitioned
method offers higher performance.
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Figure 5: Success ratio for scheduling algorithms as a function of the number of processors, preemption costs and migration
costs. Each square shows adaptiveTkCaware (upper), adaptiveTkCunaware (middle), R-BOUND-MP (lower). The shaded
regions indicate where the non-partitioned method (with adaptiveTkCaware) performs better than the partitioned method
(R-BOUND-MP).
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Abstract
Static scheduling of tasks in embedded distributed real-time systems often implies a tediuos iterative design process. The reason
for this is the lack of exibility and expressive power in existing scheduling frameworks, which makes it dicult to both model
the system accurately and provide correct optimization guidelines in a rst attempt. The most detrimental e ect this has on
the scheduling process is that the real-time tasks are over-constrained due to a careless use of rules-of-thumb.
We have developed a scheduling framework based on constraint programming which attempts to tackle these de ciencies.
First, the framework allows for expressing the scheduling problem in terms much closer to the actual system requirements. This
is because of the support provided by the framework for modeling constraints that are usually not handled by existing scheduling
tools, for example, di erent types of task allocation constraints such as clustering and proximity to resources. A second strong
feature of the framework is that it supports di erent strategies for single- and multi-objective optimization, something that
is very important in the design of embedded real-time systems. An evaluation study encompassing a set of applications with
typical embedded system constraints suggests that our approach does in fact provide the salient features necessary.

1 Introduction
Real-time system design is becoming increasingly dependent on exible scheduling frameworks to cope
with the size and complexity of contemporary applications. This is most apparent in the design of embedded distributed real-time systems where the scheduling framework must possess two salient features,
namely (a) support for a large variety of application constraints to handle scheduling of distributed tasks
and dedicated resources, and (b) support for advanced optimization capabilities to concurrently account for
system requirements on predictability, reliability, and hardware performance, as well as various aspects of
total system cost. As a basis for constructing a scheduling framework, real-time literature proposes several
scheduling algorithms that present solutions to di erent aspects of the scheduling problem. Unfortunately,
most existing scheduling algorithms only solve stand-alone problems (for example, focusing only on uniprocessor systems, one type of task model, and a single optimization criterion). This makes construction of a
scheduling framework particularly dicult because there may exist a discrepancy between the theoretical
scheduling problem and the practical aspects of the real-time system being designed, which gives rise to
two major problems.
First, there is the problem of using constraints that are as close as possible to the original system
requirements. Since many scheduling algorithms are de ned with \hard-coded" assumptions regarding task
and system models, it is easy to believe that it suces to devise constraints that t the scheduling algorithm.
However, such an approach would modify the semantics of the original system requirements, and typically
lead to the introduction of arti cial constraints without any direct connection to the original scheduling
problem [1, 2]. Such design approaches are very error-prone since the ad hoc constraint construction often
leads to an over-constrained and infeasible system. This turns scheduling into a tedious design process
since the designer must suggest suitable changes in the speci cation, implementation and/or system models.
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Hence, instead of adapting the problem to the scheduling algorithm, the scheduling algorithm should be
adapted to the problem in the sense that it should be capable of accounting for as many natural and
implementation-based constraints as possible.
Second, even if a feasible schedule is found by the scheduling framework, the suggested solution may
still be considered invalid by the system designer since requirements like cost and hardware resources
usually cannot be accounted for in most scheduling algorithms. This makes it necessary for the designer
to manually verify a schedule with respect to these requirements, and suggest suitable design changes.
Hence, a scheduling framework with a notion of multi-objective optimization would shorten the process
cycle. Moreover, it would increase the ability for real-time system developers to provide cost-e ective
solutions. This is particularly useful as the trend in embedded real-time system design is moving towards
open systems [3]. Apart from making the scheduling process more e ective, we also believe that by using
constraints that are semantically closer to the requirements, the scheduling search space can be reduced.
The rationale for this is that, when constraints are more close to the original requirements, the scheduling
algorithm can operate in a more intelligent way since it has more knowledge of the problem (see, for
example, recent results for branch-and-bound algorithms [4, 5]).
In this paper, we propose a scheduling framework that possesses all the salient features discussed
above. While many other proposed scheduling approaches for distributed real-time systems (for example,
simulated annealing or branch-and-bound) have similar features, it is well-known that they require a large
amount of ne-tuning to perform well. In contrast, our framework is based on the concept of constraint
programming , which means that constraints can be introduced in the framework in a exible and natural
way, and that the optimization features do not require tedious manual interaction.

Organization of this paper: This paper addresses how to build a scheduling framework based on constraint programming. The rest of our presentation is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe typical
requirements for embedded distributed real-time systems, and recollect methods for automated constraint
derivation and scheduling of distributed systems. In Section 3, we summarize a set of constraints typically
found in embedded distributed real-time system design. We present the underlying practical motivation
for these constraints, and identify problems in using the constraints with existing scheduling algorithms. In
Section 4, we present di erent generic strategies for single- and multi-objective optimization. We demonstrate how these techniques can be applied to scheduling of embedded distributed real-time systems, and
how di erent strategies for constraining the scheduling problem can lead to improved scheduling performance. In Section 5, we introduce the constraint-programming paradigm and show how it can be used for
building a scheduling framework that supports all identi ed constraints (from Section 3) as well as singleand multi-objective optimization. In Section 6, we demonstrate the practical usefulness of the framework
by performing several case studies and evaluating di erent aspects of the framework's scheduling performance. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss our results and suggest future directions, while our ndings are
summarized in Section 8.

2 Background
The design of real-time systems encompasses three important phases. From the speci cation of the system,
it must be possible to identify the requirements on the system in terms of functionality, performance, and
cost. Based on the system speci cation, an implementation phase then follows wherein the designer makes
a choice of programming environment, run-time system and hardware architecture. From the choice of
implementation, it is possible to identify the concrete tasks that the application is required to perform,
and the resource that are available for its execution. Finally, the designer schedules the application tasks
on the available resources. This is done by using a scheduling framework that automates the scheduling
and allocation of the task, and also veri es that all requirements of the application are met. In order to
do this, however, it is necessary to use models of the application tasks and the system architecture.
In the scheduling phase, it is possible to identify two potential caveats in the modeling of the tasks
and the architecture. First, it is necessary (for practical reasons) to abstract away some implementation
details and replace them with quantitative measures; for example, program code stretches and processor
hardware mechanisms are typically analyzed separately in order to derive a worst-case execution time of

each task. These abstractions su er from a potential risk of being overly pessimistic since embedded realtime systems often contain strict timing constraints. Second, in order to convey the system requirements
to the scheduling framework, it is necessary to introduce a set of constraints that models system requirements into a manageable form for the scheduling algorithm. Since the scheduling framework is used to
validate that the system requirements are actually met by the implementation, the methodology used for
constructing constraints must be cognizant of the practical application domain as well as the theoretical
scheduling domain. In our methodology, the constraints must (a) re ect the intended behaviour of the
system , (b) be derived in natural way without overconstraining the system , and (c) be fully supported by the
scheduling framework . In the following subsections, we describe the state-of-the art in practical real-time
system design with respect to these three features.

2.1 Requirements

The system requirements for an embedded distributed real-time system can be divided into di erent groups
which each impose a number of constraints on the scheduling problem.
The functional behavior of a real-time system is determined by the tasks and resources that constitute
the system. Typical functional behavior requirements are those that control task execution order or task
allocation, that is, how a task should execute. A real-time system also have temporal behavior requirements
in addition to the functional ones. The temporal behavior of a task depends mainly on the environment
(sensors, actuators or other tasks) that the task interacts with, that is, when a task should execute. These
requirements directly a ect the modeling of the application tasks and consequently the construction of the
scheduling constraints.
Most real-time systems are also safety-critical in the sense that a failure in a processor could be catastrophic. To avoid such failures the embedded system must often also be fault tolerant. Fault tolerance is
achieved by introducing redundancy in the system, for example, using additional processors and/or copies
of tasks. Hence, it is clear that the requirement of making a system fault tolerant a ects the implementation
of the system, and consequently also the construction of scheduling constraints.
Apart from mere software requirements, it is also a practical consideration that the development of
embedded real-time systems is made cost-e ective so as to allow for mass-production of the system. That
is why development using o -the-shelf hardware components has become a viable alternative in modern
designs. Other practical aspects of embedded system design encompass the introduction of weight and
power-consumption requirements. This means that cost, performance and various physical characteristics
of the hardware components (processors, memory and busses) need to be conveyed to the constraint
construction process.

2.2 Constraint derivation

Recent analyses [1, 2] have indicated that most constraints are artifacts of the design . This does not
come as a surprise since they are a necessary consequence of the models used for tasks, run-time system
and architecture. However, since the modeling process often has to be done manually, constraints should
be constructed according to suitable guidelines or otherwise serious drawbacks will result. For example,
an ad hoc constraint derivation is likely to lead to an over-constrained system which may prevent the
scheduling algorithm from nding the best (or any) solution. On the other hand, if the system is too
loosely constrained, nding the optimal solution might by too computationally intractable in practice.
Furthermore, the semantics of the original requirements may be lost in the process, which from a practical
point of view means that it will be hard to detect performance bottlenecks in the case of a failed scheduling
attempt [6].
To overcome these problems, many researchers have recently proposed automated methods for constraint derivation. An example (taken from [1]) of a design ow for constraint derivation is illustrated in
Figure 1. As indicated in the gure, there are basically two types of constraint derivation that can be
performed: (a) derivation of system-level end-to-end constraints from performance requirements, and (b)
derivation of task-level constraints from the end-to-end constraints.
The rst type of constraint derivation means translating performance requirements, such as maximum
steady-state error or maximum transient overshoot, into system-level end-to-end constraints that describe,

Performance Requirements

System-Level Constraints

Modify Constraints

Task-Level Constraints

Scheduling

Figure 1: Constraint-derivation ow.
for example, maximum sensor-to-actuator latency, minimum sampling periods, or maximum output jitter.
To that end, several techniques for system-level constraint derivation have been proposed in the context
of control systems (see, for example, [7, 8, 9]).
The second type of constraint derivation means translating the end-to-end constraints into task-level
timing and execution constraints. One of the most re ned techniques for this type of constraint derivation
is the period calibration method (PCM) proposed by Gerber, Hong and Saksena [10, 11]. The PCM works
in a two-stage fashion. First, task periods are derived from given end-to-end system constraints. Deadlines
and release times are then assigned to individual tasks using the derived periods1 . While several other
techniques exist for deriving task-level deadlines and release times (see, for example, [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]),
few techniques actually exist for deriving other types of task-level constraints. However, Ramamritham
[19] and Abdelzaher & Shin [20] propose techniques that generate task clustering recommendations based
on heuristic analyses of inter-task communication needs and task periods, respectively.
All of these constraint derivation techniques assume a subsequent scheduling stage which means that
constraint derivation is primarily performed with the objective of increasing the likelihood of succeeding
with the scheduling attempt. In fact, most techniques are tailored for a speci c scheduling policy in order
to generate good results2 . It should also be noted that, with few exceptions, all techniques for derivation
of task-level timing constraints work under the assumption that tasks have been assigned to processors in
advance, which clearly limits their applicability to larger distributed systems. As we will see later in this
paper, the constraint-programming paradigm does not su er from this limitation.

2.3 Scheduling approaches

Recall that a scheduling framework for embedded system design should include a scheduling algorithm
that is capable of accounting for various types of constraints. It is also desired that the algorithm should
nd a \good" or even optimal schedule using advanced single- or multi-objective optimization strategies.
Unfortunately, most scheduling algorithms proposed in the real-time research literature fail to satisfy both
of these requirements. In fact, there are very few scheduling approaches that even claim to solve this
complex problem. However, there are three scheduling approaches that do have the potential to provide
the capabilities necessary.
Simulated annealing is a local search technique that has been applied to real-time allocation and
scheduling by Tindell, Burns and Wellings [22]. The method attempts to minimize a so-called energy
function which describes the quality of a schedule. The algorithm o ers great exibility but since the
In a recent paper, Nilsson et al. [12] presented an application of PCM on an avionics control software using constraint
programming.
2
An integrated constraint-derivation and scheduling approach is proposed in the holistic approach by Tindell et al. [21].
1

energy function contains both the constraints and the scheduling objective it can be troublesome to balance
these factors correctly. The stochastic nature of simulated annealing reduces the computational complexity
since only portions of the search space are examined but this also means that there is no guarantee that
the resulting schedule is optimal.
Branch-and-bound (B&B) systematically explores the search space in a tree-like fashion (branching).
The search space is reduced by pruning branches in the tree that can not improve the solution found so far
(bounding). For this method to be e ective the search-tree should be subject to a lot of pruning. However,
the computation of an accurate pruning rule is about as complex as solving the problem in the rst place.
The use of B&B in the context of scheduling for distributed real-time systems have been investigated by
several researchers (see, for example, [23, 24, 25, 26, 4]).
Constraint programming is a technique which has been used with great success to solve scheduling problems within operations research and arti cal intelligence. The scheduling problem is expressed as variables
and constraints which are handled by a constraint solver. The method has been shown to be promising
also for real-time scheduling by Schild and Wurtz [27]. We extend this work by considering additional
real-time constraints and also adding support for di erent scheduling objectives. This is discussed in more
detail in Section 5.

3 Identi cation of Constraints
An important issue in the design of embedded real-time systems is what task-level constraints exist for
that particular domain. In this section, we look closer at these constraints and attempt to justify the
presence of each constraint construct by examining its origin. We also discuss how constraints relate to
each other, and, based on this information, attempt to identify a minimal set of necessary constraints to
be implemented in a scheduling framework.
The system model assumed in this paper has been chosen to re ect a typical embedded system. The
hardware architecture consists of a number of nodes which are connected via a bus, and each node contains
one or more processors. The application includes a set of tasks that execute on the processors and possibly
communicate by message passing on the bus. Each node has a number of resources that can be used locally
by tasks at that node, or globally by all tasks in the system.

3.1 System constraints
System constraints are imposed by the selected hardware architecture of the system. How the hardware
is composed depends on functional or economical reasons, which means that the system con guration is
typically xed. The con guration includes information on the number of processors and other resources in
the system (that is, a model) as well as their performance and capacities (that is, properties). Hence, the
system con guration can be expressed using model and property constraints.
Processors have di erent speed which means that the worst-case execution time of a task depends
on which processor it is scheduled to execute on. Hence, in a distributed system the actual execution
time for a task has to be dynamically calculated during the scheduling. Each processor is also subject
to a context-switch cost which usually is assumed to be small enough to be neglected or, in the case of
non-preemptive scheduling, assumed to be included in the task's worst-case execution time. However, for
preemptive scheduling, where it is not known beforehand how many times a task will be preempted, this
approximation is not desirable. In this case, worst-case execution time and context-switch cost have to be
handled separately during scheduling.
Resources other than processors have di erent limited capacities which restrict the number of tasks that
can simultaneously access a resource. For example, a processor might have a RAM of 16 kbytes. Assume
there are three tasks 1 2 and 3 which each use 4, 8 and 12 kbytes, respectively, during execution.
Then 1 and 2 are allowed to execute concurrently as well as 1 and 3 , whereas 2 and 3 are not. A
special case is a critical section which can be modelled as a resource with capacity 1. Tasks which share
a particular critical section are then de ned to require usage of 1 entity from this resource during their
execution.
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The communication on the bus can be modeled using a transmission delay which re ects the time to
transmit messages. The transmission delay transmit is expressed as:
transmit = speed size + overhead + delay
c

c
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 c

c

c

where speed is the data rate of the bus, size the size of a message to transmit, and overhead and delay
are overheads pertaining to the message queuing/retrieval and bus scheduling strategy, respectively. There
are a number of bus scheduling strategies which each gives di erent delay in the formula above. A linear
model causes no delay since it is assumed that the message always can be delivered whenever requested
because there is no contention from other messages. In a contention-based model (such as the one used by
Mecel's BASEMENT architecture [28]) the bus is regarded as an additional processor and the messages
as tasks be to scheduled on the bus. The delay then depends on what other messages that simultaneously
contend for the bus. If the bus uses a time-triggered protocol, for example, DACAPO [29] or TTP [30],
messages can only be sent in dedicated time slots. The delay then depends on how long time it is to the
next available time slot. In a priority-based communication protocol, such as CAN, the delay is caused
by higher-priority messages being sent [31]. It is clear from this discussion that the transmission delay for
each message has to be dynamically calculated during the scheduling.
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3.2 Task constraints

Task constraints are the restrictions that control the timing and execution behavior of the tasks and concern
both the behavior of a single task (intra-task ) as well as interaction between tasks (inter-task ).

3.2.1 Intra-task timing constraints

In this group, we nd constraints that restrict the time limits within which a single task should execute.
The period determines how frequently a task should execute and is linked to how accurate the system
needs to be in the interaction with its environment. From a pure functionality point of view it is likely
that the required period not is completely xed, but rather is expressed as an interval (sometimes called a
separation constraint). To guarantee the responsiveness required by the system, a task is also subject to
a deadline that de nes an upper limit on the nish time of the task. On the other hand, a task must not
start too soon. For example, a task might require a sensor value which is not immediately available at the
beginning of the task's period. Hence, the release time of the task also has to be constrained. Note that
periods are related to both deadlines and release times in that the th invocation of a task must typically
be completed before invocation + 1, thus imposing deadlines and release times for each invocation.
Besides release time and deadline, the start and nish times of a task can also be constrained by input
or output jitter constraints. Input jitter is the di erence between the release time and the actual start
time of the task. Similarly, output jitter is the di erence between the deadline and the actual nish time
of the task. The main reason to limit the amount of jitter is when a task is required to execute at regular
intervals, which is the case in control applications.
As mentioned earlier, many scheduling algorithms require that deadlines and release times are de ned
for each task in order to solve a certain scheduling problem. If only end-to-end deadlines are given for the
application, these deadlines must be split into shorter deadlines which are assigned to each task. In a similar
fashion, release time constraints are typically imposed as a way to obtain mutual exclusion between tasks
that access the same resource. However, the introduction of such forced arti cial task-level constraints may
put an unnecessary strain on the task set, and hence a ect schedulability. To avoid this, the semantics
of mutual exclusion and end-to-end deadlines should be modeled using more exible constraints, such as
resource-usage and precedence constraints.
k

k

3.2.2 Inter-task timing constraints

This group includes constraints that express time limits within which two tasks should execute in relation
to each other.
Interacting tasks are subject to three types of constraints that originate from the application requirements, namely distance constraints (due to transmission delay or input/output delays in a control system),

freshness constraints (due to aging of data in, for example, database applications) and correlation constraints (due to limits on the allowed time-skew in concurrent operations, for example fault-tolerance
voting). There is also another type of inter-task timing constraint, but which originates from the implementation of the system, namely harmonicity constraints. These constraints are mainly imposed to
simplify the implementation of communicating tasks. It is desired that the period of the receiver task is
exactly divisible by the period of the sender task since this simpli es the procedure of identifying received
messages. Depending on the run-time scheduler used, this constraint may or may not be needed. For example, in a priority-driven scheduler the harmonicity constraints are necessary since the order of execution
for two tasks of di erent periodicity is not predictable. On the other hand, if a time-driven scheduler is
used, it is possible to guarantee (using precedence constraints) that the order of execution between two
such tasks is always the same.

3.2.3 Intra-task execution constraints

This group includes constraints that are local to a single task and determine on what processor and with
what resources the task should execute.
If a task uses a resource, the set of nodes that the task can be allocated to is automatically restricted
since the resource must be present at the node and have enough capacity. We distinguish between the cases
where the resource is always required (static ) and where the resource is required only during execution
(dynamic ). Examples of these cases are ROM and RAM, respectively. Tasks can also be directly allocated
to a certain node using locality constraints which often are implementation recommendations made by
the designer, and less frequently given in the speci cation. Another implementation issue is whether all
invocations of a task have to execute on the same processor (anity ), which is most likely desired in a
distributed system because the cost of migrating the task is too high. It also has to be decided whether
tasks are allowed to interrupt each other (preemption ). By allowing preemption it might be possible to
nd schedules for designs that are otherwise infeasible.

3.2.4 Inter-task execution constraints

This group includes constraints that determine in what order, on what processor, and with what resources
two or more tasks should execute in relation to each other.
A speci c function in the system is often modeled as a sequence of operating tasks. Hence, tasks should
execute in a certain order which is typically expressed by precedence constraints. In case data should be
exchanged between tasks, communication constraints are used to model a precedence constraint as well
as an amount of data to communicate3. It is worth noting that distance constraints can actually be used
to model precedence (assume a \distance" equal to 0) as well as communication constraints (assume a
\distance" equal to a xed transmission delay).
In some distributed systems, clustering is used to assign communicating tasks onto the same node in
order to limit the cost for the communication network or to increase the schedulability. Another rationale
for clustering is when the system has di erent modes for which di erent task sets are active. Now, if only a
few tasks are active in one mode, it could be a good idea to save power by turning o all nodes that do not
contain any active tasks. Hence, tasks that are active in the same mode should be allocated to the same
node. Such an example is the computer system of a car which operates di erently depending on whether
the car is turned on (driving) or o (parked) and where the system should not consume too much power
while parked. The opposite of clustering, anti-clustering, refers to the case when a set of tasks cannot
execute on the same node. The typical application for this constraint is when tasks have been replicated
to achieve fault-tolerance and the replicas must be allocated to di erent nodes.
In systems where it is necessary to prevent simultaneous access to indivisible resources, such as critical
sections and I/O-devices, exclusion constraints determine whether two tasks are allowed to execute concurrently. It should be noted that this is an arti cial constraint, the existence of which is merely due to
the lack of support for more natural constraints (such as resource-usage constraints) in existing scheduling
algorithms.

Note that the communication constraint becomes a pure precedence constraint if the tasks are located on the same node
since the transmission delay will be zero.
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Table 1: Constraint taxonomy showing which groups a constraint mostly (X) and sometimes (x) belongs
to.

3.3 Constraint taxonomy

The constraints and the groups they are divided into constitute a constraint taxonomy which is summarized
in Table 1. The table shows whether a constraint is natural, implementation-based or arti cial. Natural
constraints are directly derived from the system requirements while implementation-based constraints are
imposed as a consequence of the choice of hardware architecture and run-time scheduling strategy. Arti cial
constraints are typically a result of adapting to limitations in existing scheduling algorithms or to control
the scheduling of the tasks.
We believe that the constraint taxonomy can aid the system designer in the process of modeling
the scheduling problem. With knowledge of common constraint de nitions, it becomes easier to identify
constraints from the system requirements. Furthermore, the identi cation becomes more exact which
makes the model more accurate, thus increasing schedulability.

4 De nition of Optimality
Optimization of a schedule is possible and desirable since the speci cation does not completely determine
the system. To be able to determine whether a schedule is optimal or not, we need to identify a measure
for the quality of a schedule. This measure can involve one or more metrics which each provide information
about the schedule's quality. We refer to these two cases as single-objective and multi-objective optimization
problems.

4.1 Single-objective optimization

Single-objective optimization requires that we de ne an object function which computes the value of a
schedule. That is, if is a feasible schedule and is the object function, then ( ) is the value of the
x

f

f x

schedule. In this section, we describe some object functions for single-objective optimization that are
relevant in the design of embedded distributed real-time systems.
A traditionally-used optimization criterion for hard real-time systems is the maximum lateness, which
is the same as the shortest slack in the nal schedule. The rationale for using lateness as the optimization
criterion is made clear by noting that the lateness will never exceed 0 for a feasible schedule.
In a system with a xed number of processors, a commonly-used optimization criterion is the load
balance. This optimization strategy means distributing the tasks between the processors such that they
have approximately the same amount of load4 , which makes the most use of the available resources.
If the hardware architecture has not been xed, on the other hand, it could instead be important to
minimize the number of processors used in order to keep hardware costs down. To this end, the number of
processors could be regarded as unknown and be subject to minimization. However, in reality parameters
such as number of processors and other resources are not exible enough to allow for optimization. Instead,
an incremental approach, where various system con gurations are manually evaluated, is likely to be more
suitable.
For distributed systems, it is sometimes also necessary to optimize with respect to communication, that
is, the amount of messages sent on the network. In embedded systems, the main arguments for minimizing
the time required for message passing are that a low bus utilization may (a) enable the system designer to
use a cheaper bus with less communication bandwidth, and (b) reduce the total amount of cabling in the
system, thus reducing weight. If contention-based message scheduling is used it is typically desired to group
the messages into frames, of a certain size, which are then used to transmit the messages. The objective
of such a strategy is that it will minimize the overhead associated with sending/receiving messages.
In control systems, minimizing jitter is typically used as the optimization criterion. Note that jitter
can be considered as a scheduling objective as well as a constraint. Minimizing jitter means minimizing
the drift in the task invocations.
Since many embedded real-time systems are also dependable, it may be necessary to maximize the
reliability of the system. That is, given the failure rate of each hardware component, the probability of a
system failure is minimized.

4.2 Multi-objective optimization

Multi-objective optimization is necessary when we have several object functions which we want to optimize
at the same time. In contrast to the single-objective case, we are now confronted with the problem of
combining these functions such that a returned solution will be in line with what is considered optimal.
We will now discuss some possible combinations.
The simplest approachPis to make a single-objective function which is the sum of the participating
functions, that is, ( ) = i ( ). The major disadvantage with this approach is that, if the variation in
the values of the di erent functions is large, some functions may dominate others. For example, assume
1 ( ) [0 2] and 2 ( ) [0 42]. Then, if 1 ( ) = 2 2 ( ) = 21 we obtain ( ) = 23 which should be
considered to be better than the case where 1 ( ) = 1 2 ( ) = 28 (which gives ( ) = 29) because 1 ( )
is maximized for the former case. However, the latter case has a greater single-objective value (assuming
maximization) and will be considered the best solution for this optimization approach. A way to overcome
this disadvantage is to assign weights to the functions [32]. It can be dicult, though, to come up with
well-working weights.
Another way to solve the unbalance in the summarization approach is to make sure that the value
ranges of the object functions are the same [33]. This can be achieved by mapping the original values into
ranges of equal size, for example, [0 100]. Our previous example would then give 1 ( ) = 2 100 2 ( ) =
21 50 ( ) = 150 which is better than 1 ( ) = 1 50 2 ( ) = 28 67 ( ) = 117. The size of
the mapped range should correspond to the largest value range among the object functions. Otherwise, a
(small) increase in its value might fail to increase its mapped value.
If the value ranges are equal yet another approach can be taken. Instead of a sum, the combined value
is chosen to be the minimum of all object function values. This value is then to be maximized. This
approach tries to balance the function values even further since a function far away from its optimum is
more likely to be increased than one that is close.
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It could also be argued that the optimization should be performed in priority order. That is, rst
optimize on the most important function, and then optimize on the next second most important function
under the assumption that value of the rst function is maintained. This procedure is then repeated for
all object functions. An example where this approach may be applicable is in communication scheduling.
In this case the bus utilization is rst minimized to determine which messages should be sent. Then, these
messages should be formed in as few groups as possible in order to make the transmission less expensive.

5 Constraint Programming Framework
Most proposed real-time scheduling algorithms are \hard-coded" with respect to the constraints, task
properties, resources and optimization criteria they can handle. Although a speci c method in most cases
outperforms a generic one, the former soon becomes quite complex and it becomes dicult to include
new features. The constraint programming approach allows constraints to be speci ed in terms closer to
the requirements. The included constraint solver then provides techniques to automatically perform the
constraint derivation as well as the scheduling.

5.1 Introduction to constraint programming

The problems addressed using the constraint programming paradigm are called constraint satisfaction
problems (CSP). A CSP consists of variables with associated domains and constraints between the variables.
A solution to a CSP is an assignment of values to the variables such that all constraints are satis ed. The
programming of a CSP can be described in three steps:
(1) Declare the variables (and their domains)
(2) Post the problem constraints
(3) Search for a feasible or optimal solution
The constraint solver uses propagation in order to reduce the search space. That is, by considering the
constraints the domains of the variables are narrowed by removing values that cannot be part of a solution.
However, propagation alone is usually not enough to nd a solution, but backtrack searching is also required.
The tool that we have based our framework on is SICStus Prolog [34] and its associated constraint solver
for nite domains [35]. An interesting feature of this tool is the possibility to guide the search algorithm by
varying the search parameters. By using suitable parameters the search time can be signi cantly reduced.
The translation of the constraints into the code format internal to the solver is fairly straightforward and
several examples of how constraints and applications are modeled can be found in [36].

5.2 Problem feasibility

In our case, a schedule is feasible if there exists a solution to the corresponding CSP. It is desired that
a feasible schedule is found quickly. Not only from the users point of view, but also in the context of
optimization. This schedule is then used as a starting point for further re ned attempts to nd an optimal
solution. In order to speed up the search we aid the constraint solver by supplying heuristics. Intuitively,
tasks should be balanced between the nodes in order to increase the chances of meeting their deadlines.
However, this is not visible to the solver. Therefore, we pre-assign the tasks to di erent nodes before the
actual search begins. This assignment is undone if it turns out to make the problem infeasible.

5.3 Problem optimality

The optimization algorithm (for minimization) used in the framework can be described as follows:
(1) Find a feasible schedule, i
(2) If a schedule is found then add the constraint ( )
(3) Increase and go to (1)
x
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Solution
Feasible

Loosely constrained
Easy since many solutions exist

Optimal

Can be harder since many candidate solutions exist

Tightly constrained
Harder since propagation usually can not reduce the
search space enough
Can be easier since the search space is smaller

Table 2: Complexity relationship (of original problem).
This algorithm applies directly to single-objective optimization. For the multi-objective case the object
functions are mapped into new ones with range [0 100] which represents percentage of the optimal solution.
We then use a combination of summarization and maximizing minimum.
function j the
P That is,Pforj (each
inequality j ( ) min j ( i ) should hold as well as the inequality j ( )
i ). The framework
also supports priority-ordered optimization which is treated as consecutive single-objective optimizations.
Hence, once a feasible schedule is found the search is restarted but with additional constraints. These
optimality constraints does not only state that a better solution is required but also prunes the search
space due to constraint propagation.
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5.4 Problem complexity

The complexity involved in nding a feasible solution versus nding an optimal solution to a CSP depends
on the tightness of the problem, that is, the relation between the number of solutions and the size of the
search space. The relationship is illustrated in Table 2 which was presented by Tsang in [37].
We can see that, since our constraint derivation approach does not make the problem tighter than
necessary, we should be able to quickly locate of a feasible schedule. Furthermore, once a solution is found,
our optimization algorithm increasingly tightens the problem and thus continuously decreases the search
space.

6 Performance Evaluation
To validate the quality of our approach we will now evaluate the scheduling framework using a set of
realistic examples. This will stress both the modeling and scheduling capabilities of the framework. To
this end we have studied the following applications:






A mobile base-station [38] which includes 3 processors and 17 tasks with precedence, communication,
clustering, locality and release time constraints. There is one end-to-end deadline.
A control application [16] which includes 4 processors and 22 tasks with precedence, communication,
clustering and locality constraints. There are 5 end-to-end deadlines.
A safety-critical application [19] which includes 3 processors and 12 tasks with communication and
anti-clustering constraints. There are 2 end-to-end deadlines.

6.1 Framework setup

We con gured the scheduling framework to model time-driven, non-preemptive task scheduling with anity
(no migration) and contention-based message scheduling.
Each application was tested for feasibility as well as for applicable aspects of optimality. For the
single-objective optimization, we have used the objectives that were originally proposed in conjunction
with the applications, namely lateness (for the base-station and control applications) and communication
(for the safety-critical application). The multi-objective optimization was performed on lateness, load
balance and communication. The estimated proximity to the optimum for lateness and communication
were given by the constraint solver, while, for load balance, we optimistically divided the tasks between the
processors such that the maximum load was minimized. The priority-order optimization was performed
in the following order: communication, load balance and lateness. This choice of optimization order is
used to re ect that, in a distributed embedded system, the communication may be considered to be the
major bottle-neck. Once the communication has been determined, it could then be interesting to make the

Problem

Feasible

Base-station
Control
Safety-critical

0.11/6
0.10/0
0.11/7

Single-objective
objective
result performance
lateness
-199 0.14/11
lateness
-21
0.19/5
communication 20
2.5/1463

Multi-objective

Priority order

0.18/11
0.20/5
1.8/345

0.29/25
0.32/7
4.0/2298

Table 3: Scheduling performance (secs/backtracks).
Solution
1
2
3
4

Function values
communication load balance
32
32
26
44
22
44
20
39

lateness
-1
-4
-4
-9

Estimated proximity to optimum
communication load balance lateness
46
92
10
56
69
40
63
69
40
66
78
90

sum
148
165
172
234

Table 4: Multi-objective search trace for the safety-critical example.
best use of the available resources. Finally, lateness can be used to distinguish between otherwise equal
solutions.
The examples were scheduled using an Ultra Sparc 10 with 128 M bytes of primary memory.

6.2 Results

The scheduling results are listed in Table 3. Performance is given as
where is the time in seconds
and is the number of backtracks in the constraint solver.
Mainly, the number of backtracks gives information about the diculty of the problem. The time,
however, also depends on the number of constraints and variables which were created, that is, the size
of the problem. The di erences in the number of backtracks for an example re ect the tightness of the
problem. For instance, the number of backtracks required to nd an optimal solution for the control
application using single-objective optimization (5) is only slightly higher than for a feasible solution (0).
Hence, the application constraints almost completely determine the problem which results in a small search
space. In contrast, the safety-critical application is subject to a large di erence between the number of
backtracks used to nd the feasible (7) and single-objective (1463) solutions. Hence, this problem is
less constrained which results in a large search space. These observations consequently corroborate the
relationships listed in Table 2.
Table 4 shows how the search progresses in the multi-objective optimization of the safety-critical application. In the table it can be seen that in the rst found solution, the load-balancing objective is
estimated to have reached 92 percent of its optimal value while the lateness only has reached 10 percent.
The constraint solver then tries to nd a solution where all objectives have reached at least 10 percent and
where the sum of the estimated proximity values is larger than the current sum (148 percent). In the next
found solution, the lateness and the communication have increased their percentage at the cost of the load
balance. However, since the total sum is greater (165 percent) than before this new solution is regarded
as a better one. After four iterations optimum (of the estimated proximity) is obtained despite a rather
low proximity of optimum for the individual functions. The main reason for this is that the estimation
mechanisms used are too weak, something we will elaborate further on in Section 7.
x=y

x

y

6.3 Complexity comparison

To demonstrate how a problem is a ected when additional constraints are introduced, we solve the scheduling problem for the control application using the DACAPO communication model [29]. The DACAPO
model is more restrictive than the contention-based model used so far since communication must now be
synchronized with time slots. The DACAPO model assumes that each processor is given dedicated time
slots where tasks on that processor are allowed to send messages. The time slots are of xed size and

Strategy
Contention
DACAPO
DACAPO
DACAPO

Slot size
1
2
5

Backtracks
5
13
1
1

Optimal result
-21
-20
-16
no solution

Table 5: E ects of over-constraining in the control application.
are divided equally between the processors. It is assumed that the least common period (length of the
schedule) is a multiple of the number of processors. Furthermore, the total amount of transmission time
for a processor should be a multiple of the size of the time slots. A message must t into one time slot.
The slots are assigned to the four processors in a round-robin order5 .
As can be seen in Table 5, the use of the DACAPO model transforms the original problem into a
non-optimal (or even infeasible) one. The table also demonstrates that, for a slot size of 2, the complexity
was reduced, while, for a slot size of 1, the complexity was increased. Whether a constraint decreases
or increases the complexity depends on its strength, that is, how much the constraint solver can reduce
the search space due to constraint propagation in relation to the number of solutions. For example, a
DACAPO slot size of 1 probably only restricts the number of solutions, while a slot size of 2 also restricts
the search space as indicated in the table. A slot size of 5 seems to restrict the search space as well, but
unfortunately also over-constrains the problem so that no solution is found at all.

7 Discussion
Constraint programming is a declarative approach where it suces to express what constitutes a solution.
The constraint solver then handles the actual search. However, this search can be signi cantly improved by
using knowledge about the problem as guidance. The SICStus Prolog constraint solver o ers the possibility
to supply search heuristics. So far, we have not looked much into this, but we believe that by tailoring the
search algorithm to the speci c problem, complexity can be signi cantly reduced. Previous work for the
B&B algorithm has shown that this is a viable approach [4, 5].
A CSP can usually be modeled in many di erent ways. How a problem is modeled a ects the complexity
of solving it. By remodeling or supplying redundant constraints the constraint propagation can be more
e ective which reduces the search space. It would be interesting to see if such reformulation is possible.
As can be seen in Table 4, the multi-objective optimization strategy obtains an optimal value (20)
of the communication. However, the estimated proximity of the communication in the optimal solution
is only 66 percent. Since this is the lowest value among all estimated values in the fourth iteration, no
solution with a lower estimated proximity value for the communication will be accepted. On the other
hand, if that value had been more accurate (for example, close to 100 percent), a decrease in the estimated
proximity for the communication would be tolerable if the other proximity values increased, resulting in
a better solution. Hence, it would be of great value to have a tight estimation of optimum since this is
essential to make our multi-objective optimization approach work well and also reduce the problem search
space. Thus, further investigation on how to obtain fast, but accurate, estimations of the optimal value is
desired.

8 Conclusions
Scheduling of real-time tasks in an embedded distributed system is a dicult problem since such systems
not only have standard task-level timing constraints (such as periods and deadlines) but also have more
advanced constraints such as locality (what processor to execute on) and clustering (what other tasks to
execute with). Unfortunately, few existing scheduling algorithms are capable of accounting for such diverse
set of constraints. Moreover, scheduling of embedded systems often requires multi-objective optimization
5

In our test run we used the slot-order f3 4 1 2g. However, other slot orders were found to produce similar results.
;

;

;

in order to simultaneously account for requirements such as schedulability, reliability, power consumption
and economic cost.
In this paper, we have proposed a scheduling framework based on constraint programming that is
capable of providing these features. One main advantage of the constraint programming paradigm is that
it suces to specify what de nes an acceptable solution, instead of having to provide guidelines on how
to nd it. We have argued that, by using this framework, it is easy to model relevant constraints as well
as perform single- and multi-objective optimization for embedded distributed real-time systems. To this
end, the applicability of the framework was evaluated using a set of realistic applications with non-trivial
constraints.
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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient way to analyse the performance of task sets, where the task execution time is
specified as a generalized continuous probability distribution. We consider fixed task sets of periodic, possibly
dependent, non-pre-emptable tasks with deadlines less
than or equal to the period. Our method is not restricted to
any specific scheduling policy and supports policies with
both dynamic and static priorities. An algorithm to construct the underlying stochastic process in a memory and
time efficient way is presented. We discuss the impact of
various parameters on complexity, in terms of analysis
time and required memory. Experimental results show the
efficiency of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction
Embedded systems are digital systems meant to
perform a dedicated function inside a larger system. Most
embedded systems are also real-time systems. Hence, their
validation has to take into consideration not only the
functional aspect but also timeliness.
A typical digital systems design flow starts from an
abstract description of the functionality and a set of
constraints. Subsequent steps partition the functionality,
allocate processing units, map the functionality to the
allocated processing units and, finally, select a scheduling
policy and perform timing analysis.
In safety-critical applications missing a deadline can
have disastrous consequences. Hence, a conservative
model for task scheduling is adopted, the worst-case
execution time (WCET) model. Such systems are designed
to perform according to hard time constraints even in rare
borderline cases. This leads to a processor underutilization
for most of the operation time.
There are several opportunities to relax some of the
conservative assumptions typical to hard real-time
systems. This is the case for applications where missing a
deadline causes an overall quality degradation, but it is still
acceptable provided that the probability of such misses is
below a certain limit. Such applications are, for example,
multimedia and telecommunication systems.
Another opportunity to relax the WCET model is during
the early design stages. For instance, in transformational
design approaches, the design phases may not be performed in the simplistic waterfall sequence described

above. It may happen that information about a schedule fitness would be needed without knowing exactly the processor on which a certain task will be executed. The processor
itself could be still under design and, thus, no exact information concerning execution time would be available.
Tia et al. [11] provide an example where the maximum
processor utilizations are around 145%, whereas the average utilizations do not exceed 25%. The large variation in
utilizations stems from the large variation of task execution times. This could be due to several reasons: architectural factors (dynamic features like caches and pipelines),
causes related to functionality (data dependent branches
and loops), external causes (network delays), and dependencies on input data (very strong in multimedia applications). Another source of non-exact execution time
specification is the limited amount of information available. This could be the case at early design phases or with
designs integrating third party components, or other customer blocks with secret functionality and insufficiently
specified non-functional interfaces.
Typically, by using variable execution time models,
considerable savings in system (hardware) cost can be
expected. The functionality can be implemented on less
powerful and cheaper processors, leading to a higher
processor utilization. In the case of overload, some tasks
will, most likely, fail their deadlines. The designer has to
be provided with analysis tools in order to guide his or her
decisions and to estimate the trade-off between cost and
quality, the failure likeliness and the failure consequences.
Thus, new execution time models and analysis techniques
have to be developed.
Approaches based on the average case or on probabilities uniformly distributed between the best and worst case
execution time have the advantage of simplicity. However,
their use is limited, as they do not give information on the
likeliness of particular cases. More accurate models are
based on execution time probability distributions. Those
distributions can be derived from statistical models of the
variation sources, from legacy designs, code analysis,
simulations and profiling. One of the main difficulties with
probabilistic models is their solving complexity.
The aim of this work is to provide a performance analysis method for task schedules considering probabilistic
models of task execution times. The methodology is not
specific to any particular execution time probability distri-
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bution class or scheduling policy and, thus, it is adaptable
to various applications. The result of the application analysis is the ratio of missed deadlines per task or task graph.
In order to cope with the complexity problem typical to
such an analysis, we have considered both execution time
and memory aspects. The algorithm is efficient in both
regards and can be applied to the analysis of large task sets.
We have also investigated the impact of the task set parameters (e.g. periods, dependencies, and number of tasks) on
the complexity of the analysis in terms of time and memory.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
surveys some related work. Section 3 details our
assumptions and gives the problem formulation. Section 4
introduces the underlying stochastic process and illustrates
its construction and analysis on an example. Section 5
presents the analysis algorithm and in section 6 we
evaluate our approach experimentally. The last section
draws some conclusions.

2 Related work
Much work has been done in the field of task scheduling
with fixed parameters (periods, execution times, etc.).
Results are summarized in several surveys such as those by
Stankovic et al. [10], Fidge [5], and Audsley et al. [3].
However, only recently researchers have focused on
scheduling policies, schedulability analysis and performance analysis of tasks with stochastic parameters.
Atlas and Bestavros [2] extend the classical rate
monotonic scheduling policy with an admittance
controller in order to handle tasks with stochastic
execution times. They analyse the quality of service of the
resulting schedule and its dependence on the admittance
controller parameters. The approach is limited to rate
monotonic analysis and assumes the presence of an
admission controller at run-time.
Abeni and Butazzo’s work [1] addresses both scheduling and performance analysis of tasks with stochastic
parameters. Their focus is on how to schedule both hard
and soft real-time tasks on the same processor, in such a
way that the hard ones are not disturbed by ill-behaved soft
tasks. The performance analysis method is used to assess
their proposed scheduling policy (constant bandwidth server), and is restricted to the scope of their assumptions.
Spuri and Butazzo [9] propose five scheduling
algorithms for aperiodic tasks. The task model they
consider is one with aperiodic tasks but with fixed, worstcase execution time.
Tia et al. [11] assume a task model composed of
independent tasks. Two methods for performance analysis
are given. One of them is just an estimate and
demonstrated to be overly optimistic. In the second
method, a soft task is transformed into a deterministic task
and a sporadic one. The latter is executed only when the
former exceeds the promised execution time. The sporadic
tasks are handled by a server policy. The analysis is carried
out on this model.
Zhou et al. [12] root their work in Tia’s. However, they

do not intend to give per-task guarantees, but characterize
the fitness of the entire task set. Because they consider all
possible combinations of execution times of all requests up
to a time moment, the analysis can be applied only to small
task sets due to complexity reasons.
De Veciana et al. [4] address a different type of problem.
Having a task graph and an imposed deadline, they
determine the path that has the highest probability to
violate the deadline. The problem is then reduced to a nonlinear optimization problem by using an approximation of
the convolution of the probability densities.
Lehoczky [8] models the task set as a Markovian
process. The advantage of such an approach is that it is
applicable to arbitrary scheduling policies. The process
state space is the vector of lead-times (time left until the
deadline). As this space is potentially infinite, Lehoczky
analyses it in heavy traffic conditions, when the system
provides a simple solution. The main limitations of this
approach are the non-realistic assumptions about task
inter-arrival and execution times.
Kalavade and Moghe [7] consider task graphs, where
the task execution times are arbitrarily distributed over discrete sets. Their analysis is based on Markovian stochastic
processes too. Each state in the process is characterized by
the executed time and lead-time. The analysis is performed
by solving a system of linear equations. Because the execution time is allowed to take only a finite (most likely
small) number of values, such a set of equations is small.
Besides the differences in assumptions, our work
diverges from Kalavade and Moghe’s in the sense that we
use pseudo-continuous execution time distributions
(discretized continuous distributions) instead of being
restricted to discrete sets. As the number of possible
execution times becomes very high, it is infeasible to
consider individual times as states. Our solution is to group
execution times in equivalence classes. As a consequence,
we have to use probability density convolutions for the
analysis. In order to reduce the complexity in terms of
memory space, the stochastic process is never stored
entirely in memory, but we both construct and analyse the
process at the same time.

3 Preliminaries and problem formulation
The system to be analysed is represented as a set of task
graphs. A task graph is an acyclic graph with nodes representing tasks and edges capturing the precedence constraints among tasks. Precedences can be induced, for
example, by data dependencies (a task processes the output of its predecessor). All tasks are executed on one single
processor. They are assumed to be non-pre-emptable.
Let N be the number of tasks and let ti, 0 ≤ i < N, denote
a task. Let M be the number of task graphs and let gi, 0 ≤ i
< M denote a task graph.
Each task is characterized by its period (inter-arrival
time), assumed to be fixed, its deadline, and its execution
time probability density. Let pi and di, 0 ≤ i < N, denote the
period and deadline of task ti, where di ≤ pi. P, the applica-
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Figure 1. Set of task graphs
tion period, is the least common multiple of all task periods.
The period of a task has to be a common multiple of the periods of its predecessors. The period of a task graph equals
the least common multiple of the periods of its composing
tasks. Let Gi, 0 ≤ i < M, denote the period of the task graph
gi. A task graph gi is activated every Gi time units.
A task consists of an infinite sequence of activations
called jobs. In the sequel, we will say that a task is running
when one of its jobs is running. Similarly, a task is ready
when one of its jobs is ready, and a task is discarded when
one of its jobs was discarded.
The task tk ∈ gi is ready (pending, waiting) if and only
if each of its predecessors tj has run pk/pj times during the
current activation of task graph gi. If any of the jobs in a
current activation of a task graph has missed its deadline,
then the current task graph activation is said to have failed.
A probabilistic guarantee given for a task t is expressed
as the ratio between the number of jobs belonging to t that
miss their deadlines and the total number of jobs of the task
t. A probabilistic guarantee given for a task graph g is
expressed as the ratio between the number of the task
graph’s activations that fail and the number of all
activations of the task graph g.
Figure 1 depicts a task set consisting of three task
graphs g0, g1, and g2. For each task and task graph the
respective period is shown.
Let ei, 0 ≤ i < N, be the execution time probability
density function (ETPDF) of task ti. ei is represented as a
set of samples resulting from the discretization of the
density curve. The discretization resolution is left to the
designer’s choice. We assume generalized probability
densities of the task execution times. Figure 2 illustrates
some possible ETPDFs. Density e1 could happen if, for
example, the task has only three computation paths and the
variation around them is caused by hardware architecture
probability

probability

factors. e2 is a deterministic density (a Dirac impulse).
When a job of a task t misses its deadline it is discarded.
If t has a successor in the task graph then two different
policies are considered for the analysis among which the
designer can choose:
1. The whole task graph is discarded. This means that
all the jobs belonging to the current activation of the
task graph are discarded. These are the ones already
arrived but not yet completed and the ones that will
arrive before a new activation of the task graph. This
strategy is adopted in the case when the computed
value of a job is critical for the continuation of the
tasks in the task graph and it is a meaningful value
only if the job met its deadline. In this case, it is meaningless to give per task guarantees and only per task
graph guarantees will be produced as a result of the
analysis. In the example in Figure 1 assume that two
jobs of task A have successfully executed and B and C
are now ready. Assume that B executes and misses its
deadline. Then g0 is discarded and no jobs of any of
its tasks are anymore accepted until a new arrival of
the entire task graph at a time moment multiple of G0.
2. Only the missing job is discarded, but the rest of the
task graph is activated normally. The successor tasks
will consume either a partial result or the result from
a previous execution of the discarded task. In this
case, it is important to provide not only per task graph
but also per task guarantees.
Task execution is considered to be non-pre-emptable.
However, a method to work this around, if needed, is to define pre-emption points inside a task. For analysis, the task
will be replaced by several dependent tasks with the same
period and deadline as the original one, as shown in Figure
3. Let τiq , 0 ≤ i < S be S tasks that resulted from task tq, and
πiq be their respective periods, δiq their deadlines and εiq
their ETPDFs. Then πiq =pq and δiq =dq, 0 ≤ i < S. The convolution (denoted by *) of the execution time probability
density functions εiq has to be equal to eq. Due to the fact
that the tasks τiq are dependent and have the same period,
the consequence of such a task decomposition on the analysis complexity is limited, as will be shown later.
Problem formulation
The input to the analysis algorithm is a set of task
graphs and a scheduling policy. The task graphs are given
pre-emption
point
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according to the assumptions discussed previously. The
scheduling policy is given as an algorithm to choose a next
job knowing the set of ready jobs, their deadlines and the
current time.
The analysis produces per task and per task graph
probabilistic guarantees, as defined above.

4 The stochastic process
The analysis methodology for task sets with stochastic
execution times relies on the underlying stochastic process. A stochastic process is a mathematical abstraction that
characterizes a random process which proceeds in stages.
The set of all possible stage outcomes in every stage forms
the stochastic process state space. A stochastic process can
be represented graphically in a similar manner as finite
state machines. The difference is that a next state is known
only probabilistically. It is assumed that the next state transition probabilities are known once the current and past
states are known. If the next states and their corresponding
transition probabilities depend only on the current state,
then the process exhibits the Markovian property. The discrete time stochastic process that results from sampling the
state space of the underlying continuous time stochastic
process, at the time moments immediately following a job
arrival or a job completion, forms the embedded stochastic
process.
For the sequel, “process” will refer to the underlying
stochastic process, and “state” will refer to the stochastic
process state.
In order for the embedded process to be Markovian,
certain information have to be available in a process state.
A straightforward solution would be to characterize a state
by the currently running task, the ready tasks and the start
time of the running job. A state change would occur if the
running task finished execution for some reason. The ready
tasks can be deduced from the old ready tasks and the jobs
arrived during the old task’s execution time. The new
running job can be selected considering the particular
scheduling policy. In principle, there may be as many next
states as many possible execution times the running job
has. Hence, one factor that influences the stochastic
process size is the task execution time span. This is the
approach followed by Kalavade and Moghe [7] and leads
to tree-like stochastic processes. Except the case that only
a very small number of discrete execution times are
allowed for each task, such an approach leads to an
extremely huge state explosion. In our approach, we have
grouped time moments into equivalence classes and, by
doing so, we limited the process size explosion. Thus,
practically a set of equivalent states is represented as a
single state in the stochastic process. Even so, the
application size is still limited by the amount of memory
available for analysis. Therefore, we propose a way to
perform the construction and the analysis of the process
simultaneously. Consequently only a part of the process is
stored in memory at any time during the analysis.
Due to the assumption that the tasks are discarded when
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they miss their respective deadlines, the analysis is performed over the interval [0, P), where P is the application
period (the least common multiple of all task periods).
In the following, an example is used in order to illustrate
the construction and the analysis of the stochastic process.
Let t0 and t1 be two independent tasks scheduled according
to an earlier deadline first (EDF) policy. Let p0 = 3 and p1
= 5 be their periods and let d0 = p0 and d1 = p1. P is then
15. The execution time probabilities are distributed as
depicted in Figure 4. For simplicity, the densities were not
depicted as discretized. Note that e0 contains execution
times larger than the deadline.
As a first step to the analysis, the interval [0, P) is
divided in disjunct intervals, the so-called priority
monotonicity intervals (PMI). A PMI is delimited by the
time moments a job may arrive or may be discarded.
Figure 5a depicts the PMIs for the example above. If the
deadlines were d0 = 2 and d1 = 4, then the PMIs would be
as depicted in Figure 5b.
Next, the stochastic process is constructed and analysed
at the same time. Let us assume the straightforward
approach mentioned earlier. In this case, a stochastic process state would be characterized by the index of the task
the currently running job belongs to, the start time of this
job and the indexes of the waiting tasks (see Figure 6a). τ1,
τ2, …, τq in Figure 6a are possible finishing times for the
job of task t0 and, implicitly, possible starting times of the
waiting job of task t1. The number of next states equals the
number of possible execution times of the running job in
the current state. The resulting process is extremely large
(theoretically infinite, practically depending on the discretization resolution) and, in practice, unsolvable. Therefore,
we would like to group as many states as possible in one
equivalent state and still preserve the Markovian property.
Consider a state s0 characterized by {i, t, w}: the current
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successor states of a state si consists of those states that can
be reached directly from state si. With our proposed stochastic process representation, the time moment a transition to a state si occurred is not determined exactly, as the
task execution times are known only probabilistically.
However, a probability density of this time can be
deduced. Let zi denote this density function. Then zi can be
computed from the functions zj, where sj ∈ ℘i, and the
ETPDFs of the tasks running in the states sj ∈ ℘i.
Figure 7 depicts a part of the stochastic process
constructed for our example. The initial state is s0: {0, 0,
{1}}. The first field indicates that a job of task t0 is
running. The second field shows the current pmi (0), and
the third field denotes that task t1 is waiting. If the job of
task t0 does not complete until time moment 3, then it will
be discarded. The state s0 has two possible next states. The
first one is state s1: {1, 0, {}} and corresponds to the case
when the job completes before time moment 3. The second
one is state s2: {1, 1, {0}} and corresponds to the case
when the job was discarded at time moment 3. State s1
indicates that a job of task t1 is running (it is the job that
was waiting in state s0), that the pmi is 0 and that no job is
waiting. Consider state s1 to be the new current state. Then
the next states could be state s3: {-1, 0, {}} (task t1
completed before time moment 3 and the processor is
idle), state s4: {0, 1, {}} (task t1 completed at a time
moment somewhere between 3 and 5), or state s5: {0, 2,
{1}} (the execution of task t1 reached over time moment 5,
and hence it was discarded at time moment 5). The
construction procedure continues until all possible states
corresponding to the time interval [0, P) have been visited.
The transition time probability density functions z1, z2,
z3, z4, and z5 are shown in Figure 7 to the left of their
corresponding states. The transition from state s3 to state
s4 occurs at a precisely known time instant, time 3, at
which a new job of task t0 arrives. Therefore, z4 will
contain a Dirac impulse at the beginning of the
corresponding PMI. The probability density function z4
results from the superposition of z1 * e1 (because task t1
runs in state s1) with z2 * e1 (because task t1 runs in state
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Figure 6. State encoding
job belongs to task ti, it has been started at time t, and the
waiting jobs belong to the tasks in set w. Let us consider
the next states derived from s0: s1 characterized by {j, τ1,
w1} and s2 with {k, τ2, w2}. Let τ1 and τ2 belong to the
same PMI. This means that no job has arrived or finished
in the time interval between τ1 and τ2, no one has missed
its deadline, and the relative priorities of the tasks inside
the set w have not changed (see Section 5.1). Thus, j=k=
the index of the highest priority task in the set w;
w1=w2=w\{tj}. It follows that all states derived from state
s0 that have their time τ belonging to the same PMI have
an identical current job and identical sets of waiting jobs.
Therefore, instead of considering individual times we consider time intervals, and we group together those states that
have their associated start time inside the same PMI. With
such a representation, the number of next states of a state s
equals the number of PMIs the possible execution time of
the job that runs in state s is spanning over.
We propose a representation in which a stochastic process state is a triplet {r, pmi, w}, where r is the running task
index, pmi is the index of the PMI containing the running
job’s start time, and w the set of ready task indexes. When
there is no running task, then r = -1. In our example, the execution time of task t0 (which is in the interval [2, 3.5]) is
spanning over the PMIs 0 and 1. Thus, there are only two
states emerging from the initial state, as shown in Figure 6b.
Let ℘i, the set of predecessor states of a state si, denote
the set of all states that have si as a next state. The set of
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s2 too) and with the aforementioned Dirac impulse over the
PMI 1, i.e. over the time interval [3, 5).
The embedded process being Markovian, the probabilities of the transitions out of a state si are computed exclusively from the information stored in that state si. For
example, the probability of the transition from state s1 to
state s4 (see Figure 7) is given by the probability that the
transition occurs at some time moment in the PMI of state
s4 (the interval [3, 5)). This probability is computed by
integrating z1 * e1 over the interval [3, 5). The probability
of a task missing its deadline is easily computed from the
transition probabilities of those transitions that correspond
to a job discarding (the thick arrows in Figure 7).
As it can be seen, by using the PMI approach, some
process states have more than one incident arc, thus
keeping the graph “narrow”. This is because, as
mentioned, one process state in our representation captures
several possible states of a representation considering
individual times (see Figure 6a).
Because the number of states grows rapidly and because
each state has to store its probability density function, the
memory space required to store the whole process can become prohibitively large. Our solution to mastering memory complexity is to perform the stochastic process
construction and analysis simultaneously. As each arrow
updates the time probability density of the state it leads to,
the process has to be constructed in topological order. The
result of this procedure is that the process is never stored
entirely in memory but rather that a sliding window of
states is used for analysis. For the example in Figure 7, the
construction starts with state s0. After its next states (s1 and
s2) are created, their corresponding transition probabilities
determined and the possible discarding probabilities accounted for, state s0 can be removed from memory. Next,
one of the states s1 and s2 is taken as current state, let us
consider state s1. The procedure is repeated, states s3, s4
and s5 are created and state s1 removed. At this moment,
the arcs emerging from states s2 and s3 have not yet been
created. Consequently, one would think that any of the
states s2, s3, s4, and s5 can be selected for continuation of
the analysis. Obviously, this is not the case, as not all the
information needed in order to handle states s4 and s5 are
computed (in particular those coming from s2 and s3).
Thus, only states s2 and s3 are possible alternatives for the
continuation of the analysis in topological order. In Section 5 we discuss the criteria for selection of the correct
state to continue with.

5 Stochastic process construction and analysis
The analysis of the stochastic task set is performed in
two phases:
1. Divide the interval [0, P) in PMIs.
2. Construct the stochastic process in topological order
and analyse it.

5.1 Priority monotonicity intervals
The concept of PMI (called in their paper “state”) was
introduced by Zhou et al. [12] in a different context,

unrelated to the construction of a stochastic process.
Let Ai denote the set of time moments in the interval [0,
P) when a new job of task ti arrives and let A denote the
union of all Ai. Let Di denote the set of absolute deadlines1
of the jobs belonging to task ti in the interval [0, P), and D
be the union of all Di. Consequently,
A i = { x x = k ⋅ p i, 0 ≤ k < P ⁄ p i }
D i = { x x = d i + k ⋅ p i, 0 ≤ k < P ⁄ p i }

If the deadline of a certain task ti equals its period, then Ai
= Di (the time moment 0 is considered, conventionally, to
be the deadline of the job arrived at time moment -pi).
Let H = A ∪ D. If H is sorted in ascending order of the
time moments, then a priority monotonicity interval is the interval between two consecutive time moments in H. The last
PMI is the interval between the greatest element in H and P.
The only restriction imposed on the scheduling policies
accepted by our approach is that inside a PMI the ordering
of tasks according to their priorities is not allowed to
change. The consequence of this assumption is that the
next state can be determined no matter when the currently
running task completes within the PMI. All the widely
used scheduling policies we are aware of (RM, EDF,
FCFS, etc.) exhibit this property.

5.2 The construction and analysis algorithm
The algorithm proceeds as discussed in Section 4. An
essential point is the construction of the process in
topological order, which allows only parts of the states to
be stored in memory at any moment.
The algorithm for the stochastic process construction is
depicted in Figure 8. All states belonging to the sliding
window are stored in a priority queue. The key to the process construction in topological order lies in the order in
which the states are extracted from this queue. First, observe that it is impossible for an arc to lead from a state
with a PMI number u to a state with a PMI number v so that
put first state in the queue;
while queue not empty do
sj = extract state from the queue;
ti = sj.running; -- field r of state sj
distribution = convolute(ei, zj);
nextstatelist = next_states(sj);
-- consider task dependencies!
for each sk ∈ nextstatelist do
compute probability of the transition
from sj to sk using distribution;
update discarding probabilities;
update zk;
if sk is not in the queue then
put sk in the queue;
end if;
end for;
delete state sj;
end while;

Figure 8. Construction and analysis algorithm
1. Except here, whenever we use the term “deadline”, we consider relative deadlines.
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Figure 9. State selection order
v < u (there are no arcs back in time). Hence, a first criterion for selecting a state from the queue is to select the one
with the smallest PMI number. A second criterion determines which state has to be selected out of those with the
same PMI number. Note that inside a PMI no new job can
arrive, and that the task ordering according to their priorities
is unchanged. Thus, it is impossible that the next state sk of
a current state sj would be one that contains waiting tasks
of higher priority than those waiting in sj. Hence, the second
criterion reads: among states with the same PMI, one should
choose the one with the waiting task of highest priority.
Figure 9 illustrates the algorithm on the example given
in Section 4 (Figure 7). The shades of the states denote
their PMI number. The lighter the shade, the smaller the
PMI number. The numbers near the states denote the
sequence in which the states are extracted from the queue
and processed.

6 Experimental Results
The most computation intensive part of the analysis is
the computation of the convolutions. In our implementation we used the FFTW library [6] for performing convolutions based on the Fast Fourier Transform. The number
of convolutions to be performed equals the number of
states of the stochastic process. The memory required for
analysis is determined by the maximum number of states
in the sliding window. The main factors on which the stochastic process depends are P (the least common multiple
of the task periods), the number of PMIs, the number of
tasks, and the task dependencies.
As the selection of the next running task is unique, given
the pending jobs and the time moment, the particular
scheduling policy has a reduced impact on the process
size. On the other hand, the task dependencies play a
significant role, as they strongly influence the set of ready
tasks and by this the process size. Additionally, they
generate a smaller number of PMIs as they impose a
certain harmony among the task periods.
In the following, we report on three sets of experiments.
The aspects of interest were the stochastic process size, as
it determines the analysis execution time, and the
maximum size of the sliding window, as it determines the
memory space required for the analysis. All experiments
were performed on an UltraSPARC 10 at 450 MHz.
In the first set of experiments we analysed the impact of
the number of tasks on the process size. We considered
task sets of 10 up to 19 independent tasks. P, the least
common multiple of the task periods, was 360 for all task
sets. We repeated the experiment four times for average
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values of the task periods α = 15.0, 10.9, 8.8, and 4.8
(keeping P=360). The results are shown in Figure 10.
Figure 11 depicts the maximum size of the sliding window
for the same task sets. As it can be seen from the diagram,
the increase, both of the process size and of the sliding
window, is linear. The steepness of the curves depends on
the task periods (which influence the number of PMIs). It
is important to notice the big difference between the
process size and the maximum number of states in the
sliding window. In the case for 19 tasks, for example, the
process size is between 64356 and 198356 while the
dimension of the sliding window varies between 373 and
11883 (16 to 172 times smaller). The reduction factor of
the sliding window compared to the process size was
between 15 and 1914, considering all our experiments.
Because of space limitation, for the rest of paper we will
concentrate only on the process size.
In the second set of experiments we analysed the impact
of the application period P (the least common multiple of
the task periods) on the process size. We considered 784
sets, each of 20 independent tasks. The task periods were
chosen such that P takes values in the interval [1, 5040].
Figure 12 shows the variation of the average process size
with the application period.
With the third set of experiments we analysed the
impact of task dependencies on the process size. A task set
of 200 tasks with strong dependencies (28000 arcs) among
the tasks was initially created. The application period P
was 360. Then 9 new task graphs were successively
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derived from the first one by uniformly removing
dependencies between the tasks until we finally got a set of
200 independent tasks. The results are depicted in Figure
13 with a logarithmic scale for the y axis. The x axis
represents the degree of dependencies among the tasks (0
for independent tasks, 9 for the initial task set with the
highest amount of dependencies). In this set of
experiments, we used the first of the two policies defined
in Section 3 for handling task graphs with dependencies.
As mentioned, the execution time for the analysis
algorithm strictly depends on the process size. Therefore,
we showed all the results in terms of this parameter. For the
set of 200 independent tasks used in the last experiment
(process size 1126517) the analysis time was 745 seconds.
In the case of the same 200 tasks with strong dependencies
(process size 2178) the analysis took 1.4 seconds.
Finally, we considered an example from the mobile
communication area. A set of 8 tasks co-operate in order
to decode the digital bursts corresponding to a GSM 900
signalling channel. In this example, there are two sources
of variation in execution times. One task has both data and
control intensive behaviour, which can cause pipeline hazards on the deeply pipelined DSP it runs on. Its execution
time probability density is derived from the input data
streams and measurements. Another task will finally
implement a deciphering unit. Due to the lack of knowledge about the deciphering algorithm (its specification is
not publicly available), the deciphering task execution
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time is considered to be uniformly distributed between an
upper and a lower bound. When two channels are scheduled on the same DSP, the ratio of missed deadlines is 0 (all
deadlines are met). Considering three channels assigned to
the same processor, the analysis produced a ratio of missed
deadlines, which was below the one enforced by the
required QoS. It is important to note that using a hard realtime model with WCET, the system with three channels
would result as unschedulable on the selected DSP. The
underlying stochastic process for the three channels had
130 nodes and its analysis took 0.01 seconds. The small
number of nodes is caused by the strong harmony among
the task periods, imposed by the GSM standard.

7 Conclusions
This work proposes a method for performance analysis
of task sets with probabilistically distributed execution
times. The tasks are scheduled according to an arbitrary
scheduling policy. The method is based on the construction
of the underlying stochastic process and the analysis of
this process. The stochastic process is constructed and
analysed in a memory- and time-efficient way making the
method applicable to large task sets. Experimental results
show a very good scaling of the algorithm both in terms of
memory space and execution time.
As a future work, we intend to extend our approach in
order to handle sets of tasks distributed over multiprocessor systems.
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Abstract  This paper addresses energy reduction in hard
real-time systems, containing independent tasks running on
dynamic voltage supply processors. Since tasks with probabilistic
run times are more realistic, we focus on systems containing such
tasks. We show that both off-line and on-line scheduling may contribute in reducing the energy consumption, if the probabilistic
behavior is taken into consideration. Stochastic data can be used
in deriving schedules both for task sets and individual tasks. We
also present a task-level scheduling method which reduces the
average energy consumption independent of the other tasks in the
system. The experimental results, although in an incipient phase,
are promising.

both at task level [18] and at task-set level [10]. We show theimportance of employing stochastic data in deriving efficient
voltage schedules at both task and task-set levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the scheduling alternatives taken at task-set level, for
three cases, increasing in generality. A task-level scheduling
method for low average energy is described in section III. We
give examples and some experimental results throughout the
paper, in specific sub-sections, hoping to make our point even
clearer. Our conclusions and future work make the subject of
section IV.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. TASK-SET LEVEL SCHEDULING DECISIONS

Low energy consumption is today an important design
requirement for digital systems, with impact on operating time,
on system cost, and, of no lesser importance, on the environment. Reducing power and energy dissipation in digital
systems has long been addressed by several research groups.
With the advent of dynamic voltage supply (DVS) processors
[6,20], highly flexible systems can be designed, while still taking advantage of supply voltage scaling to reduce the energy
consumption. Since the supply voltage has a direct impact on
processor speed, classic task scheduling and supply voltage
selection have to be addressed together. Scheduling offers thus
yet another level of possibilities for achieving energy/power
efficient systems, especially when the system architecture is
fixed or the system exhibits a very dynamic behavior. For such
dynamic systems, various power management techniques exist
and are reviewed for example in [4,5]. Yet, these mainly target
soft real-time systems, where deadlines can be missed if the
Quality of Service is kept. Several scheduling techniques for
soft real-time tasks, running on DVS processors have already
been described [7,8,9]. Energy reductions can be achieved even
in hard real-time systems, where no deadline can be missed, as
shown in [10,11,12,13,14]. In this paper, we focus on hard realtime scheduling techniques, where all deadlines have to be met.
Task level voltage scheduling decisions can reduce even further the energy consumption. Some of these intra-task
scheduling methods use several re-scheduling points inside a
task, and are usually compiler assisted [16,17,18]. Alternatively, fixing the schedule before the task starts executing as in
[11,14,19] eliminates the internal scheduling overhead, but
with possible affects on energy reduction. Statistics can be used
to take full advantage of the dynamic behavior of the system,

In this paper we address only independent tasks running on
a single dynamic supply voltage processor. Each of the N tasks
in the task set is defined by a 4-tuple τ i = ( X i, C i, T i, D i ) composed of the execution pattern, worst case execution time,
period, and deadline for task τ i . The execution pattern Xi is a
random variable describing the number of clock cycles
required to execute the task. We will denote by X i the expected
value of the random variable Xi. At the fastest processor speed
(clock frequency), the maximal value for Xi is Ci.
The focus of this discussion is on the influence of considering tasks with probabilistic execution pattern on the task-set
level scheduling strategies. The main goal of all the strategies
presented here is reducing the energy consumption. We show
that scheduling policies considering only the tasks WCET can
be improved when stochastic data is used. We compute therefore the following three measures. The worst case execution
speed, sWCE, which does not consider the stochastic behavior
of the tasks. The expected ideal speed, sideal, which assumes
that all tasks will always run at their expected time and can take
full advantage of this knowledge. And, finally, the average real
speed, s, which is a estimate of the realistic case behavior, when
the actual execution times are not known a priori. We can use
these three measures to compute the energy consumptions for
the worst, ideal, and average cases. The energy consumption
for a given time interval [t0, t1] is defined as the integral of
power over time. Assuming a quadratic dependency between
power and
speed, as in t1
[10], we obtain the energy as:
t1
2
E = ∫ P ( s ( t ) ) dt ≅ ∫ ( s ( t ) ) dt
(1)
t0

t0

What remains to be done is to find out the processor speeds in
every time moment.
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Because of the dynamic behavior of the system, we need to
address not only off-line scheduling methods, but also on-line
re-scheduling policies. Depending on the generality of the
problem, the complexity of the off-line and on-line policies
varies.
We address three cases, with increasing generality. First we
consider task sets with tasks having the same period and deadline. Next we analyze tasks having the same period, but
different deadlines. Finally, we consider task sets which have
both different periods and possibly different deadlines.
A. Unique Period, Unique Deadline
This is the simplest possible case, where the set of tasks has
to finish before a certain deadline, in no particular order. Formally we consider T i = D i = T j = D j = A, ∀( τ i, τ j ) . When the
actual execution time of each task is known beforehand, the
optimal schedule from the energy point of view is given by uniformly stretching the tasks to exactly meet the deadline [14].
The worst case processor speed is then computed as:
WCE
=  ∑ C i ⁄ A
(2)
s



Consider a simple task set, composed of three tasks
{ τ 1 = ( X 1, 20, 100, 100 ) , X 1 = 16 ; τ 2 = ( X 2, 30, 100, 100 ) ,
X 2 = 20 ; τ 3 = ( X 3, 40, 100, 100 ) , X 3 = 32 }. The processor
speeds for four cases, plus the energy consumptions are gathered in Table 1. The first two columns refer to the worst and the
ideal cases. The “worst case” decides an off-line speed such
that the tasks will always meet their deadlines, and uses onöy
that speed at runtime. The “ideal case” assumes that the exact
execution times are known beforehand and decides an optimal
processor speed for each period. The real case implies using a
runtime re-scheduling policy. The processor speed is recomputed each time a task finishes execution, that is why we give
three speed values for the real case. The “best order” in Table 1
is the order given by the priorities computed as in (5). The
“reverse best” is when the task assume an inverse order. From
the table we can deduce that an on-line strategy reduces further
the energy consumption. Moreover, a good ordering also contributes to energy reduction.
Table 1: An example of case A
real expected

1≤i≤N

while the ideal expected speed:
ideal
=  ∑ X i ⁄ A .
s



{τ1, τ2, τ3}

WCE

ideal

speed, s

0.90

normalized energy, E

1.324

(3)

1≤i≤N

Using only off-line decisions, one can always guarantee the
deadlines only by using the worst case speed. An on-line rescheduling algorithm may be used every time a task completes
its execution. In each of these scheduling points, a new
expected optimal processor speed can be computed as:
(4)
s j =  ∑ C i ⁄  A – ∑ ( X k ⁄ s k )


 
j≤i≤N

1≤k< j

Note that the execution order of the tasks in this case becomes
important. Tasks which exhibit a large discrepancy between
their worst case execution and their expected (average) execution should be executed first. In this way, the tasks executing
later know if they can use up more processor time. To eliminate
the biggest uncertainties early, the tasks should therefore be
executed in an order according to the following priorities:
pi = 1 ⁄ ( C i – X i )
(5).
Having decided on the schedule, we can now compute the
energy consumption for each of the cases presented here. Note
that the processor speed is constant on intervals, and for the
WCE and ideal case there is a unique speed:
E

WCE

= (s

WCE 2

)

∑

1≤i≤N

= 

E
E

ideal

real

∑

C i ⋅ 
 

= A(s

ideal 2

1≤i≤N

=

∑

1≤i≤N

) = 


X 2
-----i ⋅ s i =
s
1≤i≤N i

∑

(Xi ⁄ s

WCE

)

(6)

X i  ⁄ A


∑

1≤i≤N

∑

X i ⁄ A


(7)

X i ⋅ si

(8)

1≤i≤N

2

Note that the last energy value is dependent on the task ordering. This is were one can reduce the energy consumption by
using an optimal ordering.

best order:
2, 3, 1

reverse best:
1, 3, 2

0.68

0.90, 0.77, 0.55

0.90, 0.85, 0.67

1

1.114

1.182

B. Unique Period, Different Deadlines
The problem becomes more complex when the deadlines for
the tasks differ: T i = T j = A , D i ≠ D j ≤ A , ∀( τ i, τ j ) . A deadline monotonic scheduling strategy would, in this case,
guarantee feasible schedules up to full processor utilization.
Considering the tasks ordered according to their deadlines, the
processor speed for each task can be computed as in [10]:
WCE
= ∑  C i ⁄  D i – ∑ ( C k ⁄ s k ) 
(9)
sj



j≤i≤N

1≤k< j

and the ideal speed:
sj

ideal

=

∑

j≤i≤N

X ⁄ D –
 i  i

∑

1≤k< j

( X k ⁄ s k ) 


(10).

As for the on-line scheduling method, the processor speed is
recomputed whenever a task finishes execution. The time
moment when task j finishes is:
t j = ∑ ( X k ⁄ sk )
(11)
1≤k≤ j

The following speed is then re-computed for the next task:
s j + 1 = ∑ ( C i ⁄ ( Di – t j ) )
(12)
j<i≤N

As in the previous case, the lowest average energy consumption would be achieved if the tasks with big uncertainties
execute first. On the other hand, the deadlines have to be met.
With this in mind, we present here an off-line preemptive
scheduling strategy which attempts to obtain a low average
energy consumption. The algorithm, presented in Fig. 1, uses
an initial step in which WCE processor speeds are computed.
The actual algorithm assigns time intervals for each task or task
part, starting from the lowest priority task. We always schedule

begin procedure OfflinePreemptiveSchedule
empty WorkList
forall deadlines Di, longest..shortest do
time := Di, empty NextWorkList
* put all tasks with deadline Di in WorkList
* order WorkList descending
using priorities pj := sj/(Cj - Xj)
forall tasks τk in WorkList do
if Ck/sk > (time - Di-1) then
* split τk:
NextWorkList.add(task with
C := Ck - (time - Di-1)*sk,
D := Di-1, X := min(C, Xk))
Also update Ck := time - Di-1
end if
* schedule τk between [time - Ck/sk, time)
time := time - Ck/sk
end forall
* make NextWorkList the new WorkList
end forall
end procedure
Fig. 1. Off-line scheduling algorithm for reduced energy in the case of task
sets with unique period and different deadlines

tasks in bursts, between two consecutive deadlines, called
scheduling intervals. The tasks having the same deadline are
sorted according to priorities first introduced in sub-section A.
The tasks exhibiting the smallest discrepancy between their
WCET and their expected execution time are scheduled last.
Whenever a task does not fit entirely in the current scheduling
interval, it is split in two parts such that one of them fits. The
other part is treated as a new task, which has to be completed
before the current scheduling interval. The on-line re-scheduling algorithm is the same as the one described previously, by
equation (12).
Having decided on the schedule, we can now compute the
expected energy consumption for all the cases presented here.
As in the previous case, the processor speed is constant on
intervals. For brevity we will not expand the expressions:
WCE
ideal
WCE
ideal
E
= ∑ X i ⋅ si
,E
= ∑ X i ⋅ si
,
1≤i≤N

E

real

=

∑

1≤i≤M

1≤i≤N

X i ⋅ si .

Note that in the last case the number of intervals with constant speed can increase to M as a result of our off-line
preemptive scheduling algorithm.

The off-line scheduling step. The scheduling condition proposed by Liu and Layland [1] is a sufficient one and covers the
worst possible case for the task group characteristics. Yet, an
exact analysis as proposed in [2] may reveal possibilities for
stretching tasks and still keeping the deadlines. Based on this,
[12] describes a method to compute the minimal required frequency (speed) for a task set. In similar way, we go further and
compute the minimal achievable processor speed { s i } 1 ≤ i ≤ n
for each task τ i in the task group { τ i } 1 ≤ i ≤ n . We consider that
the tasks in the group are indexed according to their priority.
We compute the speeds in an iterative manner, from the
higher to the lower priority tasks. An index q points to the latest
task which has been assigned a speed. Initially, q = 0 . Each of
the tasks τ i ,q < i ≤ n has to be executed before one of its scheduling
points
Si
as
defined
in
[2]:
S i = { kT j 1 ≤ j ≤ i ;1 ≤ k ≤ T i ⁄ T j } , if T i = D i . If T i ≠ D i ,
we only need to change the set of scheduling points according
to S i' = { t ( t ∈ S i ) ∧ ( t < D i ) } ∪ { D i } . For each of this scheduling points S ij ∈ S i , task τ i exactly meets its deadline if:
S
S
1
1
---- C r ⋅ -----ij- + ----- ⋅ ∑ C p ⋅ -----ijs
s
T
T
ij q < p ≤ i
1≤r≤q r
r
p

∑

(13)

Note that for the tasks which already have assigned a speed we
used that one, s r , while for the rest of the tasks we assumed
they will all use the same and yet to be computed speed, s ij ,
which is dependent on the scheduling point. For the task τ i the
best scheduling choice, from the energy point of view, is the
smallest of its s ij . At the same time, from (13), this has to be
the equal for all tasks τ i ,q < i ≤ n . There is a task with index m
for which its lowest speed is the largest among all other tasks.
Note that this in not necessarily the last task, n. If q = 0 , this
task sets the minimal clock frequency as computed in [12].
Obtaining the index m, all tasks between q and m will use the
same speed as m. With this an iteration of the algorithm for
finding the task speeds is complete. The next iteration then proceeds for q = m . Finally the process ends when q reaches n,
meaning all tasks have been given their own off-line speed.
A numerical example is given in Table 2. Note that tasks 3
and 4 can use a lower speed than 1 and 2, while 5 has the lowest
processor speed. As a result of slowing down the tasks, the processor utilization changes from 0.687 to 0.994.
Table 2: Numerical Example for Off-line Scheduling

C. Different Periods
Dealing with tasks which have different periods is an even
more complex problem. Formally, now T i ≠ T j , ∀( τ i, τ j ) .
There are several approaches to scheduling in this situation.
One could use task hyperperiods, as in [11], and practically
return to the case described in sub-section B. Yet, for certain
task sets the complexity of the problem, given by the number
of instances that have to be analyzed, becomes huge. In the following we present an alternative approach, developed on the
fixed priority (rate or deadline monotonic) scheduling framework. Our method consists as before, from an off-line step and
an on-line policy.

= S ij

Task τ

Off-line Speed s

No.

WCET (C)

Period (T)

value

iterations needed

1

1

5

0.70

1

2

5

11

0.70

1

3

1

45

0.56

2

4

1

130

0.56

2

5

1

370

0.42

3

The on-line strategy. During runtime we exploit the stochastic nature of the system. It is important to use the variations in
execution length of the various task instances to be able to execute at lower processor speed and, thus, consume less energy.
In [12] the only situation when a task executes slower is when

III. TASK LEVEL SCHEDULING DECISIONS
Task-level voltage scheduling has captured the attention of
the research community rather recently [19]. Fine grain scheduling, where several re-scheduling points are used inside a task
were presented in [16,18]. In [18] statistical data is used to
improve the task level schedule, by slowing down different
regions of a task according to their average execution time. Our
approach produces voltage schedules only when a task starts
executing, while using stochastic data more aggressively.
In our model a task τ i can be executed in phases, at different
available voltages, depending on its allowed execution time Ai.
The ideal case states that the most energy is saved when the
processor uses the voltage for which the task exactly covers its
allowed execution time. This corresponds to an ideal voltage
which may not overlap with the available voltages. A close to
optimal solution is to execute the task in two phases at two of
the available voltages. These two voltages are the ones bounding the ideal voltage [14,19].
An important observation is that tasks may finish, and in
many cases do finish, before their worst case execution time
(WCET). Therefore it makes sense to execute first at a low voltage and accelerate the execution, instead of executing at high
voltage first and decelerate. In this manner, if a task instance is
not the worst case, one skips executing high voltage regions.
In the following we will distinguish between three modes of
execution for a task, as depicted in Fig. 2. The ideal case (mode
1) is when the actual execution pattern (the number of clock

Used
Energy

mode 1

actual ET

WCET

allowed time

it is the only one running and has enough time until the next
task instance arrives. In all other situations tasks are executed
at the speed dictated by the off-line analysis. In [16] tasks are
slowed down to cover their WCET at runtime, independent of
other tasks, using several checking/re-scheduling points during
a task instance. Our method is perhaps most resemblant to the
optimal scheduling method OPASTS presented in [11]. Yet,
OPASTS performs analysis over task hyperperiods, which may
lead to working on a huge number of task instances for certain
task sets. Our method, briefly described next, keeps a low and
the same computational complexity, regardless of the task set.
An early finishing task may pass on its unused processor
time for any of the tasks executing next. But this time slack can
not be used by any task at any time since deadlines have to be
met. We solve this by considering several levels of slacks, with
different priorities, as in the slack stealing algorithm [3]. The
slack in each level is a cumulative value, the sum of the unused
processor times remaining from the tasks with higher priority.
Whenever a task finishes its execution early, it contributes to
the corresponding slack level with the amount of unused time.
This is then distributed to the lower priority tasks present in the
system, according to their expected execution time. The slack
distribution is performed such that the highest processor speeds
are reduced, lowering the energy consumption. We present a
more detailed description of the on-line strategy in [15]. We
also give a proof that our scheduling method using slack levels
meets all the deadlines.

mode 2
mode 3

time

Fig. 2. Voltage scheduling modes for tasks: 1) ideal schedule, 2) WCET
oriented schedule, 3) stochastic schedule.

cycles) becomes known when the task arrives. We can stretch
then the actual execution time of the task to exactly fill the
allowed time. This mode requires rather accurate execution
pattern estimates, depending on the input data, and therefore is
rarely achievable in practice. The second mode (mode 2) is the
WCE stretching - the voltage schedule for the task is determined as if the task will exhibit its worst case behavior. These
first two modes use at most two voltage regions, and therefore
at most one DC-DC switch. The third mode (mode 3),
described in more detail next, uses stochastic data to build a
multiple voltage schedule. The purpose for using stochastic
data is to minimize the average case energy consumption. Note
that the voltage schedules in all these three modes are decided
at a task instance arrival. Unlike in [16,17] no rescheduling is
done while the task is executing. The only overhead during task
execution is the one given by the changes in the supply voltage.
The stochastic voltage schedule (mode 3 in Fig. 2) for a task
is obtained using the probability distribution of the execution
pattern for a task (the number of clock cycles used). This probability distribution can be obtained off-line, via simulation, or
built and improved at runtime. The actual voltage schedule is
obtained by minimizing the expected value of the energy consumption. We present adetailed description of computing such
a schedule in [15].
Two examples of stochastic voltage schedules are given in
Fig. 3. We assumed a normal probability distribution with the
mean of 70 cycles, and standard deviation of 10. WCE is 100.
Assuming we only have four available clock frequencies f, f/2,
f/3, and f/4, we give two voltage schedules obtained for two different values of the allowed execution time. The schedules are
given in number of clock cycles executed at each available frequency. The allowed execution time is reported in percentage
of the time needed for executing the worst case behavior at the
highest clock frequency (f).
Next we present an experiment that examines the energy
gains of using a stochastic voltage schedule at task level. For
this we considered a single task with execution time varying
between a best case (BCE) and a worst case (WCE) according
to a normal distribution. All distributions have the mean
(BCE+WCE)/2 and standard deviation (WCE-BCE)/6. For a
several cases ranging from highly flexible execution time
(BCE/WCE is 0.1) to almost fixed (BCE/WCE is 0.9) we built
stochastic schedules for a range of allowed execution times
(from WCE to 3x WCE). We assumed that our processor has 9
different voltage levels, equally distributed between f and f/3.

1

1-cdf function
for a normal
distribution
with mean 70
and standard
deviation 10.

1 - cdf

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

20

47@f/4
27@f/3

40

60

80

25@f/3
47@f/2

8

100
Allowed is 300%
of WCE at clock f

20@f
26@f

schedule which is able to reduce the average energy consumption of a task even more, compared to classic approaches.
As future work, we plan to do extensive experiments using
all the scheduling methods presented here, focusing more on
the task-set level policies. We also want to perform a thorough
theoretical examination of the most general case and eventually
come up with realistic lower bounds for the energy consumption of systems containing stochastic task sets.

Allowed is 200%
of WCE at clock f
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present an approach to mapping and scheduling
of distributed embedded systems for hard real-time applications,
aiming at minimizing the system modification cost. We consider an
incremental design process that starts from an already existing system running a set of applications. We are interested to implement
new functionality so that the already running applications are disturbed as little as possible and there is a good chance that, later,
new functionality can easily be added to the resulted system. The
mapping and scheduling problem are considered in the context of a
realistic communication model based on a TDMA protocol.
Keywords: design space exploration, design reuse, distributed
real-time systems, process mapping and scheduling, methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed embedded systems with multiple processing elements
are becoming common in various application areas [4]. In [12], for
example, allocation of processing elements, as well as process mapping and scheduling for distributed systems are formulated as a
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem. A disadvantage
of this approach is the complexity of solving the MILP problem.
Therefore, alternative problem formulations and solutions based on
efficient heuristics have been proposed [1, 2, 8, 14].
Although much of the above work is dedicated to specific
aspects of distributed systems, researchers have often ignored or
very much simplified issues concerning the communication infrastructure. One notable exception is [13], in which system synthesis
is discussed in the context of a distributed architecture based on
arbitrated busses. Many efforts dedicated to communication synthesis have concentrated on the synthesis support for the communication infrastructure but without considering hard real-time
constraints and system level scheduling aspects [6, 10, 9].
Another characteristic of research efforts concerning the codesign of embedded systems is that authors concentrate on the
design, from scratch, of a new system optimized for a particular
application. For many application areas, however, such a situation
is extremely uncommon and only rarely appears in design practice.
It is much more likely that one has to start from an already existing
system running a certain application and the design problem is to
implement new functionality (including also upgrades to the existing one) on this system. In such a context it is very important to
make as few as possible modifications to the already running applications. The main reason for this is to avoid unnecessarily large
design and testing times. Performing modifications on the (potentially large) existing applications increases design time and, even
more, testing time (instead of only testing the newly implemented
functionality, the old application, or at least a part of it, has also to
be retested). However, this is not the only aspect to be considered.
Such an incremental design process, in which a design is periodically upgraded with new features, is going through several iterations. Therefore, after new functionality has been implemented, the
resulting system has to be structured such that additional functionality, later to be mapped, can easily be accommodated.
We consider mapping and scheduling for hard real-time
embedded systems in the context of a realistic communication
model. Because our focus is on hard real-time safety critical systems, communication is based on a time division multiple access
(TDMA) protocol as recommended for applications in areas like,
for example, automotive electronics [7]. For the same reason we
use a non-preemptive static task scheduling scheme.

In this paper, we have considered the design of distributed
embedded systems in the context of an incremental design process as
outlined above. This implies that we perform mapping and scheduling of new functionality so that certain design constraints are satisfied
and:
a. already running applications are disturbed as little as possible;
b. there is a good chance that new functionality can, later, easily
be mapped on the resulted system.
In [11] we have discussed an incremental design strategy
which excludes any modifications on already running applications.
In this paper we extend our approach in the sense that remapping
and scheduling of currently implemented applications are allowed,
if they are needed in order to accommodate the new functionality.
In this context, we propose a heuristic which finds the set of old
applications which have to be remapped together with the new one
such that the disturbance on the running system (expressed as the
total cost implied by the modifications) is minimized. Once this set
of applications has been determined, mapping and scheduling is
performed according to the requirements stated above.
Supporting such a design process is of critical importance for
current and future industrial practice, as the time interval between
successive generations of a product is continuously decreasing,
while the complexity due to increased sophistication of new functionality is growing rapidly.
The paper is divided into 6 sections. The next section presents
some preliminary discussion. Section 3 introduces the detailed problem formulation and the quality metrics we have defined. Our mapping and scheduling strategies are outlined in Section 4, and the
experimental results are presented in Section 5. The last section presents our conclusions.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 System Architecture
We consider architectures consisting of processing nodes connected
by a broadcast communication channel. Communication between
nodes is based on a TDMA protocol such as the TTP [7] which integrates a set of services necessary for fault-tolerant real-time systems. The communication channel is a broadcast channel, so a
message sent by a node is received by all the other nodes. Each
node Ni can transmit only during a predetermined time interval, the
so called TDMA slot Si (Figure 1). In such a slot, a node can send
several messages packaged in a frame. A sequence of slots corresponding to all the nodes in the architecture is called a TDMA
round. A node can have only one slot in a TDMA round. Several
TDMA rounds can be combined together in a cycle that is repeated
periodically.
We have designed a software architecture which runs on the
CPU in each node, and which has a real-time kernel as its main
component. Each kernel has a schedule table that contains all the
information needed to take decisions on activation of processes
and transmission of messages, based on the current value of time
[3].
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2.2 The Process Graph
As an abstract model for system representation we use a directed,
acyclic, polar graph G(V, E). Each node Pi∈V represents one process. An edge eij∈E from Pi to Pj indicates that the output of Pi is
the input of Pj. A process can be activated after all its inputs have
arrived and it issues its outputs when it terminates. Once activated, a process executes until it completes. Each process graph G
is characterized by its period TG and its deadline DG ≤ TG. The
functionality of an application is described as a set of process
graphs.

2.3 Application Mapping and Scheduling
Considering a system architecture like the one presented in section 2.1, the mapping of a process graph G(V, E) is given by a
function M: V→PE, where PE={N1, N2, .., Nnpe} is the set of nodes
(processing elements). For a process Pi∈V, M(Pi) is the node to
which Pi is assigned for execution. Each process Pi can potentially
be mapped on several nodes. Let NPi⊆PE be the set of nodes to
which Pi can potentially be mapped. For each Ni∈NPi, we know
the worst case execution time t PNii of process Pi, when executed
on Ni.
In order to implement an application, represented as a set of
process graphs, the designer has to map the processes to the system nodes and to derive a schedule such that all deadlines are satisfied. We first illustrate some of the problems related to mapping
and scheduling, in the context of a system based on a TDMA
communication protocol, before going on to explore further
aspects specific to an incremental design approach.
Let us consider the example in Figure 2 where we want to
map an application consisting of four processes P1 to P4, with a
period and deadline of 50 ms. The architecture is composed of
three nodes that communicate according to a TDMA protocol,
such that Ni transmits in slot Si. According to the specification,
processes P1 and P3 are constrained to node N1, while P2 and P4
can be mapped on nodes N2 or N3, but not N1. The worst case execution times of processes on each potential node, the size mi,j of
the messages passed between Pi and Pj, and the sequence and size
of TDMA slots, are presented in Figure 2 (message and slot sizes
are in time units).
In [3] we have shown that by considering the communication
protocol during scheduling, significant improvements can be made
to the schedule quality. The same holds true in the case of mapping. Thus, if we are to map P2 and P4 on the faster processor N3,
the resulting schedule length (Figure 2a) will be 52 ms which does
not meet the deadline. However, if we map P2 and P4 on the slower
processor N2, the schedule length (Figure 2b) is 48 ms, which is
the best possible solution and meets the deadline. Note that the total traffic on the bus is the same for both mappings and the initial
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processor load is 0 on both N2 and N3. This result has its explanation in the impact of the communication protocol. P3 cannot start
before receiving messages m2,3 and m4,3. However, slot S2 corresponding to node N2 precedes in the TDMA round slot S3 on
which node N3 communicates. Thus, the messages which P3 needs
are available sooner in the case P2 and P4 are, counter-intuitively,
mapped on the slower node.
But finding a valid schedule is not always possible, either
because there are not enough available hardware resources, or the
resources are not intelligently allocated to the already running
applications. Thus, in order to produce a valid solution, the
resources have to be reallocated through rescheduling and remapping of some of the already running applications or, in the worst
case, the architecture has to be modified by adding new resources.
In Figure 3 we consider a single processor system with three
applications, A, B and C, each with a deadline DA, DB and DC.
Application C is depicted in more detail, showing the two processes P1 and P2 it is composed of. Let us suppose that the already running applications are A and B, and we have to
implement C as a new application. If A and B have been mapped
and schedules like in Figure 3a, we will not be able to map application C (in particular, process P2). With a mapping of A and B
like in Figure 3b and c, we are able to map both processes of C,
but no schedule can be produced which meets the deadline DC. If
A and B are implemented like in Figure 3d, application C can be
successfully implemented. Two aspects can be highlighted based
on this example:
1. If applications A and B are implemented like in Figure 3a (or
like in 3b or 3c), it is possible to correctly implement application C only with modifying the implementation of application
B.
2. If during implementation of application B we would have taken into consideration that sometimes in the future an application
like C will have to be implemented, we could have produced a
schedule like the one in Figure 3d. In this case, application C
could be implemented without any modification of an existing
application.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We model an application Γcurrent as a set of process graphs
Gi∈Γcurrent, each with a period TGi and a deadline DGi≤ TGi. For
each process Pi in a process graph we know the set NPi of potential nodes on which it could be mapped and its worst case execution time on each of these nodes. The underlying architecture is as
presented in section 2.1. We consider a non-preemptive static
cyclic scheduling policy for both processes and message passing.
Our goal is to map and schedule an application Γcurrent on a
system that already implements a set ψ of applications, considering the following requirements:
Requirement a: constraints on Γcurrent are satisfied and minimal
modifications are performed to the applications in ψ.
Requirement b: new applications Γfuture can be mapped on the
resulting system.
If it is not possible to map and schedule Γcurrent without modifying the already running applications, we have to change the
scheduling and mapping of some applications in ψ. However,
even with serious modifications performed on ψ, it is still possible that certain constraints are not satisfied. In this case the hardware architecture has to be changed by, for example, adding a
new processor. In this paper we will not discuss this last case, but
will concentrate on the situation where a possible mapping and
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Figure 4. Characterizing the Set of Existing Applications
scheduling which satisfies requirement a) can be found, and this
solution has to be further improved by considering requirement
b).
In order to achieve our goals we need certain information to
be available concerning the set of applications ψ as well as the
possible future applications Γfuture. We consider that Γcurrent can
interact with the previously mapped applications ψ by reading messages generated on the bus by processes in ψ. In this case, the
reading process has to be synchronized with the arrival of the
message on the bus, which is easy to solve during scheduling of
Γcurrent.

3.1 Characterizing Existing Applications

To perform the mapping and scheduling of Γcurrent, the minimum
information needed on the existing applications ψ consists of the
local schedule tables for each node. Thus, we know the activation
time for each process on the respective node and its worst case
execution time. As for messages, their length as well as their
place in the particular TDMA frame are known. However, if the
initial attempt to schedule and map Γcurrent does not succeed, we
have to modify the schedule and, possibly, the mapping of
applications belonging to ψ, in the hope to find a valid solution
for Γcurrent.
Our goal in this paper is to find that minimal modification to
the existing system that leads to a correct implementation of Γcurrent. In our context, such a minimal modification means remapping and rescheduling a subset of old applications Ω ⊆ ψ so that
the total cost of reimplementing Ω is minimized. We represent a
set of applications as a directed acyclic graph G(V, E), where each
node Γi ∈ V represents an application. An edge eij ∈ E from Γi to
Γj indicates that any modification to Γi would trigger the need to
also remap and schedule Γj. Such a relation can be imposed by
certain interactions between applications1. In Figure 4 we present
the graph corresponding to a set of ten applications. Applications
Γ6, Γ8, Γ9 and Γ10, depicted in black, are frozen: no modifications
are possible to them. The rest of the applications have the remapping cost Ri depicted on their left. Γ7 can be remapped with a cost
of 20. If Γ4 is to be reimplemented, this also requires the modification of Γ7, with a total cost of 90. In the case of Γ5, although not
frozen, no remapping is possible as it would trigger the need to
remap Γ6 which is frozen. Given a subset of applications Ω ⊆ ψ,
the total cost of modifying the applications in Ω is R ( Ω ) = ∑ Ri .
Γi ∈ Ω

To each application Γi ∈ V the designer has associated a cost
Ri of reimplementing Γi. Such a cost can typically be expressed in
hours needed to perform retesting of Γi and other tasks connected
to the remapping and rescheduling of the application. Remapping
of Γi and the associated rescheduling can only be performed if the
process graphs that capture the applications and their deadlines
are available. However, this is not always the case, and in such situations the application is considered frozen.

3.2 Characterizing Future Applications

What do we suppose to know about the family Γfuture of applications which do not exist yet? Given a certain limited application
area (e.g. automotive electronics), it is not unreasonable to assume
that, based on the designers’ previous experience, the nature of
1

If a set of applications have a circular dependence, such that the modification of any one implies the remapping of all the others in that set, the
set will be represented as a single node in the graph.

expected future functions to be implemented, profiling of previous
applications, available uncomplete designs for future versions of
the product, etc., it is possible to characterize the family of applications which could possibly be added to the current implementation. This is an assumption which is basic for the concept of
incremental design. Thus, we consider that, concerning the future
applications, we know the set St={tmin,...ti,...tmax} of possible
worst case execution times for processes, and the set
Sb={bmin,...bi,...bmax} of possible message sizes. We also assume
that over these sets we know the distributions of probability fSt(t)
for t∈St and fSb(b) for b∈Sb. For example, we might have worst
case execution times St={50, 100, 200, 300, 500 ms}. If there is a
higher probability of having processes of 100 ms, and a very low
probability of having processes of 300 ms and 500 ms, then our
distribution function fSt(t) could look like this: fSt(50)=0.20,
fSt(100)=0.50, fSt(200)=0.20, fSt(300)=0.05, and fSt(500)=0.05.
Another information is related to the period of process graphs
which could be part of future applications. In particular, the
smallest expected period Tmin is assumed to be given, together
with the expected necessary processor time tneed, and bus bandwidth bneed, inside such a period Tmin. As will be shown later, this
information is used in order to provide a fair distribution of
slacks.
The execution times in St as well as tneed are considered relative to the slowest node in the system. All the other nodes are
characterized by a speedup factor relative to this slowest node.

3.3 Quality Metrics

A designer will be able to map and schedule an application Γfuture
on top of a system implementing ψ and Γcurrent, only if there are
sufficient resources available. In our case, the resources are processor time and the bandwidth on the bus. In the context of a nonpreemptive static scheduling policy, having free resources translates into having free time slots on the processors and having
space left for messages in the bus slots. We call these free slots of
available time on the processor or on the bus, slack. It is the size
and distribution of the slacks that characterizes the quality of a
certain design alternative from the point of view of its potential to
accommodate future applications. In this section we introduce
two criteria in order to reflect the degree to which one design
alternative meets the requirement b) presented at the beginning of
section 3.
The first criterion reflects how well the resulted slack sizes fit
to a future application. The slack sizes resulted after implementation of Γcurrent on top of ψ should be such that they best accommodate a given family of applications Γfuture, characterized by the
sets St, Sb and the probability distributions fSt and fSb, as outlined
before. Let us consider the example in Figure 3, where we have a
single processor with the applications A and B implemented and a
future application C which consists of the two processes, P1 and
P2. It can be observed that the best configuration, taking in consideration only slack sizes, is to have a contiguous slack. Such a
slack, as depicted in Figure 3c and d, will best accommodate any
future application. However, in reality, it is almost impossible to
map and schedule the current application such that a contiguous
slack is obtained. Not only is it impossible, but it is also undesirable from the point of view of the second design criterion, discussed below.
The second criterion expresses how well the slack is distributed in time. Let Pi be a process with period TPi that belongs to a
future application, and M(Pi) the node on which Pi will be
mapped. The worst case execution time of Pi is t PM(Pi)
. In order
i
to schedule Pi we need a slack of size t PM(Pi)
that
is
available
i
periodically, within a period TPi, on processor M(Pi). If we consider a group of processes with period T, which are part of Γfuture,
in order to implement them, a certain amount of slack is needed
which is available periodically, with a period T, on the nodes
implementing the respective processes. During implementation of

Γcurrent we aim for a slack distribution such that the future application with the smallest expected period Tmin and with the
expected necessary processor time tneed, and bandwidth bneed, can
be accommodated.
We have defined two metrics, C1 and C2, which quantify the
degree to which the first and second criterion, respectively, are
met. A detailed discussion about these metrics is given in [11].

3.4 Cost Function and Exact Problem Formulation
In order to capture how well a certain design alternative meets the
requirement b) stated in section 3, the metrics discussed before
are combined in an objective function, as follows:
P

P 2

m

m 2

P

P

m

m

C = w1 ( C 1 ) + w1 ( C 1 ) + w2 max ( 0, t need – C 2 ) + w2 max ( 0, bneed – C 2 )

C1P and C2P are those components of the two metrics that capture
the slack properties on processors, while C1m and C2m are calculated for the slacks on the bus. Our mapping and scheduling strategy will try to minimize this function.
The first two terms measure how well the resulted slack sizes
fit to a future application (first criterion), while the second two
terms reflect the distribution of slacks (second criterion). We call
a valid solution that mapping and scheduling which satisfies all
the design constraints (in our case the deadlines) and meets the
1
second criterion (CP2 ≥ tneed and Cm
2 ≥ bneed) .
At this point we can give an exact formulation to our problem.
Given an existing set of applications ψ which are already mapped
and scheduled, and an application Γcurrent to be implemented on
top of ψ, we are interested to find the subset Ω ⊆ ψ of old applications to be remapped and rescheduled such that we produce a
valid solution for Γcurrent ∪ Ω and the total cost of modification
R(Ω) is minimized. Once such an Ω is found, we are interested to
minimize the objective function C for the set Γcurrent ∪ Ω, considering a family of future applications characterized by the sets St
and Sb, the functions fSt and fSb as well as the parameters Tmin,
tneed, and bneed.

be addressed. First, the process graphs Gi∈Γcurrent ∪ Ω are merged
into a single graph Gcurrent, by unrolling of process graphs and insertion of dummy nodes [11]. In addition, we have to consider during
scheduling the mismatch between the periods of the already existing system and those of the current application. The schedule table into which we would like to schedule Gcurrent has a length of
Tψ\Ω which is the global period of the system ψ after extraction of
the applications in Ω. However, the period Tcurrent of Gcurrent can
be different from Tψ\Ω. Thus, before scheduling Gcurrent into the
existing schedule table, the schedule table is expanded to the least
common multiplier of the two periods. A similar procedure is followed in the case Tcurrent > Tψ\Ω.

4.2 The Basic Strategy

As shown in Figure 5, our mapping and scheduling strategy (MS)
has two steps. In the first step we try to obtain a valid solution for
Γcurrent ∪ Ω so that R(Ω) is minimized. Starting from such a solution, a second step iteratively improves on the design in order to
minimize the objective function C.

If IMS succeeds in finding a mapping and schedule which meet
the deadlines, this is not yet a valid solution. In order to produce a
valid solution we iteratively try to satisfy the second design criterion. In terms of our metrics, that means a mapping and scheduling such that C2P ≥ tneed and C2m ≥ bneed. Potential moves can be
the shifting of processes inside their [ASAP, ALAP] interval in
order to improve the periodic slack. The move can be performed
on the same node or to other nodes. Similar moves are considered
for messages. SelectMoveC2 evaluates these moves with regard to
the second design criterion and selects the best one to be performed. Any violation of the data dependency constraints is rectified by moving processes or messages concerned in an
appropriate way.
If Step 1 has succeeded, a mapping and scheduling of Γcurrent
∪Ω has been produced which corresponds to a valid solution. In
addition, Ω is such that the total modification cost is as small as
possible. Starting from this valid solution, the second step of the
MS strategy, presented in Figure 5, tries to improve on the design
in order to minimize the objective function C. In a similar way as
during Step 1, we iteratively improve the design by successive
moves.
In [11] we introduced a heuristic with the goal of guiding the
moves discussed above. Its intelligence lies in how the moves are
selected. For each iteration a set of potential moves is selected by
the PotentialMove function. SelectMove then evaluates these moves
with regard to the respective metrics and selects the best one to perform.

4.1 The Initial Mapping and Scheduling

4.3 Minimizing the Modification Cost

4. MAPPING AND SCHEDULING STRATEGY

The first step of MS consists of an iteration that tries subsets Ω ⊆
ψ with the intention to find that subset Ω=Ωmin which produces a
valid solution for Γcurrent ∪ Ω such that R(Ω) is minimized. Given a
subset Ω, the InitialMappingScheduling function (IMS) constructs a
mapping and schedule for Γcurrent ∪ Ω that meets the deadlines,
without worrying about the two criteria in section 3.3. For IMS
we used as a starting point the Heterogeneous Critical Path (HCP)
algorithm, introduced in [5]. HCP is based on a list scheduling
algorithm. We have modified the HCP algorithm to consider, during mapping and scheduling, a set of previous applications that
have already occupied parts of the schedule table, and to schedule
the messages according to the TDMA protocol. Furthermore, for
the selection of processes we have used, instead of the CP (critical path) priority function, the (modified partial critical path)
MPCP priority function introduced by us in [3]. MPCP takes into
consideration the particularities of the communication protocol
for calculation of communication delays. These delays are not
estimated based only on the message length, but also on the time
when slots assigned to the particular node which generates the
message, will be available.
However, before using the IMS algorithm, two aspects have to
1

This definition of a valid solution can be relaxed by imposing only the
satisfaction of deadlines. In this case, the algorithm in Figure 5 will look
after a solution which satisfies the deadlines and R(Ω) is minimized; the
two additional criteria are only considered optionally.

The first step of our mapping strategy described in Figure 5 iterates on subsets Ω searching for a valid solution which also minimizes the total modification cost R(Ω). As a first attempt, the
algorithm searches for a valid implementation of Γcurrent without
disturbing the existing applications (Ω=∅). If no valid solution is
found successive subsets Ω produced by the function NextSubset
are considered, until a terminating condition is met. The performance of the algorithm, in terms of runtime and quality of the solutions produced, is strongly influenced by the implementation of
the function NextSubset and the termination condition. They determine how the design space is explored while testing different
subsets Ω of applications.

4.3.1 Exhaustive Search (ES)
In order to find Ωmin, the simplest solution is to try successively
all the possible subsets Ω ⊆ ψ. These subsets are generated in the
ascending order of the total modification cost, starting from ∅.
The termination condition is fulfilled when the first valid solution
is generated. Since the subsets are generated in ascending order,
according to their cost, the subset Ω that first produces a valid
solution is also the subset with the minimum modification cost.
The generation of subsets is performed according to the graph
G that characterizes the existing applications (see section 3.1).
Finding the next subset Ω, starting from the current one, is
achieved by a branch and bound algorithm that in the worst case
grows exponentially in time with the number of applications. For
the example in Figure 4, the call to NextSubset(∅) will generate

MappingSchedulingStrategy
Ω=∅
-- Step 1: try to find a valid schedule for Γcurrent that minimizes R(Ω)
repeat
succeeded=InitialMappingScheduling(ψ \ Ω, Γcurrent∪Ω)
-- compute ASAP-ALAP intervals
ASAP(Γcurrent∪Ω); ALAP(Γcurrent∪Ω)
if succeeded then
repeat -- try to satisfy the second design criterion
-- find moves with highest potential to maximize C2
move_set=PotentialMoveC2(Γcurrent∪Ω)
-- select and perform move which improves most C2
move = SelectMoveC2(move_set); Perform(move)
m
succeeded = CP
2 ≥tneed and C2 ≥bneed
until succeeded or limit reached
end if
if succeeded and R(Ω) smallest so far then
Ωvalid=Ω; solutionvalid=solutioncurrent
end if
-- try another subset
Ω=NextSubset(Ω)
until termination condition
if not succeeded then modify architecture; go to step 1; end if
-- Step 2: try to improve the cost function C
solutioncurrent=solutionvalid; Ωmin=Ωvalid
repeat
-- find moves with highest potential to minimize C
move_set=PotentialMoveC(Γcurrent∪Ωmin)
-- select move which improves C
-- and does not invalidate the second design criterion
move = SelectMoveC(move_set); Perform(move)
until C1 has not changed or limit reached
end MappingSchedulingStrategy

Figure 5. MS Strategy to Support Iterative Design
{Γ7} which has the smallest nonzero modification cost. The next
generated subsets, in order, together with their corresponding
total modification cost are: R({Γ3})=50, R({Γ3, Γ7})=70, R({Γ4,
Γ7})=90 (the inclusion of Γ4 triggers the inclusion of Γ7), R({Γ2,
Γ3})=120, R({Γ3, Γ4, Γ7})=140, R({Γ1})=150, and so on. The
total number of possible subsets according to the graph G is 16.
This approach, while finding the optimal subset Ω, requires a
large amount of computation time and can be used only with a
small number of applications.

4.3.2 Ad-hoc Solution (AH)
If the number of applications is larger, a possible ad-hoc solution
could be based on a greedy strategy which, starting from Ω=∅,
progressively enlarges the subset until a valid solution is produced. The algorithm looks at all the non-frozen applications and
picks that one which, together with its dependencies, has the
smallest modification cost. If the new subset does not produce a
valid solution, it is enlarged by including, in the same fashion, the
next application with its dependencies. This greedy expansion of
the subset is continued until the set is large enough to lead to a
valid solution or no application is left. For the example in Figure
4 the call to NextSubset(∅) will produce R({Γ7})=20, and will be
successively enlarged to R({Γ7, Γ3})=70, R({Γ7, Γ3, Γ2})=140
(Γ4 could have been picked as well in this step because it has the
same modification cost of 70 as Γ2 and its dependence Γ7 is
already in the subset), R({Γ7, Γ3, Γ2, Γ4})=210, and so on.
While this approach finds very quickly a valid solution, if one
exists, it is possible that the total modification cost is much higher
than the optimal one.

4.3.3 Subset Selection Heuristic (SH)
An intelligent selection heuristic should be able to identify the reasons due to which a valid solution has not been found. Such a failure can have two possible causes: an initial mapping which meets
the deadlines has not been produced, or the second criterion is not
satisfied.
Let us investigate the first reason. If an application Γi is to meet
its deadline Di, all its processes Pj∈Γi have to be scheduled inside
their [ASAP, ALAP] intervals. InitialMappingScheduling (IMS)
fails to schedule a process inside its [ASAP, ALAP] interval if

there is not enough slack available on any processor, due to other
processes scheduled in the same interval. In this situation we say
that there is a conflict with processes belonging to other applications. We are interested to find out which applications are responsible for conflicts encountered by our Γcurrent, and not only that,
but also which ones are flexible enough to move away in order to
avoid these conflicts.
IMS determines a metric ∆i that characterizes the degree of
conflict and the flexibility of application Γi in relation to Γcurrent.
A set of applications Ω will be characterized, in relation to Γcurrent, by ∆ ( Ω ) = ∑ ∆i . The metric ∆(Ω) will be used by our subΓi ∈ Ω

set selection heuristic if IMS has failed to produce a solution
which satisfies the deadlines. An application with a larger ∆i is
more likely to lead to a valid schedule if included in Ω. In Figure
6 we illustrate how this metric is calculated. Applications A, B
and C are scheduled on three processors P1, P2 and P3, and our
goal is to implement the current application D. At a certain
moment IMS comes to the point to place process D1 ∈ D. However, it is not able to place D1 inside its [ASAP, ALAP] interval I,
because there is not enough free slack available inside I on any of
the processors. We are interested to determine which of the applications A, B and C are more likely to lend free slack for D1 if
remapped. Therefore, we calculate the slack resulted after we
move away processes from the interval I. For example, the
resulted slack available after remapping application C (moving
process C1∈C either to the left or to the right inside its own
[ASAP, ALAP] interval) is of size |I| - min(|C1L|, |C 1R |) . Thus, we
increment ∆C with δC = |I| - min(|C1L|, |C 1R | ) - |D 1 | . The increments δB and δA to be added to ∆B and ∆A respectively, are also
presented in Figure 6. IMS continues with the other processes of
application D (after assuming that process D1 has been scheduled
at the beginning of interval I). As result of the failed attempt to
map D, IMS will produce the metrics ∆A, ∆B, and ∆C.
If the initial mapping was successful, the first step of MS
could fail during the attempt to satisfy the second criterion. In this
case, the metric ∆i is computed in a different way. It will capture
the potential of an application Γi to improve the metric C2 if
remapped together with Γcurrent. Thus, for the improvement of C2
we consider a total number of moves from all the non-frozen applications (determined using Potential-MoveC2(ψ)). For each move
that has as subject Pj∈Γi, we increment the metric ∆i with the predicted improvement on C2.
MS starts by trying an implementation of Γcurrent with Ω=∅. If
this attempt fails, because of one of the two reasons mentioned
above, the corresponding metrics ∆i are computed for all Γi∈ψ.
Our heuristic SH will then start by finding the ad-hoc solution
ΩAH produced by the AH algorithm (this will succeed if there exists any solution) with a corresponding cost RAH=R(ΩAH) and a
∆AH=∆(ΩAH). SH now continues by trying to find a solution with
a more favorable Ω (a smaller total cost R). Therefore, the thresholds Rmax=RAH and ∆min=∆AH/n (for our experiments we considered n=2) are set. For generating new subsets Ω, the function
NextSubset now follows a similar approach like ES but in a reverse direction, towards smaller subsets, and it will consider only
subsets with a smaller total cost then Rmax and a larger ∆ then ∆min
(a small ∆ means a reduced potential to eliminate the cause of the
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Figure 6. Metric for the Subset Selection Heuristic
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Figure 7. Average Modification Cost (a) and Execution Time (b) for MS with the AH, SH and ES Approaches to Subset Selection

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For evaluation of the proposed strategies we first used process
graphs of 80, 160, 240, 320 and 400 processes, representing the application Γcurrent, generated for experimental purpose. 30 graphs
were generated for each graph dimension, resulting in a total of 150
graphs. We considered an architecture consisting of 10 nodes. For
the communication channel we considered a transmission speed of
256 kbps and a length below 20 meters. The maximum length of
the data field in a bus slot was 8 bytes. Experiments were run on a
SUN Ultra 10.
The first results concern the quality of the solution obtained
with our mapping strategy MS using the search heuristic SH compared to the case when the ad-hoc approach AH and the exhaustive
search ES are used. For each of the five graph dimensions for
Γcurrent we have considered a set of existing applications ψ consisting of 320, 400, 480, 560 and 640 processes, respectively. The
sets contained 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 applications, each application
with an associated modification cost assigned manually in the
range 10 to 100. The available slack is of about 50% of the total
schedule size. The dependencies between applications were such
that the total number of possible subsets Ω resulted for each set ψ
were 32, 128, 256, 1024 and 4096. We have considered that the
future applications Γfuture consist of a process graph of 80 processes, randomly generated according to the following specifications: St={20, 50, 100, 150, 200 ms}, ft(St)={10, 25, 45, 15, 5%},
Sb={2, 4, 6, 8 bytes}, fb(Sb)={20, 50, 20, 10%}, Tmin=250 ms,
tneed=100 ms and bneed=20 ms.
MS has been used to produce a valid solution for each of the
150 process graphs representing Γcurrent on the target system ψ using the ES, AH and SH approaches to subset selection. Figure 7a
compares the three approaches based on the total modification
cost needed in order to obtain a valid solution. The exhaustive approach ES is able to obtain valid solutions with an optimal (smallest) modification cost, while the ad-hoc approach AH produces in
average 3.12 times more costly modifications in order to obtain
valid solutions. However, in order to find the optimal solution ES
needs large computation times, as shown in Figure 7b. For example, it can take more than 2 hours in average to find the smallest
cost subset to be remapped that leads to a valid solution in the
case of 14 applications (640 processes). We can see that the proposed heuristic SH performs well, producing close to optimal results with a good scaling for large application sets. For the results
in Figure 7 we have eliminated those situations in which no valid
solution could be produced by MS.
Another important aspect to be proven by experiments is the
extent to which the mapping strategy proposed in the paper really
facilitates the implementation of future applications. For these

experiments we have considered that no modifications are
allowed to the applications in ψ. We have used an existing set of
applications ψ consisting of 400 processes, with a schedule table
of 6s on each processor, and a slack of about 50% of the total
schedule size. Then, we have mapped graphs of 40, 80, 160 and
240 nodes representing the Γcurrent application on top of ψ.
After mapping and scheduling each of these graphs we have
tried to add a new application Γfuture to the resulted system (for
Γfuture we used the same experimental set as presented before).
The experiments have been performed two times, using first MS*
(we call MS* the version of MS in which no modification of
applications in ψ is allowed), and then an ad-hoc mapping
approach (AM), for mapping Γcurrent. In both cases we were
interested if it is possible to find a valid implementation for Γfuture
on top of Γcurrent, using the initial mapping algorithm IMS. The
AM approach is a simple, straight-forward solution to produce
designs which, to a certain degree, support an incremental
process. Starting from the initial valid schedule of length S
obtained by IMS for the graph G with N processes, AH uses a
simple scheme to redistribute the processes inside the [0, D]
interval, where D is the deadline of the process graph G. AH
starts by considering the first process in topological order, let it be
P1. It introduces after P1 a slack of size min(smallest process size
of Γfuture, (D-S)/N), thus shifting all P1’s descendants to the right.
The insertion of slacks is repeated for the next process, with the
current larger value of S, as long as the resulted schedule has an S
≤ D.
Figure 8 shows the number of successful implementations in
the two cases. In the case Γcurrent has been mapped with MS*, this
means using the design criteria and metrics proposed in the paper,
we were able to find a valid solution for 65% of the total process
graphs considered. However, using AM to map Γcurrent has led to
a situation where IMS is able to find schedules which satisfy the
deadlines for only 27.5% cases. When Γcurrent grows to 160 processes, only MS* is able to find a mapping of Γcurrent that supports an incremental design process, accommodating more that
60% of the future applications. If the remaining slack is very
small, after we map a Γcurrent of 240, it becomes practically impossible to map new applications without modifying the current system.
Perc. of Γfuture Applications [%]

initial failure). Each time a valid solution is found, the current values of Rmax and ∆min are updated in order to further restrict the
search space. The heuristic stops when no subset can be found
with ∆>∆min, or a certain imposed limit has been reached (e.g. on
the total number of attempts to find new sets).
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Figure 8. Percentage of Γfuture Apps. Successfully Mapped

If the mapping heuristic is allowed to modify the existing system, as discussed in this paper, then we are able to increase the total number of successfully mapped applications Γfuture from 65%
with MS* to 77.5% with MS. For a Γcurrent with 160 processes the
increase is from 60% to 92%. Such an increase is, of course, expected. The important aspect, however, is that it is obtained not by
randomly selecting old applications to be remapped, but by performing this selection such that the total modification cost is minimized.
Finally, we considered an example implementing a vehicle
cruise controller (CC) modeled using one process graph. The
graph has 32 processes and it was to be mapped on an architecture
consisting of 4 nodes, namely: Anti Blocking System, Transmission Control Module, Engine Control Module and Electronic
Throttle Module. The period was 300 ms, equal to the deadline.
In order to validate our approach, we have considered the following setting. The system ψ consists of 80 processes generated randomly, with a schedule table of 300 ms and about 40% slack. The
CC is the Γcurrent application to be mapped. We have also generated 30 future applications of 40 processes each with the characteristics of the CC, which are typical for automotive applications. By
mapping the CC using MS* we were able to later map 21 of the
future applications, while using AM only 4 of the future applications could be mapped. When modifications of the current system
were allowed, using MS, we are able to map 24 of the 30 future
applications.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an approach to the incremental design of distributed hard real-time embedded systems. Such a design process
satisfies two main requirements when adding new functionality:
already running applications are disturbed as little as possible, and
there is a good chance that, later, new functionality can easily be
mapped on the resulted system. Our approach assumes a non-preemptive static cyclic scheduling policy and a realistic communication model based on a TDMA scheme.
We have introduced two design criteria with their corresponding metrics that drive our mapping strategy to solutions supporting an incremental design process. Three algorithms have been
proposed to produce a minimal subset of applications which have
to be remapped and scheduled in order to implement the new
functionality. ES is based on a, potentially slow, branch and
bound strategy which finds an optimal solution. AH is very fast
but produces solutions that could be of too high cost, while SH is
able to quickly produce good quality results. The approach has
been validated through several experiments.
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Abstract

In static priority preemptive real-time systems a large number of execution scenarios can occur. This can lead to that a lot of e ort is put into testing of the system.
The reason for this can be that a certain degree of con dence must be assured, and the
coverage criteria is set to test all possible execution scenarios. In distributed systems
the complexity increases with the amount of the scenarios produced. The e ort in
testing of such system could be decreased if the number of execution scenarios were
reduced. In this paper we show results from simulations of jitter minimization in execution time of tasks in static priority preemptive scheduled real-time systems. By
simulation of a real-time micro-kernel with support for jitter minimization we have
observed that reduction of execution scenarios can be acheived. This has been done
by adapting the worst case and best case execution time parameters. We have also
made some basic observation when there is only one execution scenario. Algorithms
revealing preemption points that a ects the number of execution scenarios are presented. These algorithms can assist real-time systems developer to consider testability
at design time.
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Abstract
As embedded systems become more and more complex,
and the time to market becomes shorter, there is a need in
the embedded systems community to find better programming languages that let the programmers develop correct
code faster. The programming languages used today—
typically C and/or Assemblers—are just too error-prone.
The Java technology has therefore gained a lot of interest
from developers of embedded systems in the last few years.
We propose an approach based on compiling Java into
native machine code via C as an intermediate language.
The C code generation process should also add close interaction with a fully pre-emptive incremental garbage collector and a small and efficient real-time kernel. Tests performed on a small 8-bit microprocessor show that it is possible to use a modern object-oriented language with automatic memory management—such as Java—and yet generate fully predictable code that can be run in very small
devices with severe memory constraints.

1. Introduction
Embedded systems are traditionally programmed in C or
Assembler, but as the systems grow more complex and the
time to market decrease, the need for a more secure and
structured language has increased.
In the last few years, the programming language Java
[11] has gained more and more interest among embedded systems developers. The object-orientation, strict type
checking, and automatic memory management, are features
that make it easier to write large and complex systems with
less risk of introducing difficult bugs. It’s C-like syntax
also appeals to C programmers as it makes it easier for
them learn, as well as makes it easier to port legacy C code
to Java. In the area of automatic control, where domainspecific languages and run-time systems [9, 1] are preferably used, our work supports more robust porting of such

systems to even small embedded devices.
However, some serious problems arise when one wants
to use Java in small embedded systems, where the most
significant ones have to do with the inevitable speed- and
memory constraints imposed by using a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). If hard real-time demands are to be fulfilled,
there are also problems with most garbage collectors not
being predictable with regard to non-preemptable execution
time. This can result in too much jitter in the accomplished
sampling interval of high priority threads, or even missed
samples or deadlines.

1.1. Problem area
Our work is directed towards a certain class of applications and systems where a traditional Java environment cannot fulfill our application demands. Examples of such applications can be found in tiny embedded control devices
used in industrial processes. The demands on that kind of
embedded system are:
Correctness: The system must not crash due to some bug
causing a memory leak or pointer arithmetic failure,
for instance once every three months. Of course a programming error can result in too much memory being
consumed, but in such a case controlled error handling
(exceptions) should enable graceful degradation.
Hard Real-Time: The physical process may be very sensitive to jitter in the sampling interval of the controller. Too much jitter may cause the process to perform
badly, or even possibly become unstable[2].
Speed: Applications, such as a servo control, may need a
sampling interval down to a few milliseconds to perform well.
Cost: To be able to sell such systems, in some cases, we
cannot use anything more powerful than, say, a simple
8 bit micro-controller with less than 128KB of RAM.
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The Correctness demand indicates that we should use a
modern language with strong typing and automatic memory
management, and only use C and assembler for isolated
functions and hardware interfaces. Of course an application needs to be correctly written and tested in order to
really be correct. Using a safe1 language drastically improves the development process. The Hard real-time demand requires predictability in both run-time and garbage
collector. The Speed and Cost demands indicates that we
must look for a reasonably effective solution so that cheap
micro-controllers can be used.
The correctness demand and the other three demands
have so far been contradictory. The topic of this paper
is to resolve that contradiction! On one hand, we want
to use Java, representing a safe object-oriented programming language with many other nice features. On the other
hand, Java in it’s traditional—interpreted byte code—form
is neither predictable regarding timing nor can it be run on
small micro-controllers with very limited amounts of RAM.
We are also committed to not making any extensions to
the Java language as that would make it more difficult to
simulate the software with standard Java tools on a standard
workstation where all sorts of debugging tools are available.
From a pessimistic point of view, the Java language does
not support predictability and real-time programming, and
Java VMs and standard class libraries does not fit into very
small systems. From an optimistic point of view, however,
the Java language supports concurrency and it does not explicitly hinder utilization of real-time support from the underlying system, and for development of embedded systems
we are free to use an appropriate (possibly our own) runtime system. The following is based on the optimistic approach.

1.2. Approach
We propose an approach consisting of three parts working together:
Compiled Java: By compiling Java—via C as an intermediate language—we should be able to make typical applications sufficiently fast and memory effective.
Real-Time Kernel: A small real-time kernel which is
tailored for small micro-controllers and objectoriented applications.
Predictable Garbage Collector: A predictable garbage
collector, which is integrated with the kernel, helps us
to fulfill also the hard real-time demand.
1 By

a safe language we mean a language that ensures that all possible
executions are expressed by the program itself. Specifically C and C++ are
unsafe, whereas Java is safe. C# is safe except where declared unsafe.

2. Compiling Java
To be able to meet the demands on speed and memory
consumption2, we need to compile our Java code into processor specific machine code. There are basically two ways
to do this:
Native compiler: An ordinary compiler taking Java source
code, or byte code, and producing machine dependent
binary code.
Intermediate language: A tool for converting Java source
or byte code to some intermediate language. The intermediate representation can then be compiled with
a standard compiler for the specific machine architecture.

2.1. Native Compiler
Using a native Java compiler seems at a first sight to
be the most straight-forward way to produce machine code
from Java source. There are some native compilers available, both as commercial packages and as open source.
Most of those are aimed at speeding up execution of large
Java applications, especially on the server side in a clientserver solution, see for example TowerJ3[25] or Jove[13].
WindRiver Inc. has developed a native Java compiler,
TurboJ[28], that produces object files which can be linked to
their real-time operating system VxWorks. They have however not dealt with the predictability problem incurred by
the automatic memory management, and thus recommend
that all critical real-time parts of an application should be
written in C/C++ as usual.

2.2. Intermediate language
There are some tools available today which can translate Java to an intermediate language, usually C. Most of
them, for example Toba[20] and Harissa[17] take Java byte
code and converts it to C source code. The other type of
converter—going from Java source to C source—is represented by jcc[23]. There are good things and bad things in
both approaches. Converting byte code makes it easier to
use pre-compiled Java libraries or applications which may
not be available as source. On the other hand, the byte
code is tailored for a generic stack machine with no hardware registers, which we think will harm the performance
compared to generating C code from Java source, at least
if no special optimization techniques are used. Converting
Java source code also produces a somewhat more readable
2 The Java byte codes actually occupies less memory than machine
codes, but a JVM will take some memory space. Both in ROM for itself
and some extra RAM for it’s runtime. A JVM implemented in hardware
would need significantly less ROM, but that solution has other drawbacks.

C code, which makes debugging feasible also for the intermediate code.
The biggest drawback of using Java source as input to the
C code converter is that many of the available Java packages
are only available as pre-compiled byte code. This introduces the limitation that we can only compile Java programs
that are —in itself and for all dependencies—available as
source. However, preliminary tests with Java decompilers,
such as jad [15], shows that the byte code can quite well
be decompiled into Java source, then making our approach
feasible.

2.4. Object model
Some works has been carried out at the department on
how to model compiled real-time Java [4]. An instance of
any object is represented by a pointer to an object instance
structure, see Figure 1.
Object instance handle
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For portability- and efficiency reasons we are focusing
on going via C as an intermediate language for compiled
Java, rather than implementing a compiler or adapt an existing compiler, for example GCC[7], to meet our needs. A
tool that converts Java source to C can also generate object
layout information and calls that makes predictable garbage
collection possible.
A tool called Java2C has been developed. Given Java
source as input, it generates the corresponding C code as
well as the necessary GC administrative calls and information about the layout and size of objects.
The compiler: The Java2C tool is built in 100% pure
Java2, so it can be used on any platform that can run a
Java2 virtual machine. It also implies that the Java2C
tool could convert itself for native compilation and better performance. A parser generator is used to build a
parser for the Java formal grammar. The parser can
then take any valid Java source code file and produce
an abstract syntax tree (AST). From this AST, the C
source code is then generated in one pair of files for
each Java class or interface (one .h and one .c file).
The compiler-compiler: The JavaCC compiler-compiler
[16] is a freely available parser generator written in
Java. It was originally written by Sun Microsystems
but is now freely available from Metamata Inc. Given a
grammar in a BNF-like form, it builds a parser in Java
and optionally also an AST from the parsed file. Each
node of this AST consists of a Java class all inheriting a common ancestor Simplenode. This makes it
fairly easy to traverse the syntax tree by using method
overloading.
Code generation The generation of C code is accomplished by traversing the AST of a class in two passes.
During the first pass information about inheritance,
field- and method declarations is gathered whereas
the actual code generation is accomplished during the
second pass.
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Figure 1. Run-time model of an object.

Consider a very simple Java class with one constructor
and one method like:
class Dummy {
int a,b;
String name;
Dummy() {
a = 1;
b = 2;
name = new String("dummy");
}
String getName() {
return name;
}
}

This results in the following C code:

struct DummyClassStruct {
// GC data
// Super class ptr
struct ObjectClassStruct *super;
//methods virtual table ptr
void* (**methodTblPtr)();
//interfaces virtual table ptr
void* (**interfaceTblPtr)();
};
typedef struct DummyClassStruct DummyClass;
struct DummyInstanceStruct {
// GC data
// Class ptr
struct DummyClassStruct

*classPtr;

// Primitive type fields
int a;
int b;
// Field of type String
REF(struct StringInstanceStruct) name;
};
typedef struct DummyInstanceStruct
DummyInstance;

The REF(a) macro is explained in section 5.

3. Real-Time Kernel
The kernel made is a preemptive multi-threaded kernel
with a fixed priority based scheduler. Effort has been made
in creating predictable lower and upper bounds on each
function in the kernel. Worst case execution times of operations affecting context switch, interrupts, and initialization
of threads are made to be affected by the number of priority levels and not the number of currently running threads
to lower the jitter. Much of the kernel properties are standard, but the structure of the queues, with respect to priorities
and execution time, may not be new but we have not seen it
elsewhere.

3.1. Thread model
The kernel supports two different types of threads:
Ongoing threads Each ongoing thread has its own stack
space and will upon completion be removed from the
system. The thread will execute for a small period of
time and then be preempted by another thread. These
threads have no limitations on which kernel primitives
to use, or how common resources are shared.

Periodic threads These threads have a fixed period and
may not be preempted by threads that have the same
priority, and hence they may not share synchronization
primitives. These limitations makes it possible for all
periodic threads of the same priority to share a common stack which improves memory consumption.
These types of threads, but not their implementations, are
related to [4] which was inspired by [18].

3.2. Priority Queues
When a thread is in a suspended or in a ready state, it
is placed in a queue. We used the data structure depicted in
Figure 2. The next pointer references the next element in the
queue. The last pointer references the last thread in a group
with threads of the same priority. Within each priority level
we use the last-in-first-out strategy. To insert an element we
only have to go through all priority levels in the worst case,
regardless how many threads there are in the queue. We can
dequeue and enqueue all threads with the same priority in
constant time.

3.3. Scheduling
A thread is assigned a time-slice to execute by the kernel, and control is transferred to that thread during a context switch. The thread can be preempted either by using
a function in the kernel or when it has used its time slice.
The scheduler is then invoked and chooses the next thread
to execute.
The scheduler uses as many ready queues as there are
priority-levels in the kernel. Each queue is of FIFO type.
When a thread is preempted, after it has used its time slice,
it is inserted last in the queue of its priority class. The scheduler then chooses the next thread to execute, by selecting the
first element in the queue of highest priority. If the queue is
empty, the queue of second highest priority is used and so
forth.

3.4. Time
The kernel is interrupted at a given interval and at this
time the tick counter is updated. This period is also used as a
timeslice, so the kernel preempts the current running thread
and reschedules at this time too. There are three primitives
in the kernel for a user program to handle time. The tick
counter can be read as well as a fine-grained timer. The kernel also provides a primitive for suspending a thread until a
certain time.
When the tick counter is increased the kernel also moves
any threads waiting for that tick from their suspended state
to ready state. A time queue that consists of several queues,
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Figure 2. Queue data structure
like the one in Figure 2, are chained together to a long
queue. Each subqueue is sorted by priority and the subqueues are chained together in a low-to-hi time order. This
way threads of the same priority class that are waiting for
the same tick can be handled as a unit. We have balanced
the routine that moves threads from the time queue into the
different ready queues to always take the worst case execution time. This is done to lower the jitter.

3.5. Synchronization
Synchronization is supported in the kernel by semaphore
primitives. Other primitives can in turn be built from semaphores. There exist both binary and counting semaphores.
Trying to take a semaphore which counter is zero suspends
the current running thread and the kernel reschedules.
To solve the well known problem with priority inversion
when using semaphores for mutual exclusion, a mutex form
of semaphore is supplied. The most commonly used priority
inheritance protocol to defeat priority inversion is the basic
priority inheritance protocol. This protocol does, however,
permit a thread to be blocked by several lower prioritized
threads. Both priority ceiling and immediate inheritance
protocol permit only one lower prioritized thread to block
another thread and also prohibit deadlock [21]. The mutex
primitive uses the immediate inheritance protocol as it is
cheaper to implement and has the same worst case behavior
as the more elegant priority ceiling protocol.

3.6. Interrupts
To each hardware interrupt a number of threads with
different priorities can be attached. When an interrupt is
triggered the kernel is invoked and the waiting threads are
moved from an interrupt queue to different ready queues
based on priority. The same type of queue as in Section 3.2
is used for interrupt queues. The kernel then reschedules,
and the selected thread’s context is restored.

invocation to fulfill hard real-time requirements. A new
fine-grained incremental mark-compact algorithm, which
ensures no fragmentation as well as bounded worst case execution times of all operations, is proposed. An introduction
to incremental mark-compact algorithms and GC in general
is available in [27]. This GC is described in detail in [10].

4.1. Introduction to the GC
References to the heap stored in processor registers, on
the program stack, or in global variables are called roots.
All objects that are reachable directly through the roots or
through a chain of pointers from the roots are considered to
be live objects. The GC will trace the reachable objects and
mark them. The rest of the objects on the heap are garbage
and can be reclaimed.
Work done by the GC is interleaved with normal execution of the user program, often called the mutator [26].
We will use the tri-color abstraction introduced in [8] to describe synchronization between the mutator and collector.
Each object on the heap is painted in one of three colors:
Black indicates that the object and its immediate descendants have been visited.
Grey indicates that the object must be visited by the collector. Either grey objects have been visited by the
collector but not all pointers are scanned, or their connectivity to the rest of the graph has been changed.
White objects are unvisited and at the end of the marking
phase considered being garbage.
To make sure that the collector has a coherent view of
the heap during the marking phase the following invariant
must hold:
No pointer in a black object references a white object.

4. Garbage Collector
The garbage collector (GC) in the run-time system needs
to have short predictable worst-case execution times at each

Coherence is maintained by barriers between the mutator
and the heap. These barriers can be either a read-barrier,
trapping reads, or a write-barrier, trapping writes.

4.2. The marking phase

4.5. Moving objects

During the marking phase we start by coloring all objects referenced by the root pointers grey. We have a stack
of root pointers for each thread which is processed root by
root. Each object referenced by a root is inserted into a
marking list. The elements in the marking list are the grey
objects. We then visit all grey objects and mark the objects
referenced by them grey. All pointers in the object are processed and then the visited object is colored black. The procedure is repeated for all grey objects. This way all objects
reachable from the roots are visited. In the end of the marking phase all objects are either black or white. As we don’t
want to risk overflowing the stack by recursively traversing the graph we use Cheney’s, [6], non recursive marking
strategy with a marking list where the reference to the next
object to mark is placed in each object.
If the mutator, during the marking phase, tries to set a
pointer in a black object to reference a white object we immediately color the referenced object grey to make the invariant hold. To ensure that this is done a write barrier is
used that colors the white object grey by inserting it last in
the marking list.

When an object is moved to a new location we must ensure that all references to that object are changed to reference the new location. Moving the object and changing the
references must be done as an atomic operation, to make
sure that all accesses to an object are made to the correct
copy of the object. As the number of references to an object is not known, we would not get a tight upper bound
for worst-case execution time of that operation. To get an
upper bound on moving an object we access referenced objects through a table. All pointers reference the target object
indirectly through the table. This way only the reference in
the table needs to be changed. This is the read barrier.
As the entire object needs to be moved all at once, the
kernel may be suspended for a too long time to meet hard
real-time requirements. We allow preemption during copying of an object, and if we are preempted we restart copying
the object when we resume. This is to ensure that the copy
of the object contains the most recent data.

4.3. The sweeping phase
During the sweeping phase all black objects are moved
into one continuous block at the top of the heap. A scan
pointer is used, which is initially set to reference the last
allocated memory location, from the marking phase of the
previous cycle. All objects are processed in a top-down order by decreasing the scan pointer with the size of the currently scanned object. Black objects are moved to the top
of the heap, and white objects are reclaimed. To be able to
traverse the heap in either direction the object size is placed
in both the beginning and the end of the objects. When the
scan pointer reaches the bottom of the heap all objects are
processed, the current cycle completed, and the next initiated. In the next cycle the heap is traversed in the opposite
direction.

4.4. Allocating new objects
New objects are allocated at the top of the heap. At the
end of the current cycle, these objects and the object moved
during the sweeping phase, are placed in one continuous
block at the top of the heap. These objects will be colored
and marked during the following collection cycle. When an
object is allocated we need to initialize all pointers in the
object to reference null through a table. The use of a table
is discussed in Section 4.5.

4.6. Scheduling of GC work
To be sure that the collector will reclaim garbage at a
rate necessary for the mutator never to run out of memory,
we a priori calculate a minimum collection rate. As long
as the current collection rate is above the a priori calculated
worst case, we are ensured never to run out of memory. The
operation that can exhaust the heap is memory allocation,
and therefore we perform an increment of GC at each allocation. We can in this way make sure that there is space on
the heap for the new object. We also want to make sure not
to do more collection than necessary to interfere as little as
possible with the mutator.
To simplify the discussion we assume that all objects are
of the same size. This can quite easily be extended to different sized objects as in our actual implementation. Throughout this discussion we will use the following notation:

S
W
Wmax
Emax
Amax
Hmax
A
Rmax

total number of objects that the heap
can hold
the amount of GC work done so far during this cycle
the amount of GC work necessary during one cycle in the worst case
maximum number of live objects
maximum number of new objects allocated during one cycle
maximum number of new objects allocated by high-priority threads
number of objects allocated so far during this cycle
maximum number of root pointers

We define the minimum GC rate, GCRmin as

Wmax
Amax
and current garbage collection rate, GCR as
GCRmin =
GCR =

W
A

As long as GCR > GCRmin we are ensured not to run out
of memory. The work that has to be done during one cycle
is divided in three parts: processing the roots, marking all
live objects, evacuating the marked objects. The maximum
work that has to be done can be written:

Wmax =

 Rmax +  Emax + Emax

where the coefficients and compensate for different
costs in processing a root or marking an object compared
to evacuating an object. For a given hardware, and are
constant.
The work Wmax has to be done during one GC cycle,
and how long this cycle is depends on how much memory
we have. At each allocation we let the collector perform an
increment of GC work. We will start by finding out how
long a cycle is. When finishing a collection cycle the maximum number of objects on the heap is the number of live
objects from last cycle, Emax , plus the maximum number
of new objects allocated during that cycle, Amax . During
the following cycle the mutator may allocate as many as
Amax new objects. The maximum total number of objects
on the heap is therefore Emax + 2  Amax . As we know
how big the heap is, S , we can easily calculate how many
allocations we can do in one cycle, without exhausting the
heap.

Amax =

S Emax

2

We now have an expression for the minimum GC ratio necessary, GCRmin :

GCRmin = 2 

 Rmax +  Emax + Emax
S

Emax

The current GC ratio, GCR, can be expressed as,

GCR = 2 

i+ j +k
S

Emax

where i is the number of processed roots, j the number of
marked objects, and k the number of evacuated objects. As
long as GCR  GCRmin we are ensured not to run out of
memory.
If we divide the maximum total work that has to be done,
Wmax , by the number of allocations we will do during a
cycle, Amax , we know how much work that will be done
at each allocation. The worst execution time for this work

can be calculated and added to the cost for allocating one
object.
Even if the amount of work that has to be done during
an allocation is small and bounded it can still be too long
for us to meet all deadlines. To improve the real-time capabilities of the collector we use the technique proposed by
Henriksson, [12], and create a semi-concurrent GC. The
threads are divided into groups of high- and low-priority
threads. GC work is done interleaved with allocation for
the low-priority threads. To improve response time for the
high-priority threads we suspend the collector until after the
high prioritized threads have executed. We can view the collector as a mid priority thread, that gets to execute after the
high prioritized threads. We need to make sure that there is
enough free space on the heap for the high-priority threads
to allocate new objects without exhausting the heap. We
denote the maximum number of objects allocated by high
priority threads, assuming they are all released at the same
time, Hmax . If we always have this much space free on
the heap we are ensured not to exhaust the heap, even if
we don’t perform any collection work during high-priority
thread allocations. The maximum total number of objects
on the heap is now Emax + 2  Amax + Hmax . The new
minimum GC ratio is:

GCRmin = 2 

 Rmax +  Emax + Emax
S Emax Hmax

and the the current GC ratio is changed accordingly.

5. Integration
So far we have designed the kernel, the compiler and the
GC. But to make predictable garbage collection possible,
we need a tight coupling between the compiled application
and the garbage collector.
When using a preemptive mark-compact garbage collector, great care must be taken when handling object references as the currently running thread could be preempted
at virtually any time. We must assert that there are no dereferenced object handles whenever the GC starts moving
objects around. To fulfill these demands, we must consider
all reference manipulations as atomic actions.
We must also inform the GC when new roots of object
trees are created, and when they are dismissed. This happens whenever a method is called. Consider the example
code below:
class Dummy {
public void aMethod(String s) {
String aString;
...
}
}

To register and unregister these two objects as roots in
the GC, we introduce the calls GC_PUSH(ref) and
GC_POP(nbr) which, respectively, pushes a reference ref
onto the GC stack and pops nbr references from the stack.
The code example above then results in the following generated code:
void Dummy_aMethod(REF(DummyInstance) this,
REF(StringInstance) s){
REF(StringInstance) aString;
GC_PUSH(this);
GC_PUSH(s);
GC_PUSH(aString);
...
GC_POP(3);
}

To implement the read-barrier we use a macro REF(a), and
for the write-barrier we use a macro GC_SET(a,b).

6. Experimental verification and experiences
We have run two types of tests to verify that our solution
is feasible. First, we have measured the predictable timing
for a multi-threaded application on a small microprocessor
typically found in small embedded systems. Second, we
have run some benchmarks on a normal desktop workstation to measure the efficiency of our generated code compared to Java and C++.

6.1. Predictable timing
To verify our techniques, we have implemented a prototype for a very limited target platform; the 8-bit Atmel
AVR RISC microcontroller [3]. This platform is very typical for tiny embedded systems, with only 128 KB ROM
and 64 KB RAM. The microcontroller used runs at 4 MHz
and approaches 1 MIPS per MHz. The kernel and garbage
collector allocates a footprint of less than 10 kbytes of ROM
and 1 kbyte of RAM. Worst-case execution times of operations in the kernel are summarized in Table 1. If we can predict worst-case execution times and worst-case memory demands of the different threads, in combination with execution times of the kernel operations, we can use generalized
scheduling theory [22], to check if the system is schedulable
or not.

6.2. Comparison benchmarks
In order to get some kind of performance measurements
of the translated Java code, we have run some benchmark
tests on Java2C generated code as well as on a JVM and
compiled C++. The benchmarks presented are limited to
speed measurements on object allocation and methods calling. So called “number crunching” is not that interesting as

Operation
Context switch due to
timer interrupt
Context switch due to
voluntary
suspension
Take a mutex
Give a mutex
Create an object
Push a root
Pop j roots
Reference null
Read barrier
Write barrier
Process a root
Mark an object
Sweep an object

Execution time in CPU cycles
Worst
Best

963 + 358 k
740 + 12 k

889 + 346
728

113

1014
234+78 i+54 n





1024 + 12 k
234+78 i +54

113





k

n

24
12
8
4
51
83





24
12
8
4
5
64

110+78 i+118 n 110+78 i+60 n
169 + 9 s
104










Table 1. Measured performance with k priority
levels and object size s bytes with n pointers
divided into i groups. 1 CPU cycle is 0.25 s.

Java2C translated arithmetic expressions code will perform
very close to the speed of hand-written C-code.
All execution time measurements were performed on a
Sun Ultra 5 workstation with 256MB of RAM memory running Solaris 7. The Java compiler used was jikes from
IBM and the virtual Java machine was Java HotSpot version 1.3.0. G++ and GCC were of version 2.91.66.
The code generated with Java2C does not contain a
garbage collector. This because the GC developed is too
tightly coupled to the ARM microprocessor to be easily ported to the SPARC. Adding our predictable garbage collector
would give some penalty on the measured execution times,
but the magnitude would not change.
The benchmarks were as follows:
Allocation. Allocate 2500 objects. The constructor of each
objects also allocates a byte array of size 0 5000.
Virtual methods. Make 1000000 calls to a small virtual
method.
Final methods. Make 1000000 calls to a small final
method.
Final methods. Make 1000000 calls to a small static
method.
The measured execution times are shown in Table 3.
From the results one can see that the performance of the
code from our translator is almost as fast as natively compiled C++ code, especially if we could allow some compiler
optimizations.

Compiler/Run-time
java -Xint
java
g++
g++ -O2
Java2C / gcc
Java2C / gcc -O2

Allocation
350
360
90
90
100
100

Execution time (ms)
Virtual methods Final methods
13000
13450
1180
1080
1720
960
970
70
2280
2260
1040
1000

Static methods
11980
670
1340
310
1380
140

Table 2. Measured execution times for some benchmarks.

What may seem astonishing is that the Java HotSpot performs so well performing method calls. The explanation is
that because it is the same method that is called 1000000
times, HotSpot will soon perform JIT compilation.

7. Problems and Future Work
Problems concerning C as the intermediate language is
not so much about the C language— which is very allowing, to say the least—but how the C compilers generate machine code. In the current implementation, the mandatory
atomicity of object reference manipulations is obtained by
using pre-emption points in the code, and by turning off all
compiler optimizations. A very interesting problem is to be
able to utilize compiler optimization techniques , but that is
outside the scope of this paper.
Another problem is to calculate a good upper bound on
the maximum number of live objects in the system. A guaranteed upper bound tends to be very pessimistic and will
degrade the performance of the system. There is, however,
recent work done [19] which provides a much better estimate.
There is still some work to be done in the Java to C translator. Some of the more important features of the Java language that is being implemented are interfaces and exceptions. The implemented object model is also, at the time of
writing, a somewhat simplified version of the one depicted
in Figure 2.4.

8. Related Work
There has been quite some work done on natively compiling Java, but not much on hard real-time Java for small
systems. Sun Microsystems Inc. has published a white
paper[24] on using the Java 2 Platform Micro Edition
(J2ME) for mobile devices. The J2ME is centered around
a small JVM called KVM and aimed at devices with a total
memory amount in the range of 128 - 512 KB. A J2ME application can also be compiled to native code and linked to

the KVM for better performance. J2ME is, however, not yet
suited for use in systems with hard real-time demands.
Various issues concerning real-time behavior in Java
are dealt with in The Real-Time Specification for Java[5].
There are significant drawbacks in this specification from
our point of view, specifically concerning memory management. Instead of adopting a predictable run-time system, it
extends Java with a new memory organization. In addition
to the normal HeapMemory, it adds ImmortalMemory, ImmortalPhysicalMemory and ScopedMemory memory areas
which are all treated differently by the automatic memory
management system. These additions place responsibility
on the programmer to always do the right thing, since a
wrongly placed memory allocation type in an application
could totally void the real-time behavior of that application.
There has also been some work done on implementing very small and memory efficient Java virtual machines
which can be deployed in systems with hard real-time demands [14] but that requires more time and memory.

9. Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to use Java as a
programming language for developing small embedded
systems with very limited resources of CPU power and
memory. Given a few assumptions on the memory usage
of an application, we can also show that hard real-time timing demands are met.
By choosing C as an intermediate language—and choosing a suitable object representation model—we can achieve
the efficiency needed for running applications on very small
CPUs while still maintaining some platform independency.
By combining natively compiled Java with a very small
and efficient RT kernel and a pre-emtive garbage collector
we can write and test multi-threaded programs in a normal
Java runtime environment which can later be compiled for
small hard real-time systems.
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Designing Agents for Systems with Adjustable
Autonomy
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Intelligent agents are starting to assume more responsibility in more critical
tasks. Agents do not always work as required, however in some systems it is infeasible to simply \stop" an agent when its behavior is unsatisfactory. Instead it
is desirable to reduce the agent's autonomy and give control of the unsatisfactory
aspects of the agents task to a more competent entity. Adjustable Autonomy
(AA) is a recent idea that means that the autonomy of agents and humans in a
system can vary dynamically. In this paper we look at the relationship between
the design of agents and the design of AA for an intelligent system.

1 Intelligent Agents
Many of the recent, exciting developments in arti cial intelligence (AI) have
centered around the concept of an agent. An agent is an autonomous entity
that senses its environment and acts intelligently and pro-actively towards its
goals[17, 2]. An important characteristic of an agent is that it has the ability to
take actions that a ect its environment[7]. Some agents sense and act in purely
software environments (e.g. an operating system monitoring agent[16]), while
others have a physical embodiment and inhabit a physical environment (e.g. a
museum tour guide robot[3]). Because an agent can act, it can be assigned tasks
that can potentially be done more quickly, eciently, cheaply or safely than a
human can do them. Thus humans are freed from menial, dangerous and/or
boring tasks. Despite the long list of successful agent applications, it is likely
we have only scratched the surface of the possibilities intelligent agents have to
change the way we live our lives[6, 8]. In the future, autonomous agents will
take on more complex tasks and act more intelligently and more decisively.
An intelligent system is one consisting of intelligent agents and, possibly,
humans and/or other conventional software. Generally in an intelligent system
the assignment of responsibility and authority, i.e. autonomy, is either xed
or switches between a small number of xed con gurations. In an intelligent
system with AA the system can exibly con gure the assignment of autonomy
between the people and agents to best t the situation.
1
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2 Adjustable Autonomy
As AI technology develops, the autonomy agents have increases proportionally,
i.e. more capable agents are given more authority and more responsibility. In
most cases, once an agent's autonomy is determined by a system designer the
agent is left to ful ll its responsibilities according to its speci cation, within the
bounds imposed by its authority and capabilities. In complex environments, an
agent will be faced with a vast range of situations, in each of which it must
act correctly. However, it is unlikely that any agent has appropriate reasoning mechanisms, sensors and actuators to act appropriately in all situations it
could potentially face[15]. There will be some situations in which the agent will
make unacceptable decisions and, hence, take unacceptable actions { potentially
causing harm. Some situations are so unlikely that agent designers reasonably
ignore them, hence the agent is simply not designed to handle them properly.
Other situations might commonly occur but to build software or robotic hardware to properly handle the situation may be considered too expensive or timeconsuming. Yet other situations will be unacceptably handled by an agent due
to \bugs" in its software. Importantly, the same reasons that cause an agent
to fail to handle a situation satisfactorily, may cause it to not even detect that
it has encountered a situation it is not capable of handling satisfactorily. For
example, an autonomous robot that cannot detect a wall to go around it may
not detect that it has bumped into the wall.
The more autonomy an agent has, over more complex and important tasks,
the more potentially serious the consequences are when its behavior is unacceptable. However, because the agent is autonomous and because the agent
may not detect its own inadequacy, \killing" the agent may be the only way of
preventing the incorrect actions. Completely stopping an agent means another
entity needs to take over the agent's responsibilities, something that may be
unreasonable in a complex physical system (e.g. a spacecraft). A more desirable
scenario is if only incorrect parts of the agent's activity are taken over while
other parts continue to function normally.
Thus, agent developers are faced with a challenging dilemma. For some
applications, autonomous agents can be very useful in very many situations,
most of the time. But in a small number of situations, a small percentage
of the time, agent behavior will be unacceptable and potentially have serious
consequences.
Adjustable Autonomy (AA) is a recent idea meaning to dynamically change
the autonomy of the intelligent entities, both agents and humans, in a system.
Instead of the responsibility and authority of entities being xed at design time,
they can be changed to best con gure the system's autonomy to the current
situation. The idea is to dynamically assign autonomy to best leverage the constituent entities' strengths and avoid their weaknesses. Thus, an AA system is
an intelligent system where the distribution of autonomy is changed dynamically
to optimize overall system performance. For example, if a human pilot notices
that a collision with a ock of rare ducks the agent cannot detect is imminent,
the pilot might like to slightly alter the aircraft's course without taking over all
2

the details of its functioning. Flexible assignment of autonomy means a system
can deal with a wider range of situations more e ectively. Thus, AA allows the
intelligence and autonomy of agents to be fully exploited without being stuck
with their inadequate decision making when situations occur the agents cannot
handle (or humans could handle better).

3 Conceptual Model of AA
AA Reasoning

AA Information

Adjustable
Autonomy

AA Actuation

Entities
System

Environment

Figure 1: The conceptual relationship between AA and an intelligent system.
A system with AA can dynamically change which entities are responsible
for the achievement of which goals by changing decision making responsibility
over time. Further, a system with AA can dynamically change the authority
constituent entities have to take on particular goals. AA mechanisms manage
the changing autonomy by determining appropriate changes in autonomy and
implementing those changes.
A key problem to be addressed when building AA is to determine an appropriate distribution of autonomy and provide mechanisms to realize the autonomy
changes.
The distribution of autonomy should change according to the current situation and sub-goals, recon guring so as to best organize the system resources to
achieve the systems goals. Conceptually the task of changing autonomy can be
broken into three parts:
 AA Information (AAI) : Collection of the information relevant to the AA
decision making.
 AA Reasoning (AAR) : Reasoning about what autonomy changes could
or should be made.
3

AA Actuation (AAA) : Realization of the decisions made by the AAR.
The conceptual AA model and its relationship to a system are shown in Figure 1. AAI provides information on prevailing environmental conditions and the
current system state and potential (referred to as context in [4]) as are relevant
to AAR. The AA reasoner determines what changes in the autonomy distribution will lead to better system performance with respect to its goals. AAR
might be done either by a human or in software. Finally, the AAA provides the
mechanisms for implementing the decisions of the AA reasoning, i.e. it provides
the mechanisms for realizing changes in authority or transfer of responsibility.
The AAI and AAA tightly constrain the design and potential of AAR. Any
information not supplied by AAI cannot be used in determination of appropriate autonomy con gurations. Likewise, any change that cannot be realized
by AAA should not be decided on by AAR. In turn AAI and AAA are both
tightly constrained by the services provided to them by the entities in the system. Any information the entities cannot provide cannot be supplied by AAI to
AAR. Similarly, any autonomy change the entities cannot accept could not be
implemented by AAA. Hences the services provided by the entities are critically
important to the building of an AA system. Obviously, we are limited to designing the services that software entities provide (as the services of the human
entities are xed).
Consider an analogy to a management consultant at an organization. The
consultant's job consists of collecting information, making decisions about organizational changes and implementing those changes. No matter how good the
consultant is at their job they rely on employees in the organization to inform
them (either implicitly or explicitly) of the current running, goals, etc. of the
organization in order to make decisions. If the employees supply limited, insucient, incorrect or misleading information the consultant job is signi cantly
harder and their results are likely to be disappointing. Once the consultant
makes a decision it needs to be implemented. No matter how good the decision,
if it is not accepted and appropriately implemented, the decision is worthless.
Implementation of AA works in the same way { if the entities do not supply
appropriate information and properly implement decisions, the best AAR is
useless.


4 Agent Design and AA
Agent designs di er in the way that information is represented in the agent
and how easily it can be extracted in an understandable (to the AAR) manner.
Whether the AAI services are simple, just providing access to particular parts of
the agent's reasoning, or very complex, needing complex algorithms to extract
information from the agent, depends on the design of the agent. The AAI
guidelines presented below aim to guide designers to create agents where as
much useful, understandable information as possible can be gathered by simply
inspecting the data structures of a running agent. The guidelines try to avoid
the need for complex algorithms to extract information from a running agent.
4

AA Actuation services implement autonomy changes decided on by the AAR.
Only those autonomy changes that can be realized by AAA services can be
decided on by AAR. Hence, the limitations of the AAA services strictly limit
the useful conclusions possible by the AAR and the overall AA.
Further, the more elegantly and smoothly the agent incorporates any autonomy changes decided on by AAR into its ongoing behavior, the better the
behavior of the overall system. For example, imagine a team of (human) furniture removalists carrying a piano up a staircase. If their foreman yells out from
another room that one removalist is being re-assigned to another job he will
not (hopefully) simply let go of the piano and walk o (leaving his colleagues
squashed under a piano at the bottom of the stairs!) but will make the piano
safe before moving on. Thus, the behavior of the overall \furniture removal"
system is successful because the worker changing tasks switches between tasks
in a reasonable manner. The same idea applies to AA where smooth autonomy changes mean better system behavior. If the agent could exhibit similar
\common sense" behavior to the furniture removalist the AAR's task is made
simpler because changes can be made without (unnecessary) consideration given
to transitions of the agent's behavior.
When designing intelligent agents many competing requirements need to be
reconciled. Not all the requirements are related solely to the observable behavior of the agent. For example, there may be particular veri ability, simplicity
or computational requirements on an agent[11]. Designers, implicitly or explicitly, follow guidelines when attempting to meet some requirement with a
design. A guideline is \a statement or other indication of policy or procedure
by which to determine a course of action"[1]. For example, a (simple) guideline
to minimize computational requirements for an agent might suggest avoiding
algorithms involving signi cant amounts of search. By following appropriate
guidelines designers have a principled, justi able reason for believing that their
design will meet its requirements. For example, if a design avoids extensive
use of search algorithms a designer can argue, with justi cation, that once implemented the design will be computationally ecient (according to the above
guideline).

5 Guidelines
We capture our design knowledge of agents for AA systems gained via the
implementation of two complete AA systems[13, 10] in a set of guidelines. If
followed when designing agents for AA systems, the guidelines should lead to
agents with features that makes AA easy to implement.
Three guidelines provide advice for designing agents which will lead to easy
to build, high quality AAI:
 Explicit Information Guideline : Represent the agent's reasoning process
and reasoning state explicitly and in a format close to the format that will
used by AAR.
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Software Engineering Guideline : Following good software engineering
practices in agent design makes it easier to build AA.
 Design Information Guideline : Represent information above and beyond
the information needed by the reasoning process such that it explains
design decisions implicit in the reasoning process.
These guidelines summarize design strategies for building agents whose behavior can be most exibly and easily changed online:
 Deterministic Execution Guideline : Make the reasoning process of the
agent as deterministic (and hence predictable) as possible.
 Explicit Behavior Guideline : Represent behavior as explicitly as possible
and in a format that requires the least translation.
 Building Blocks Guideline : Divide overall behavior into small pieces that
are related to each other in a very semantically clear and simple way.
 No Extra Mechanisms Guideline : The AAA should not use mechanisms
other than the normal reasoning mechanisms used by the agents.
 Design for Failure Guideline : The agent should be designed so that if
any part of it fails at any time, its behavior will degrade gracefully.


6 Discussion
These ideas have been implemented in two systems. The rst is a system for creating agents for interactive simulations called EASE[13, 14]. In EASE, the AA
is used to give a user runtime control over the agents in a simulation[12]. Two
domains are being investigated: air combat using Saab's air-combat simulator,
TACSI[9], and football using the RoboCup simulator[5].
The second implemented system is the E-Elves where intelligent agents are
used to help human users carry out every day tasks in a human organization[10].
The agents can look after tasks like rescheduling meetings when a user is delayed,
ordering lunch and nding presenters for meetings.
Assessing the utility of the guidelines is a two step process. First, we identify
the agent features that are a direct consequence of following the guidelines. For
example, a particular reasoning mechanism might be designed in a speci c way
because of the advice of a particular guideline. Then we look at the impact of
that agent feature on the ease with which the AA was built. If agent features
that are a result of following the guidelines make building AA easier then the
utility of the guidelines is demonstrated.
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$EVWUDFW Consistency preservation of replicated data in distributed databases is nowadays a wellcovered topic. Both pessimistic approaches (such as two-phase commit) and optimistic approaches
(such as eventual consistency) have been thoroughly investigated. A current research trend is to
move towards optimistic consistency preservation mechanisms, where immediate consistency at
each transaction commit is traded off for increased predictability, availability and performance. In
this paper, we consider the impact of optimistic consistency preservation techniques on the
recovery process in distributed real-time database systems. We identify uninvestigated problems
within this field, such as the absence of timely and optimistic recovery mechanisms, and our lack
of understanding of the requirements to be met by applications operating in eventually consistent
systems. We also suggest approaches for further research on these subjects.

,QWURGXFWLRQ
The distributed real-time database field of research
is interesting for several reasons. Not only is the
demand in industry for timely and dependable
database systems high, the inherent complexity of
distributed and concurrent systems coupled with the
need for predictability in real-time systems also
creates unique and interesting problems. The
project described herein addresses the problem of
recovering the contents of a crashed node in a
distributed real-time database. We are particularly
interested in recovery in eventually consistent
databases, i.e., databases where availability,
predictability and performance are improved by
allowing replicas to be temporarily inconsistent.
Such databases are interesting in that they must be
convergent, which means that if all transactions in
the systems are quiesced, all replicas must
eventually become consistent. Eventually consistent
databases also put restrictions on the applications
that use the database, since they must be tolerant of
stale data.
We argue that many systems today (e.g., banking
systems and base stations for mobile telephony)
must allow for temporary inconsistencies in order
to provide a reasonable level of availability. These
systems must, however, also be able to guarantee
that a consistent state will eventually be reached.
In the following section we describe the project
background and define the problem area. Section 3

lists the problems that we want to address, while
section 4 suggests some possible approaches to
solving these problems. Finally, section 5 contains
our conclusions, including a discussion on future
work and how our research fits in with other
projects within the same field.

%DFNJURXQG
A GLVWULEXWHG V\VWHP consists of several
autonomous
but
interconnected
processing
elements (denoted QRGHV), which work together to
achieve a common goal. Some important properties
of distributed systems are:
•

/RFDOL]HGSURFHVVLQJSRZHU
Computations can be performed at the site
where they are needed, for example close to
sensors and/or actuators, which means that less
cabling is needed and that communication
costs are decreased compared to a centralized
system. This property is especially important in
embedded systems.

•

+LJKIDXOWWROHUDQFH
In a distributed system, it is possible to
replicate data and services, so that if a node
goes down, the data and services of that node
can still be available to the user on another
node. This is an important property for systems
that require high availability.
page 123

Many distributed systems contain some form of
database. In a GLVWULEXWHG GDWDEDVH, the data is
dispersed on several different nodes. Of particular
interest to this paper is the concept of data
replication. In a distributed database, what is seen
by applications as a single, logical database object
can in fact be stored as several physical copies,
UHSOLFDV, of that object. These replicas may be
stored on different nodes to achieve a high degree
of fault-tolerance and availability.
In a UHDOWLPH V\VWHP, correct behavior implies not
only functional correctness, but also conformance
to timeliness requirements, such as task deadlines
and minimum delays. Many real-time systems are
also HPEHGGHG systems, which means that their
primary function is not information processing
(Burns & Wellings 1997). An example of such a
system is a microprocessor-controlled washing
machine.
A GLVWULEXWHG UHDOWLPH V\VWHP must deal with not
only the issues inherited from both these system
classes, but also with several unique problems that
exist in few other system types, such as predictable
communication, multi-node load balancing, and
timely consistency management.

&RQVLVWHQF\SUHVHUYDWLRQ
As discussed in the previous section, a database
object in a distributed database may be represented
by several physical replicas on different nodes in
the system. For the database to remain consistent,
all such replicas must be kept identical and adhere
to all constraints in the database specification. This
means that any updates on the logical object must
be reflected by all the physical replicas.
There are two main approaches to maintaining
consistency in a distributed database – pessimistic
and optimistic. We say that the pessimistic
approaches support immediate consistency, while
optimistic approaches only guarantee eventual
consistency. These concepts are elaborated in the
following two paragraphs.
•

,PPHGLDWHFRQVLVWHQF\
Pessimistic techniques
for consistency
preservation ensure that all replicas of all
logical database objects accessed by a
transaction are consistent when that transaction
commits, i.e., consistency is LPPHGLDWHO\
achieved. There are several well-defined
techniques for this, the most basic and well
known of which is the WZRSKDVH FRPPLW
protocol (Gray & Reuter 1993).

•

(YHQWXDOFRQVLVWHQF\
Optimistic consistency preservation techniques
are based on the concept of HYHQWXDO
consistency. The idea is to trade off immediate
consistency at each transaction commit for

increased predictability, availability, and
performance. This means that a transaction
may commit updates to a local replica of a
logical database object without propagating the
updates to the nodes containing additional
replicas of that object. Thus, the local
performance and availability are increased,
since
all
overhead
associated
with
communication protocols and distributed
commit protocols is removed. Examples of
optimistic consistency preservation protocols
are Distributed Optimistic Two-phase Locking
(Carey & Livny 1991) and Lazy Replication
(Breitbart & Korth 1997).

7KHFRQVLVWHQF\WUDGHRII
Although a large research effort has been put into
pessimistic consistency preservation techniques, the
field is moving towards optimistic techniques for
the performance benefits inherent in such
techniques. We argue that in many of today’s largescale systems, temporary inconsistencies are
inevitable. For example, although banking is a field
where the demands on consistency could be
assumed to be strict, extracting money from an
ATM would often be impossible (due to, e.g.,
network partitions) if details of the transaction
would have to be propagated to all nodes (i.e., bank
offices) in the system before any money could be
delivered. Thus, to increase the availability of the
ATMs, the node at which the transaction was
performed must be allowed to be temporarily
inconsistent with the rest of the nodes in the
system. In this type of system, eventual consistency
is required. In the ATM system, for example,
money must not be irrecoverably lost.
Since conflicts will occur in any eventually
consistent system (e.g. the last $100 may be
extracted
from a
given
bank
account
simultaneously at two different nodes), conflict
detection and resolution mechanisms must exist in
the system. Also, applications must be aware of
(and tolerate) the fact that they may be working
with stale or inconsistent data. We say that
applications must be convergent

'DWDEDVHUHFRYHU\
When a distributed database node crashes, its mainmemory contents are lost, and must somehow be
recovered. Traditionally, the most common method
is to keep, on stable storage, a ORJ of all updates
performed on the node’s data (Gray & Reuter
1993). When a node recovers, it reads and applies
all the log entries to the database. Since the log can
grow arbitrarily large, logging is nearly always
accompanied by the taking of periodic FKHFNSRLQWV,
i.e., complete database images written to stable
storage. Checkpointing optimizes the time needed
for recovery, since only the log records postdating

the most recent checkpoint have to be read during
the recovery process.

&RQVLVWHQF\SUHVHUYDWLRQLQ
UHFRYHU\

'LVWULEXWHGUHFRYHU\

Any recovery mechanism in a distributed database
must consider consistency preservation to ensure
that the node is integrated correctly with the rest of
the system once recovery is complete. The easiest
way to ensure consistency is to quiesce the rest of
the system while recovery is taking place.
However, this may not be an option in systems that
require high performance and availability.

In distributed databases, the consistency of the
recovered data must also be considered. If
immediate consistency is enforced, once the node is
reintegrated in the system, its data must be
consistent with the data on the other nodes. If only
eventual consistency is required, the reintegrated
node must still be in a state that is eventually
consistent, i.e., a state that would become consistent
after a bounded time period in a quiescent system.
'LVNOHVVGLVWULEXWHGUHFRYHU\
For some embedded systems, such as those
working in environments with electromagnetic
radiation or heavy vibrations, it may not be
practical to use disks as permanent storage for
checkpoints and logs. Also, many disk drivers are
unpredictable, which makes them unsuitable for
real-time systems. In addition, disks add to the cost
of building the system. We thus see a need for
recovery mechanisms that do not depend on disks.
In a replicated database, the inherent redundancy in
the system can be used for recovery. Instead of
reading a checkpoint from disk, the contents of
another node in the system (the UHFRYHU\ source)
can be copied to the recovering node (the UHFRYHU\
WDUJHW). If updates are performed at the recovery
source concurrently with the recovery process,
those updates must also be transferred to the
recovery target after the database image has been
copied (Leifsson 1999).

3UREOHPGHILQLWLRQ
This section gives a brief introduction to the aspects
of diskless distributed recovery that we have chosen
to focus on. For a more in-depth description of
these topics, see Gustavsson (2000).

7LPHO\UHFRYHU\
For a recovery technique to be suitable for a realtime system, it must be timely. So far, few recovery
algorithms prioritize or even consider timeliness.
The only recovery algorithm designed for real-time
systems that we have found (Song et al. 1999) does
not consider consistency issues. We would like to
examine methods for recovery in eventually
consistent databases, focusing on their timeliness,
i.e., whether they can be made predictable and
sufficiently efficient for inclusion in a real-time
system.

If a diskless recovery mechanism (in section 2.2.1)
is used, special care must be taken to preserve
consistency, since the recovery source’s view of the
database may be updated as it is being sent to the
recovery target. We wish to investigate how this
affects the recovery process, especially in an
eventually consistent system.

$SSOLFDWLRQFRQVWUDLQWV
While eventual consistency improves several
important attributes of a system, it also restricts the
types of applications that may operate in the
system. As discussed in section 2.1.1, applications
in an eventually consistent system must be able to
tolerate the fact that they may be working with stale
or inconsistent data. We wish to establish a formal
definition of the necessary properties of convergent
applications.

$SSURDFKHV
In this section, we present some approaches that we
plan to take in tackling the problems of the previous
section.

&UHDWLQJDWD[RQRP\
Initially, we aim to formulate a taxonomy for
distributed recovery in different kinds of systems.
For example, recovery (especially diskless
recovery) in a quiescent system differs significantly
from recovery in a non-quiescent, eventually
consistent database. We need to distinguish
different recovery scenarios by identifying the
system properties that affect the recovery
mechanism.

0RGLI\LQJH[LVWLQJWHFKQLTXHV
We intend to examine already existing recovery
techniques to see whether they can be refined for
use in a diskless and eventually consistent real-time
database system. Some initial work in this direction
has already been performed (Leifsson 1999,
Gustavsson 2000). For example, according to
Leifsson (1999), sending the data from a recovery
source to the recovery target in diskless recovery is

allowing multiple node failures or
incremental recovery

analogous to taking a fuzzy checkpoint (Li et al.
1995).
-

$QDO\VLVDQGWKHRUHWLFDOSURRIV
To add weight to any claims that we make about a
recovery algorithm’s timeliness and/or noninterference with conflict detection and conflict
resolution protocols, we need to logically prove that
it has those properties. For us to be able to perform
the required analysis and proofs, we need a way of
formally reasoning about these subjects. Finding
suitable methods to do this, or, if required, devising
new ones will be an important part of our project.

'HH'6LQWHJUDWLRQ
Finally, we wish to verify the feasibility of the
diskless recovery algorithm by implementing it in a
real-world system and running benchmark tests.
DeeDS, a distributed real-time database system
prototype developed by the distributed real-time
systems research group at university of Skövde
(Andler et al., 1996), is well suited for such an
implementation.

&RQFOXVLRQV
This project is in its early stages. We have
completed an initial literature survey and analysis
(Gustavsson 2000) and are currently investigating
suitable methods. In the remainder of this section,
we briefly discuss our future work and how it
relates to existing research in this field.

)XWXUHZRUN
The research problems that we wish to investigate
are in three distinct categories:
•

•

•

General problems in distributed recovery
-

Finding timely recovery algorithms

-

Exploring the relationship between
consistency preservation and recovery

Eventual consistency problems
-

Devising a recovery method for
eventually consistent databases that
does not interfere with consistency
preservation

-

Defining constraints on applications
that operate in an eventually
consistent database

Diskless recovery extensions
-

Relaxing some of the assumptions
made by Leifsson (1999), such as

Performing benchmark test of a realworld implementation of the diskless
recovery algorithm

5HODWHGZRUN
Work exists on optimistic consistency preservation
approaches that are similar to our notion of
eventual consistency. For example, the independent
update algorithm briefly described by Ceri et al.
(1994) shares many aspects with eventual
consistency. Unfortunately, little is said about the
implications that using the independent update
algorithm has on the database system and its
applications. The only things mentioned by the
authors are that the reconciliation (conflict
resolution) algorithm should ensure one-copy
serializability, and that the applications must be
capable of handling stale data.
Concurrency control, which is similar to
consistency preservation, is also a well-covered
area. However, we have been able to find little or
no such research that focuses on the interaction
between these techniques and recovery.
We also argue that diskless recovery is a fresh and
interesting area that requires further exploration.
Also, there is, to our knowledge, no research on
application requirements for eventually consistent
databases.

&RQWULEXWLRQV
Our work focuses on aspects of distributed recovery
that have, so far, received very little attention. We
look at timely recovery, which should be
increasingly important as the number of systems
with demands on timeliness continues to grow.
Similarly, many embedded systems operate in
hostile environments, where the use of disks may
not be an option. In such systems, a diskless
recovery mechanism may eliminate the need for
stable storage, while decreasing the cost of the
system. Finally, the research community as a whole
is moving towards optimistic approaches for
consistency preservation, as we realize that in many
real-world systems, immediate consistency cannot
be enforced while meeting the high demands on
performance and availability. Therefore, node
recovery in an eventually consistent database is a
relevant and interesting topic.

$FNQRZOHGJPHQWV
We extend our thanks to Jonas Mellin and Robert
Nilsson, who were both able to give us feedback on
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1. Introduction
An important trend in the networking community is to involve more switches in the networks
(e.g., LAN, Local Area Networks) and pure switched-based networks becomes more and more
common. At the same time, the industrial communication community has a strong will to
adapt LAN technology (e.g. Ethernet) for use in industrial systems. The involvement of
switches does not only increase the performance; the possibility to offer real-time services is
also improved. Now when the cost of LAN switches has reached the level where pure
switched-based networks have become affordable, the collision possibility in IEEE 802.3
(Ethernet) networks can be eliminated and methods to support real-time services can be
implemented in the switches without changing the underlying wide-spread protocol standard.
This research aims to provide such methods with the focus on industrial applications. The
research is motivated by the large interest of using cheap and simple technology (like Ethernet)
in industrial and embedded systems. Ethernet has already today been introduced to these
applications but has, at the same time, introduced problems with (or lack of) real-time services
and analyzability.
The main research question is how to form methods to be able to support typical industrial
real-time traffic (e.g., small periodic messages) without changing the underlying protocols and
while still supporting existing higher-level protocols for non-real-time traffic (e.g., web based
maintenance which is highly desirable to coexist with the real-time traffic). Other important
research questions are what degree of service (throughput, latency, delay jitter etc.) one can
expect from these communication systems and how to form methods to increase analyzability
(e.g., by introducing determinism).

2. Applications
The research efforts on real-time communication over non-real-time LAN technologies have so
far been concentrated on multimedia and similar applications while there is a large need of
research efforts in the field of industrial systems. Our focus is on industrial and embedded
systems. Application examples are industrial automation, Computer Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM), radar signal processing systems, airplanes, process control, and telecommunication
equipment. Other applications which also might be of interest are home networks and
broadband access networks, were a mix of real-time and non-real-time traffic is expected.
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(*) A large portion of this document is copied from the ARTES project application authored by Magnus
Jonsson and Bertil Svensson.

3. Plan of research
The research work can be described as two parallel tracks that run concurrently:
• Identify industrial application demands on real-time communication services, including
survey of real-time communication with focus on LAN-technology and switched
communication. Case studies of industrial applications are also planned.
• Develop and analyze how methods to support traffic with industrial real-time demands can
be implemented in switches and/or network interfaces to get as much functionality and
performance as possible at the same time as the use of standards like TCP/IP and Ethernet
is preserved.

4. Expected results and impact
As stated above we have specific ideas and we attempt to focus on real-time support for the
wide-spread Ethernet standard. However, it is important to stress that we have the ambition
of finding methods with general applicability in the area of real-time networking.
The main expected results are:
• Methods to support traffic with industrial real-time demands over non-real-time LANtechnology, primarily over switched Ethernet, without loss of generality to use common
protocol suits like TCP/IP.
• General outlines of how to support traffic with industrial real-time demands over switched
system area networks.
• Performance analysis of proposed methods.
• Implementation experiments to demonstrate the practical feasibility of the developed
methods and to make performance measurements including implementation aspects.
• Case studies where the industrial applicability of the proposed methods is confirmed.
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Abstract
This paper introduces a novel, fair medium access
protocol for a pipelined optical ring network. The
protocol provides global optimisation of deadline
constraints on a packet basis. Requests for sending
packets are sent by the nodes in the network to the
current master node. The master uses deadline
information in the requests to determine which request is
most urgent. Arbitration is done in two steps, collection
and distribution phases. The protocol is therefore called
two-cycle medium access (TCMA). The network is best
suited for LANs and SANs (system area networks) such
as a high speed network in a cluster of computers or
interconnection networks in embedded parallel
computers. Services possible in this network include best
effort messages, real-time virtual channels, functions
used in parallel processing such as barriersynchronisation, and functions for reliable transmission.
These are possible without additional higher level
protocol layers. A simulation analysis of the network
with the novel protocol is presented. Further analysis
shows worst case latency, minimum slot length, and
fairness of the protocol.
Keywords: Real-time communications, protocol, global
deadline optimisation, packet constraints, fibre-optic
interconnection network, embedded systems, parallel
processing

1 Introduction
The contribution put forward by this paper is a novel
medium access protocol that uses the deadline
information of individual packets, queued for sending in
each node, to make decisions, in a master node, about
who gets to send. The new protocol may be used with a
previously presented network topology; the control
channel based fibre ribbon pipeline ring (CC-FPR)

network [1]. Simulations of the protocol prove its
validity.
The proposed medium access protocol provides the
user with a service for sending best effort messages for
which the timing constraints are globally optimised.
Because of this property the protocol is suitable for real
time communication. Further more, the global
optimisation is a mechanism that is built into the network
protocol. No further software in upper layers is required
for this service. The scheme of globally optimising
deadline constraints presents an advantage over networks
that don’t arbitrate medium access on this property.
Some examples of this may be found in [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5]. However, these networks may have upper layer
protocol added to them to give them better
characteristics for real-time traffic but this increases the
complexity of the system. Also, it is hard to get fine
deadline granularity using upper layer protocols.
Real-time services in the form of best effort messages,
as mentioned above and real-time virtual channels
(RTVC) are supported for single destination, multicast
and broadcast transmission by the network. A service for
slot reservation, used for hard real-time traffic such as
RTVCs is also provided [1]. The network also provides
services for parallel and distributed computer systems
such as short messages, barrier synchronisation and
global reduction. Reliable transmission service (flow
control and packet acknowledgement) is provided as an
intrinsic part of the network [6], [7].
The network with the proposed protocol is best suited
for LANs and SANs (system area networks) where the
number of nodes and network length is relatively small.
This is important since the propagation delay adversely
affects the medium access protocol. An example of a
suitable application is in an embedded system, e.g., for
use as an interconnection network in a radar signal
processing system, or as a network for use in cluster
parallel computing. A problem with the original CC-FPR
protocol [1] is that a node does not consider the time
constraints of packets that are queued in downstream
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nodes. The novel network presented here does not suffer
from this problem.
Novel optical components result in the possibility of
new network solutions for the increasing bit rate
demands of parallel and distributed systems. Motorola
OPTOBUS bi-directional links with ten fibres per
direction are used but the links are arranged in an
unidirectional ring architecture where only éN / 2ù bidirectional links are needed to close a ring of N nodes
(assuming that N is an even number). Fibre-ribbon links
offering an aggregated bit rate of several Gbits/s have
reached the market [8]. The increasingly good
price/performance ratio for fibre-ribbon links indicates a
great success potential for the proposed type of
networks.
The physical ring network is divided into three rings
or channels (see Figure 1). For each fibre ribbon link,
eight fibres carry data, one fibre is used to clock the data,
byte by byte, and one is used for the control channel.
Access is divided into slots like in an ordinary TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) network. The control
channel fibre is dedicated for bit-serial transmission of
control-packets, which are used for the arbitration of data
transmission in each slot. The clock signal on the
dedicated clock fibre, which is used to clock data, also
clocks each bit in the control-packets. Separating clockand control-fibres simplifies the transceiver hardware
implementation [9]. The control-channel is also used for
the implementation of low-level support for barriersynchronisation, global reduction, and reliable
transmission [6].
The ring can dynamically (for each slot) be
partitioned into segments to obtain a pipeline optical ring
network [2] where several transmissions can be
performed simultaneously through spatial bandwidth
reuse, thus achieving an aggregated throughput higher
than the single-link bit rate (see Figure 2 for an
example). Even simultaneous multicast transmissions are
possible providing multicast segments do not overlap.
Node 1

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
two briefly describes the original protocol since many
ideas are similar to the presented. Section three presents
the novel medium access protocol. Section four gives a
short description of RTVCs and how they are
implemented. Section five presents an analysis of worst
case latency and minimum slot time, and describes the
simulations carried out. These results are presented and
discussed. Conclusions are presented in section six.

2 Original protocol
The novel medium access protocol presented and
analysed in the following sections, use many ideas from
the CC-FPR protocol presented in [1]. Therefore some
details of the CC-FPR protocol are presented here.
The original CC-FPR network protocol is insensitive
to propagation delay in the sense that no feedback, from
nodes back to the master, is needed during arbitration of
the network. Arbitration is decentralised by having nodes
take equal, round-robin, turns to be master. The protocol
is based on the use of a control-packet that, for each slot,
travels almost one lap (over N−1 links) round the
control-channel ring. In the time domain the controlpacket always travels around the ring in the time-slot
preceding the time-slot for which it controls the
arbitration. The control-packet will hence always pass
each node one time-slot before the data-packet it is
related to passes.
At the beginning of each slot the master initiates a
control packet that contain its own needs for packet
transmission. Each node succeeding the master checks
the control-packet when it passes the node to see: (i) if it
will receive a data-packet in the next slot, and (ii) if a
data-packet will pass the node in the next slot. If no datapacket will pass the node, i.e., the rest of the ring back to
the master is free, the node will have the possibility to
Node 1

Node 3

Node 2

Node 2

Link 1

Link 2

Link 5
Node M

Link 3

Node 3

Link 4
=Clock
=Control
Node 5

Node 5

Node 4

Node 4
=Data

Figure 1: A Control Channel based Fiber Ribbon
Pipeline Ring network.

Figure 2: Example where Node 1 sends a
single-destination packet to Node 3, and Node
4 sends a multicast packet to Node 5 and
Node 1.

transmit a data-packet in the next slot in this segment of
the ring. The node signals this by changing the control
packet to reflect how it will send. Because all the nodes
succeeding the master repeat the procedure of checking
the control-packet for the possibility to send, multiple
transmissions in different segments of the ring might be
possible in the same slot. Observe that the control packet
does not return to the master and that a data packet
cannot be transmitted across the master node since the
clock is interrupted there.
A problem with the original CC-FPR protocol is that a
node does not consider the time constraints of packets
that are queued in downstream nodes. See Figure 2 for
an example described below. Node one decides that it
will send and books links one and two, regardless of
what Node two may have to send. This means that
packets with very tight deadlines may miss their
deadlines. For a further presentation of the original
protocol, refer to [1].

3 Two-cycle medium access protocol
The greatest difference in function between the new
and the old protocol of accessing the network is that
arbitration is done in two phases instead of one. The two
phases to medium access are collection phase and
distribution phase (see Figure 3). Therefore it is referred
to as the two-cycle medium access protocol, (TCMA
protocol). As can be seen, the protocol is time division
multiplexed to share access between nodes. The basic
time unit is called a slot and the minimum size of the slot
is analysed in section five.
As in the original medium access protocol, the role of
network master is cycled equally, round robin, around

Time
Slot N

Data-packet

Slot N+1

Data-packet

the ring. Thus all nodes are identical. The role as master
is passed on to the next down stream node at the end of
the slot. Every node detects when the clock signal is
interrupted at the end of the slot and nodes have a
counter to determine who is next master.
There are two types of TCMA control packets, which
are used in each of the two phases (see Figure 4). A
complete collection phase packet will contain a start bit
and total of N-1 requests that are added one by one by
each node. The master receives it’s own request
internally. Each request consists of three fields. The
“prio”-field contains the priority level of the request. It is
further described below. Nodes use the link reservation
and destination fields to indicate destination node(s) and
which links must be traversed to reach the destination
node. Since a node may write several destination nodes
into the destination field, transmissions may be multicast
or broadcast. In the distribution phase packet the “result
of requests”-field contains the outcome of each nodes
request. This is the only field, in this phase, which
contains network arbitration information. The others are
used for services such as, e.g., reliable transmission
(“ACK/NACK”- and “flow control”-fields) and, e.g.,
global reduction and short messages (the “Extra
information”-field).
The time until deadline (referred to as laxity) of a
packet is mapped, with a certain function, to be
expressed within the four-bit limitation of the current
version of TCMAs priority field. A lower priority
implies a shorter laxity and thus a more urgent message.
The priority field is a central mechanism of the TCMA
protocol. The result of the mapping is written to the
priority field (see Figure 4). A wider field of bits would
provide higher resolution of priority and would probably
have an advantageous affect on performance. Further
TCMA Collection phase packet
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Link reservation Destination
Prio
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field
field
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Figure 3: The two phases, collection and
distribution, of the TCMA protocol. Notice that the
network arbitration information, for data in slot
N+1, is sent in the previous slot, slot N. Observe
that the lengths of the phases, and placement in
time, in the diagram are not to scale.
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Figure. 4: Contents of the TCM control packets.
Notice the possibility in the distribution phase
packet to send information other than for medium
access arbitration.

evaluation is out of the scope of this paper. Two
mappings between deadline and priority, logarithmic and
linear (see Figure 5), have been simulated. Results show
a negligible difference in performance of throughput,
packet-loss, and latency. Further evaluation of how the
performance is affected by different mappings is
therefore put beyond the scope of this paper. For the
simulations presented in section five, logarithmic
mapping is used. This mapping gives higher resolution of
laxity, the closer to its deadline a packet gets.
All nodes including the master, have information
about which slots have been reserved, e.g., for RTVCs
between pairs of nodes. This is because a request to
establish an RTVC is broadcast to all nodes. Therefore a
node will only send a request that may be possible to
fulfil regarding RTVCs in the own or other nodes that
would use links in the path of the packet that the node
would want to send. Observe that a node will not request
a transmission that would be “across” the master since
the clock signal is interrupted there. This implies that a
request will only be rejected if requests from other nodes
are more urgent. The node selects its most urgent
message as the request. In the case that there are several
messages that are equally urgent, the message that is
destined furthest and possible to transmit in the next slot
is selected. Slots belonging to RTVCs do not need to be
“requested” since they are already reserved (see section
four).
In the collection phase the node that is currently
master generates an empty packet and transmits it on the
control channel. Each node adds its request, in turn, for
sending in the next slot. A request packet that will be
added, by a node, to the packet from the master can be
generated and ready to be sent as soon as the node knows
the status of its queues so that only a very small delay is
Two deadline to priority transformations
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Figure 5: Two different deadline-to-priority
mappings that were tested. For the linear
transformation, deadlines longer than 14 slots
are all mapped to priority level 14.

incurred. The additional delay is caused when the
collection phase packet passes a node. It is assumed to
be one bit time. The same delay also applies to the
distribution phase packet. The request contains the
following information: priority, link-reservation and
destination field (see Figure 4). If the node has nothing
to send, it signals this to the master by using a reserved
priority level (15 in the proposed protocol) and zeros in
the other fields.
When the completed collection phase packet arrives
back at the master, the requests (including one request
from the master) are processed. There can only be N
requests in the master, as each node gets to send one
request per slot. The list of requests is sorted primarily
by priority and secondly by the distance to the
destination, i.e., furthest within segment (FWS)[2]. The
master traverses the list, starting with the request with
lowest priority (closest to deadline) and then tries to
fulfil as many of the N requests as possible. In case of
priority ties, the request with the largest distance to its
destination is chosen. If there still is a tie then the
master’s request has priority over other request. Because
of spatial slot reuse, several requests may be granted
permission to transmit in different segments, during the
same slot, providing that segments do not overlap. This
is also called pipelining of packets (see Figure 2).
When the master has scheduled the requests it
distributes the result to all nodes in the distribution
phase. In this phase the master node, and only the master
node, has possibility to make use of the “extra” fields in
the distribution phase packet such as sending
acknowledges for packets sent during previous slots. For
further explanation of this, see [6]. When all nodes have
received the results of the request, each node is ready for
the beginning of the next slot where data may be
transmitted. A request was granted if the nodes “request
result field”-bit in the distribution phase packet contains
a “1”. As in the collection phase, the distribution phase
packet is delayed when passing each node. Again, this
delay is assumed to be one bit time, although not as
important as for collection phase since the master does
not get feedback from nodes in the distribution phase.
The master receives the result of the requests internally.
The advantage of this protocol is that the deadline
requirements of all packets are taken into account and
considered at a global level. Since the packets deadline
information is collected into a “global queue” in the
master, packets from each node can be sent in an earliest
deadline first (EDF) fashion and the timing constraints of
the packets can be seen as globally optimised.

Logical connections with guaranteed bit rate and
bounded latency can be realised in the network by using
slot reserving. Such connections are referred to as
RTVCs. Either the whole ring is reserved for a specific
node in a slot, or one or more segments of the ring are
dedicated to some specific node(s). Slots are organized
into cycles with a set number of slots. Nodes keep track
of the current slot index in the cycles. A slot that has
been reserved for an RTVC, guarantees that transmission
is possible every cycle thus guaranteed bit rate. Several
slots may be reserved for an RTVC in order to increase
the guaranteed bit rate. Initially, each node has J nonreserved slots where it is master, giving a cycle length of
N ⋅ J slots. So as to always have bandwidth for best
effort traffic controlled by the TCMA protocol,
described in section three, only J-1 slots are reserveable.
When a node wants to reserve a slot for an RTVC, it
searches for slots where the required links are free, so
allocation of a new segment can be done. First, the
node’s own slots are searched. If not enough slots could
be allocated for the reservation, the search is continued
in other nodes. In this case, the node broadcasts a packet
containing a request to all other nodes to allocate the
desired segment in their slots. The packet contains
information about the links required and the amount of
slots needed. Each node then checks if any of its own
slots have the required free links. All nodes sends a
packet back to the requesting node to notify which slots,
if any, that have been allocated. When the requesting
node has received the answers, it decides if it is satisfied
with the number of allocated slots. If not, it sends a
release packet. Otherwise, it can start using the reserved
slots immediately. If so, the node notifies other nodes by
broadcasts the details of the RTVC. It should also send a
release packet if more slots than needed were allocated.
A node wishing to set up an RTVC can thus “borrow”
slots from other nodes. A further, more detailed,
description of this is found in [6].

5 Implementation aspects
Ttcma is the time required to complete network
arbitration according the TCMA protocol. This also sets
the minimum possible slot length for the network. Ttcma,
scales for increasing network length and number of
nodes as follows:
Ttcma = Tcollection + T p + Tselection + Tdistribution
(1)
and is explained below. The master requires a noninfinite time for processing the collected requests to

select which requests may be sent. Part of this processing
is sorting the incoming requests. This can be done as
they arrive by checking them bit by bit and thus the
sorting time is incorporated in the time for the collection
phase, Tcollection. When requests have been sorted, the list
of requests has to be traversed to select which may be
sent. The time for this is denoted as Tselection and is
assumed to be N ⋅ 30 ns. Propagation delay, Tp, is part
of arbitration since the master depends on feedback, i.e.,
the requests from the other nodes in the collection phase.
L is the total length of the ring. P is the propagation
delay through the optical fibre and is assumed to be 5
ns/m. The delay through each node (approximately 1 bit
time per node) is neglected in the propagation delay, thus
the total propagation delay around the ring is:
Tp = L ⋅ P
(2)
From Figure 4 one can see the size of the fields in the
control packets which lead to:

Tcollection =

1 + ( 2 N + 4)( N − 1)
C

(3)

and

Tdistribution =

10 N
C

(4)

where C is the bit rate of the links which is 800Mb/s for
the Motorola Optobus and N is the number of nodes. The
minimum slot length is plotted in Figure 6. As we can
see from the figure, the minimum slot length increases
with increased network length and number of nodes. This
is just as can be expected from a network that requires
feedback in its medium access protocol.
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Figure 6: The diagram shows the relation
between total network length and minimum slot
length, for three different numbers of nodes.

5.1 Worst-case analysis
From the point in time when a packet is generated the
delay until the packet may be sent consists of two
components. The first component is the delay because
other packets in the network are more urgent or have
equal priority but are destined further and thus have
priority. The second component is when no other packets
that are equally or more urgent on other nodes, i.e., the
packet is next in line to be sent. Only the second part of
the delay is analysed below. This component of the delay
is referred to as access to the network latency.
Two cases for worst case access to the network
latency are presented: when the packet is destined M=1
hops and when the packet is destined M=N-1 hops.
These two cases are explained in Figure 7. As we can see
in the figure both latencies are minimised by sending the
control phase (CP) packets as close as possible to the
next slot. The vertical lines denote the end and beginning
of slots. Since the clock is interrupted at the end of each
slot, it is impractical to have the CP packets be sent at
the end of one slot and continue into the next slot. As can
be seen in the figure, slot length also affects the latency.
When a node is master, it is always granted
transmission as long as no other node has a packet with a
lower priority level (closer to deadline). It is assumed
that a node is master every N slots and that no other node
has more urgent packets. The equations for the latency is
presented below:
(5)
Tlatency = M ⋅ Tslot + Tcpp _ skew
where

Tcpp _ skew = Ttcma + Tn

(6)

Tn =

N −1
B

Tslot is the slot length, and Tn is the total extra delay
incurred to the control packet, compared to the data
packet, when passing through N-1 nodes. The extra delay
is assumed to be one bit-time in each node. Tcpp_skew is
the time from the start of the control phase until the start
of the data packet. This can be seen in Figure 7.
Remember that the control phase for the current slot
occurred in the previous slot.
As can be seen in Figure 7 the latency depends on
how far the node wishes to transmit, denoted M. The
importance of keeping note of M is that a node may not
transmit to another node that is “past” the master. This is
because the clock signal is interrupted at the master.
Transmissions destined for downstream neighbours
(M=1) are always possible whereas the chance to be able
to send decreases with increased number of hops. This
explains the M-term in Equation 5.
Equation 5 is plotted in Figure 8. Tslot is chosen to be
5 µs, see the previous section on minimum slot length.
As can be seen in the figure, there is a large difference in
latency depending on the destination of the transmission.
A user of the network can therefore gain in performance
by carefully optimising algorithms to take advantage of
this property, which is, sending to the next neighbour.
The reason that the plots in the figure are almost
horizontal, especially the plot for M=N-1 is that the slot
delay ( M ⋅ Tslot ) is a very small part compared to the rest
of the arbitration delay (Tcpp_skew).
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5.2 Simulation analysis
In addition to worst case performance analysis
reported on in the previous section, an average case
performance analysis for best effort traffic is also
presented. The analysis is done by discrete time
computer simulation. Networks of 8, 16, 32 and 64
nodes were simulated.
Packet in the system have soft real time constraints,
thus are not given any guarantee, at generation, that it
will be sent in a timely fashion. The packet is given a
relative deadline at generation which is decremented
each time slot. The packet is then queued until it is either
sent successfully or, when deadline reaches zero, is
deemed lost and removed from the queue. We also call
this type of communication, best effort messages [10].
The user sending packets with a best effort service
should not require any guarantees.
Some further assumptions for the simulations:
• Messages are one packet long and take one time slot
to send. The term packet and message is therefore
used synonymously.
• Uniform traffic is assumed, i.e., all nodes have equal
probability of message generation and uniformly
distributed destination addresses. This implies that,
on average, it is theoretically possible to transmit
two packets each slot, since the packet on average is
destined “half way” around the ring, which is N / 2
hops. However, this disregards protocol effects
which lowers the average utilisation which we will
see later. An example of protocol effect is that a
node may not send past the master since the clock is
interrupted there. The pipelined ring topology of the
network suggests that it be very effectively utilised
when traffic is mostly destined one hop to the next
neighbour such as in some types of radar signal
processing [11], [12]. If this special mode of traffic
were simulated, which it is not, the effect would
simply be higher throughput because of aggregation,
i.e., several packets would be sent during one slot.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Messages were generated according to a poisson
process and all messages were of single destination
type.
The deadline of all best effort packets is set at
generation to 800 slot times ahead, which would
equate to a deadline of 4ms with a slot time of 5 µs.
Physical effects such as the propagation delay
through optical fibre and the time required to detect
the end of a slot was assumed to be less than one
slot time and is therefore neglected.
Message latency is defined as the time elapsed from
the moment a message is generated until the entire
message is received in the receiver.
Infinite size of message queues is assumed.
The simulator is run for a total of 100 000 slot times
and starts to log statistics at 20 000 slot times.
The “total packet generation intensity” is the
generation intensity for the network regarded as a
whole, not of the individual nodes.

Figure 9 shows the best effort packet latency for
varying levels of network throughput. At a useful level of
packet intensity the network has an average throughput
of approximately 1.6 packets per slot. This is 60% better
than the theoretical limit of one packet per slot for
networks without spatial reuse. Similar results for
varying number of nodes are obtained. Figure 9 shows
up to which level of throughput the network may be
useful. For a clearer view of throughput see also Figure
10.
Figure 10 shows the packet throughput against
packet generation intensity. Throughput has a linear
relation to packet intensity up to the point of saturation,
which can be seen in the figure as the point on the plot
where throughput starts to decrease with increasing
packet intensity. As packet intensity passes the point of
saturation it becomes increasingly difficult for the packet
transmission scheduler to effectively utilise the bit rate of
the network. This is because it is always increasingly
difficult to schedule packets the further their destination
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Figure 10: Total throughput of best effort
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[2]. When the network is saturated each node will tend to
always contain far destined packets with short deadlines.
These cannot always be scheduled together with the
shorter destined packets because of conflicting links.
When two packets have the same priority level the
packets with the further destination has priority. Thus
slot utilisation will decrease which is expressed in the
decline of the throughput after the “summit” in the
figure. The simulation shows that the utilisation of slots
does not perform as well as may be theoretically
expected (two packets transmitted per slot, because of
pipelining). This is attributed to the policy of using
deadline to selecting packets for transmission. The policy
is not as bandwidth conserving as, e.g., the FWS policy
[2] which can achieve higher average throughput. This is
the cost of having good support for real-time traffic.
Figure 11 shows packet throughput and average
packet latency for each destination distance plotted
against packet generation intensity. The simulation is for
16 nodes. Concluded from this simulation is that TCMA
treats packets fairly regardless of the distance to the
destination even when the network approaches and is
saturated. Observe that there are 15 (for N-1 distances to
destination) plots for latency but that these overlap and
appear as one.

6 Conclusions
This paper presents an optical ring network medium
access protocol that globally optimises packet timing
constraints. Simulation results of the medium access
protocol have been presented. The protocol is shown to
be fair even when the network is saturated. The network
with the presented protocol is suitable for application
such as in embedded systems, e.g., for use as
interconnection network in a radar signal processing
system, or as a high performance network for a LAN.
Also worth mentioning is that the network can be built
today using fibre-optic off-the-shelf components
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This paper presents work in progress on an analysis method for message queues
in a real-time multi-tasking system. This analysis will later be compared with
simulation results, in which variations/distributions of execution times, task
periods etc will be considered. The intention is to evaluate the level of
pessimism in the analytical worst-case analysis, compared to the execution
scenarios that actually occur in the real system. We will use these results as a
basis for future work in the ARTES project RATAD, which aims at developing
schedulability analysis with a wider applicability, by integrating reliability into
real-time scheduling theory. What we want is a method for integrating
reliability into classical real-time scheduling, so that we can guarantee, up to
some level, that our system is working properly. This is to be compared with
the classical 0/1 results of the schedulability theory.

1. Introduction
There is hardly any published work on schedulability analysis of message queues.
There is however related work on scheduling messages in communication networks,
including [2]. These models are however different from those needed for modeling
standard multi-tasking operating system message queues (e.g. those proposed for
POSIX [3]), in that the networking queues are separately scheduled resources,
whereas the handling of the OS queues is performed by a CPU shared by many types
of tasks, as well as the OS kernel.
Outline: In Section 2 we present our model and in Section 3 the method used for
analysis is described. Finally our conclusion and future work is described in Section
4.

2. Problem formulation and model
We are assuming a producer-consumer scenario with a pre-emptive fixed priority task
model. The inter-process communication is performed using message queues. Initially
we assume the queues to be FIFO, but later we will extend the model to also cover
priority queues.
The consumer has the following behavior
while(1){
É
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receive(É); //blocking
É
}
Hence the consumer is blocked if nothing is to be received from the message queue.
When the consumer is allowed to execute, it will (in the worst case) execute for Cc
time units. This is repeated for every message that it consumes.
The producers are assumed to (in the worst case) behave as periodic tasks that at
the end of their execution queue a message.
This paper is restricted to a scenario where all communication and execution is
performed locally on a single node. We will for such a system consider a set of
message queues, each handled by a single consumer, to which a set of associated
producers queue messages as can be seen in Fig 1.

Producer

Producer

Consumer

Queue
Producer

Fig. 1. System containing a set of producers and consumers that are communicating via a
message queue.

The problem is here to calculate the worst-case end-to-end delay in a producer –
message – consumer transaction. We will additionally calculate an upper bound of the
message queue size.
The following terminology is used in this paper:
· T – The period of a task
· C – The worst case execution time of a task
· J – The jitter of a task. J = rmax – rmin, where r is the release time relative to the start
of the period associated with each task. If rmin = 0 then J = rmax, which is what we
will assume in the following.
· P – The priority of a task
· r – The release time
· #p – A term associated with the producer
· #c – A term associated with the consumer
· queuesize – The maximum buffer need for the queue
· R – The worst case end-to-end response time associated with a producer – queue –
consumer transaction

·

Rc{0Ln} – The response time to handle the n first messages in a busy period (a busy
period being a time period during which the queue is continuously non-empty).

3. Analysis of message queues
We are about to analyse message queues for inter-task communication on a single
node. We start this by a simple scenario, which we then extend to be more general
and more complex. We have a producer-consumer scenario, where initially the
consumer is blocked, waiting for a message to arrive in the message queue. Following
standard fixed-priority schedulability analysis practice [4] we assume the producer to
be released at most every Tp time units.
We will now derive some simple schedulability criteria and more detailed analysis
for the above type of systems. The formulas presented here may not terminate unless
load is less than 100%.
We begin with a single producer per queue and then extend to multiple producers
per queue.
3.1. Single producer
First, we assume that we have a producer with a period, T, a certain amount of release
jitter, J, execution time, C, and a priority, P. Further on we have a consumer with
execution time and a priority as can be seen in Fig 2.
Producer
T, J, C, P

Consumer
C, P

Queue
Fig. 2. The properties of the producer and the consumer task used in our model.

What we do now is to find out the worst end-to-end response time for this scenario. In
order to find this response time we have to find the maximum response time of all
messages produced within a Busy Period, i.e., the time it takes to completely empty
the queue in a worst case scenario.
If we use Rn to denote the response time for the consumer to consume the n:th
message, then the worst case end-to-end response time, R, is

R = max ( Rn )
nÎMBP

(1)

where MBP is the set of messages sent by all producers of a queue within the Busy
Period.
What we need to do is to calculate the end-to-end response times for all the messages
sent within the busy period. In order for the busy period to terminate, we require a
load that is less than 100%. We use an approach similar to the iterative method used
for analysis of task response times when deadline exceeds period [5] to iteratively

search for the maximum response time of the messages queued during the busy
period. This amounts to initially assume that a single message is queued, and then
calculate the response time for this message. If a second message has been queued
during this response time we can calculate the response time for this message by
analyzing the (in the response time sense) equivalent scenario when both messages
are queued initially (i.e. when the consumer needs to be executed twice). If a third
message is queued during the response time of the two messages, then we repeat the
procedure for three messages. This continues for four, five, etc. messages until we
reach a point when no new message is queued during the response time. That such a
situation exists follows by the assumption that we have a utilization that is less than 1.
In the worst case scenario we will number consecutive messages in increasing
order, starting with message 0.
We define the release time for a message as r. Then we assume that the message is
released as soon as the producer is activated. In this way we cover all cases of
messages being sent. The release time of message n is given by

r = (n * Tp )- J p

(2)

Then we calculate the response time for the consumer using traditional exact analysis
methods [1].

C = (n + 1)* C c
wc = C +

é wc + J j ù
å ê T úC j
jÎhp ( tasks ) ê
j
ú

(3)

Rc{0Ln} = wc

When we have the response time for the handling of the n first messages, Rc{0Ln}, we
can calculate the response time associated with message n simply by subtracting the
release-time of the current message from the total response time.

Rn = Rc{0Ln} - r

(4)
We have now gathered the response times for the n first messages and we must
investigate whether or not we have emptied the queue, since this is our termination
criterion for the busy period. To do this we investigate whether or not the following
condition is met, i.e., if the queue is not empty or not. If the following is true, (2)-(4)
is repeated for the next message.

é Rc{0Ln} + J p ù
(n + 1) < ê
ú
Tp
ê
ú

(5)

When we have emptied the queue we use (1) to find out the maximum response time
present in the Busy Period. When we have the maximum response time we can use it
to calculate the buffer need for the queue. The maximum queue size will be

éR + Jp ù
queuesize = ê
ú
ê Tp ú

(6)

Intuitively, this captures that the maximum queue size occurs when the worst-case
end-to-end response time for a message is present.
3.2. Multiple producers
We have now looked at scenarios where we have a single producer feeding the queue
with messages. We now extend this to handle multiple producers to a single queue.
We introduce a set M containing all producers associated with each queue, that is all
producers belonging to a certain queue. The procedure behaves the same as in the
single producer scenario. The only difference is that the queue is receiving messages
from multiple producers. If we first try to extract the worst end-to-end response time,
we do as in the single producer scenario. What we need to handle is the scenarios
where preemption involving several producers occurs, i.e., producers that gets
preempted by other producers. If we want to calculate the worst end-to-end response
time regardless of producer, all producers that are preempting us will in the worst case
always manage to send their messages before us, as illustrated in Fig 3. Here we can
see that if all higher priority producers will send their messages before us, we will be
consumed as the last one, and therefore we will experience the longest end-to-end
response time.
Preemption occurs
Task A
Task B
Task C

First message
Second message
Third message
t

Fig. 3. The worst-case scenario regardless of which producer that is belongs to is always the
one created for the producer with the lowest priority.

In this way, it is always the producer, which has the earliest release time of its current
message that is interesting. What we need to do though, is to investigate whether or
not some other producers will preempt this producer. If this is the case, then we
always assume that the other producers, the ones that are preempting us, will produce
their message before us. That is, we will always produce the worst scenario this way.
If we do this, we can use similar methods to the ones used in the single producer
scenario.
The situation becomes slightly more complicated when we are to extract the
maximum end-to-end response time associated with a certain producer. This will
force us to produce different execution scenarios depending on which producer we are
interested in, since the actual time that each message is sent will influence the order of
messages in the queue. The different scenarios, when having three producers
associated with a queue, is the one described in Fig 3 (which is the worst case
scenario for Task C) and the ones described in Fig 4 and Fig 5.

Preemption occurs
Task A

Second message
Third message

First message

Task B
t

Task C

Fig. 4. The worst-case scenario for producer B is that all task with lower priority that we are
preempting for the moment, actually has been able to already produce their messages. As usual,
all preempting producers with higher priority than us will produce their messages before us.

Preemption occurs

Third message

Second message

Task A

First message

Task B
t

Task C

Fig. 5. The last scenario of our task set is when calculating the worst-case for the producer with
the highest priority. Here all producers that we have preempted will produce their messages
before us.

When we have taken these precautions, we need to modify our formulas used as the
termination criteria, i.e., when the queue is empty, and our formula used for
calculating the buffer need. What we will do is similar as for the single producer
scenario, i.e., we extract all response-times until (5) is not met anymore, but in order
to handle multiple producers we need to extend (5) to the following

é Rc{0Ln} + J j ù
ú
Tj
j ÎM ê
ú

(n + 1)< å ê

(7)

When we are done, we can extract R using (1) in order to extract the maximum endto-end response time so that we can calculate the required queue size. We need to
modify (6) to handle multiple producers.

queuesize =

éR + Jj ù
ú
Tj ú
j ÎM ê

åê

(8)

4. Conclusion and future work
We have presented preliminary results from on-going work on including message
queues in schedulability modeling and analysis. Our initial experiments indicate that
it is not trivial to construct the worst-case scenario, especially when we are to collect
worst-case end-to-end response time associated with each producer. When this is
done though, we will extend the model to also cover messages with different
priorities. This is essential, since many of the operating systems used in industry
today, e.g. those that are POSIX compliant, support priority queues. When we have a
good analysis method we will compare the results with simulation results. These
results will then be integrated with some probabilistic model making it possible to
integrate reliability theory with schedulability analysis.
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Abstract:
I will talk about my current research with real-time operating systems and also
about shared data structures for concurrent programming. I will present the
commercial OSE operating system and ideas behind the inter-communication of
tasks. The drawbacks with the current approach will be highlighted and some
ideas for improvements using lock and wait-free data structures will be
presented.
I will briefly present the upcoming library tool-kit of shared data algorithms
called NOBLE, and its continuations within embedded systems. NOBLE is
mainly designed for fast performance parallel computer systems, but will also be
adopted for common microprocessors used in embedded systems.
I will give an overview of the current research of improving current lock and
wait-free algorithms, present the different approaches. I have recently looked on
how to improve wait-free algorithms using the timing information available in
real-time systems, for example to bound time-stamps.
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Abstract
Non-blocking synchronization for real-time system has attract a lot of research efforts. However,
Previous researches mainly focus on hard real-time system. Previous results show that wait-free
mechanism is more favourable for hard real-time system than lock-free mechanism because waitfree
easy the scheduling and provides worst-case execution time for data sharing. In soft
real-time application, tasks don't need to always guarantee to meet deadline. Although lock-free
has unbounded worst-case execution time, it guarantee the consistency of shared data object during
accessing the shared data object. So a task can quit from the critical section anytime it want and
without worry about the consistency of the shared data objects. We will look at how to apply
lock-free synchronization and what kinds of guarantee can be provided by lock-free
synchronization.
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